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Aim of m o sis

aALSWOHfHI *S "SPIRE OF MEAITIIS"
•

In this thesis, Galsworthy's "Spire.of H e a n i m my
plan is, first, to present Galsworthy's conception of drama
and its essential "spire of meaning" as set forth in his es
say, Some Platitudes.Oonoeming Drama.. Reset, stndying the
dramas Strife, Justice, and The Silver Box carefully and
minutely, I shall apply his theory of drama to them*

This

will he followed by a brief synopsis of his other dramas.

I

shall discuss them from the point of view of technical method
and the results of this me’thod, considering not only the treat
ment of subject, hut also the subjects chosen.

I shall ex

amine the construction of Galsworthy*s "spire of meaning" as
well as its substantial significance#

In short, my thesis is

to present Galsworthy's conception of drama and his success in
following his theory.

Outline of Thesis
GALSWORTHY'S "SPIRE OF MEA5IRG"
I•

Galsworthy's tl»ory of drama as interpreted in "Some
Platitudes Oonoerning Drama" from The Inn of Tranquillity.

II.

A.

Galsworthy's oonoeption of the dramatist as a
dramatist •
.

B.

His oonoeption of the structure of drama#

0*

His oonoeption of the purpose of drama from the
social and ethical point of view.

Galsworthy’s observance of the "spire of meaning"
Illustrated by:
A.

:

'

A careful analysis of:
" 1.

B.

Strife

.•

2.

Justice

3.

The Silver Box

.
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:

; • s

:
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A brief synopsis of the remlnii3g twenty-two dramas
chosen chronologically•

III• Summary, technical and theoretical, of Galsworthy’s
"spire of meaning•"
A,

Galsworthy as a technical writer of drama.

B.

Galsworthy as a humanitarian in drama#

GALSWORTHY'S "SPIES OF ME AITIEG n
I•

Galsworthy's theory of the drama as interpreted in "Some
Platitudes Concerning Drama" from The Inn of Tranquillity»

In an essay entitled Some Platitudes OoneerninR Drama
Galsworthy presents his theory of drama and his conception of
a dramatist's attitude toward his writing.

Since this paper

and its conclusions arc to be "based largely upon the essay*
a detailed discussion of it necessarily must follow.

From

the essay we learn Galsworthy's purpose in writing drama
fas well as his idea of every dramatist’s purpose), his treat
ment of drama from the moment tho theme is chosen until the
last word finally perfects the "spire of moaning" of the
drama, and his views as to tho effect which the completed
..v •
drama should have upon a thoughtful audience. Galswoft&y is
as thorough in presenting his theory of drama as we shall Tutor
find him in managing his technique of drama,
From the very beginning Galsworthy does away with the
common idea of rising action, climax, and falling action.

To

him the best drama is not that which presents complication,
turning point or climax, and then resolution.

Climax, he "be

lieves , belongs at the end of the drama, and must develop
logically and lucidly from all that precedes it.

-
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"A drama must have a spire of meaning/'l
This is the first statement that Saleworthy makes in his
essay, and is followed by the explanation:
Every grouping of life and oharaeter has its inherent
moral; and the business of the dramatist is so to .
pose the group as to bring that moral poignantly to
the light of day. Such is the moral that exhales
from plays like Lear. Hamlet, and Macbeth. But such
is not the moral to ho found in the great bulk of
contemporary Drama. The moral of the average play
is now, and probably has always been, the triumph
at all costs of a supposed immediate ethical evil.
The vice of drawing those distorted morals has
permeated the Drama to its spine; diecoloured its
art, humanity, and significance; infected its creat
ors , actors, audience, critics; too often turned it
from a picture into a caricature. A Drama which
lives under the shadow of the distorted moral for
gets how to be free, fair, and fine — forgets so
completely that it often prides itself on having
forgotten,(2)
Hence, Galsworthy as a dramatist is confronted by a seri
ous problem, namely that of presenting a moral to his audience
through his characters, their words and actions•

To do this

he must carefully and precisely build his drama, adding ju
diciously that and only that which will strengthen the theme
and guide it finally to its state of completion.

His drama is

a picture of a grouping of life and character and the moral
Inherent in it, drawn so that each word and bit of action is
an essential stroke of the pencil and leads to the ultimate
revelation of the meaning of the drama.

This ultimate revela

tion is accomplished at the conclusion of the drama, but de
le

Tho^Inn^of Tranquillity. Charles Scribner's Sons, Hew

£.

IbidI

* Pe

velope gradually and naturally from the Taeginning until it
presents itself as the logical result

at

all that has preceded•

As a spire is constructed, its foundation firm and solid, it*
"body exactly symmetrical and balanced and ever tapering toward
a perfect point, so must a drama he built, its foundation theme
being definitely chosen and limited, and every word thereafter
leading to the last fine point of the play.

As a spire is

beautiful in its austere simplicity, its flawless symmetry,
its perfect grace, so must the moral of a drama unfold itself
easily* artistically, and above all, naturally.

As a spire

stands out against the sky, clear and pointed, so must a drama
stand before its reader or audience,'clear and significant.
This spire of moaning, this precise shaping of the moral,
Galsworthy exacts from every serious dramatist.

He is a bit

more lenient, however, in drawing up the courses which ho be
lieves a dramatist should pursue.
courses.

He recognizes three possible

The first is that in which the dramatist lays before

the public the morals and codes which are already prevalent
and in Whioh the public has its faith.

This course assures

the dramatist public favor, but makes him comparatively unim
portant as an authoritative thinker or writer.

The second

course to be followed is that in which the dramatist more or
less didactically lays before the public his own personal
theories of living, those being much more effective if they are
what the public does not wish to accept•
that whioh Galsworthy himself adoptst

The third course is

To set bofore tho public no ont-ana»4rle4 eodos,
but the phenomena of life and character, selected
and combined, but not distorted, by tho dramatist’s
outlook, set flora without "feaFJ* favour, or prejudice,
leaving the public to draw such poor moral as nature
may afford* This third method requires a certain
detachment; it requires a sympathy with, a love of,
and a curiosity as to, things for their own sake;
it requires a far view, together with patient in
dustry, for no immediately practical result.fl)
The greatest' good, the remote, eternal good, is done by
the dramatist who presents natural, inherent morals.

The

playwright who draws the distorted moral that the public ex
pects does good, supposedly, by fortifying the prejudices of
the public.

The playwright who distorts facts by his own

morality expects to do good to the public by re placing its
worn out idoals with his own advanced ethics.

Both playwrights

intend to improve immediately the conditions of the public,
Galsworthy here remonstrates.
But matters change, and morals change; men remain —
and to cot men, and tho facts about them, down faith
fully, so that they draw for us tho moral of their
natural actions, may also possibly be of benefit to
the community. It is, at all events, harder than
to set men and facts down, as they ought, or ought
not to be. This, however, is not to say that a
dramatist should, or indeed can, keep himself and
his temperamental philosophy out of his work. As
a man lives and thinks, so will he write. But it
is certain, that to the making of good drama, as to
tho practice of every other art, thoro must bo
brought an almost passionate love of discipline,
a white-heat of self-respect, a desire to make the
truest, fairest, best thing in one's power; and that
to those must be added an eye that does not flinch.
Such qualities alone will bring to a drama the self
less character which soaks it with inevitability.(2)

Tl

The Tnn of Tranquillity, p. 190,

e. ibid,. Pp, m-iii.

As Galsworthy tolievas, the true lover of tho human race
and its true benefaotor Is he who rooognizos life in all its
forms, its vices, and its virtues, its defeats and its victor
ies .

In all human society Galsworthy finds only two impartial

persons, namely the scientist and the artist; and under the
latter heading, he says, the dramatist who hopes te write not
only for to-day, but for tomorrow, must strive to come.

Such

is the dramatist who will he society's greatest' benefactor,
he Who presents man as he exists among his joys and sorrewe,
he who reveals to man his own true self, his strength and his
frailties#
Turning now to the more technical aspects of drama, Gals
worthy first disoussos plot#
A good plot is that rure edifice which slowly rises
out of the Interplay of circumstance on temperament, and
temperament on oireumstanoe, within the enclosing atmos
phere of an idea, A human being is the best plot there
Is; it may be impossible to see why he is a good plot,
because the idea within which he was brought forth can
not be fully grasped; but it is plain that ho is a good
plot» He is organic # And so it must be with a good
play. Reason alone produces no good plots; they come
by original sin, sure conception, and instinctive afterpower of selecting what benefits the germ# A bad plot,
on the other hand, is simply a row of stakes, with a
character impaled on each — characters who would have
liked to live, but came to untimely grief; who started
bravely, but fell on these stakes, placed beforehand in
a row, and were transfixed one by one, while their ghosts
stride on, squeaking and gibbering, through the play.
Whether those stakes are made of facts or of ideas,
according to the nature of the dramatist who planted
them, their effect on the unfortunate characters is
the same; the creatures were begotten to be staked,
and staked they are if1)

1.

The Inn of Tranquillity, pp. 193-194.

Dramatic action, Galsworthy's next topic, is what the
characters do unexpectedly from the viewpoint of the audience,
but naturally as the result of what has previously happened#
>

■-

.

"

All action must he the logical outcome of preceding action,
and must likewise bo in accord with tho temperament of the
character,

A dramatist must hang his plot to his aharaoters,

and never his characters to his plot.
Dialogue again Is tho result of character.

To write

good dramatic dialogue the dramatist requires a keen under
standing of human nature and a knowledge of all that stimulates
and moves it.

When the character is aroused to some emotion,

that emotion must bo kindled in the soul of the dramatist,
who must experience oaoh little twinge of remorse or each lit
tle thrill of happiness,

In writing dialogue, however, the

dramatist must deny himself all personal comment, all remarks
indicative of any interest, and adhere only to tho mechanic#
of the drama#
The art of writing true dramatic dialogue is
an austere art, denying itself all license, grudging
every sentence devoted to the more machinery of the
play, suppressing all jokes and epigrams severed
from character, relying for fun and pathos on the
fun and tears of life. Prom start to finish good
dialeguo is hand-made, liko good laoe; oloar, of
fine texture, furthering with each thread tho harmony
and strength of a design to.which all must be subor
dinated.
But good dialogue is also spiritual action.
In so far as the dramatist divorces his dialogue
from spiritual action — that is to say, from prog
ress of events, or toward events which sre signifi
cant of character — ho is stultifying -rS
tho thing done; he may make pleasing disquisitions,

he is not making drama. And in so far as he twists
oharaster to suit his moral or his plot, he is neg
lect ing a first principle, that truth to nature,
which alone invests art with hand-made quality.1
Summarising the dramatist’s position. Galeworthy writes:
The dramatist's license, in fact, ends with
his design. In conception alone he is free. He
may take what character or group of characters ho
Chooses, see them with what eyes, knit them with
what idea, within the limits of hie temperament;
but once taken, seen, and knitted, he is bound to
treat them like a gentleman, with the tenderest
consideration of their mainsprings. Take care of
character; action and dialogue will take oare of
themselves! The true dramatist gives full rein to
his temperament in the scope and nature of his sub
ject ; having once selected subject and characters,
he is just, gentle, restrained, neither gratifying
his lust for praise at the expense of his offspring,
nor using them as puppets to flout his audience.
Being himself the nature that brought them forth,
he guides them in the course predestined at their
conception. So only have they a ohanoe of defying
Time, which is always lying in wait to destroy the
false. topical, or fashionable, all — in a word —
that is not based on the permanent elements of human
nature, The perfect dramatist rounds up his charac
ters and facts within the ring-fence of a dominant
idea which fulfils the craving of his spirit; having
got them there, he suffers them to live their own
lives.f2)
Galsworthy's next "platitude" concerns the flavor of a
drama.

Unlike the other platitudes this of flavor exists,

an intangible, ever-present, inevitable part of the drama.
It is the spirit of the dramatist delicately and poignantly
permeating each line.

Against it the dramatist is powerless,

since it remains outside his consciousness.

It is his spirit

subtly pervading everything upon which he works.*
2
1*
2.

The Inn of Tranquillity, pp. 196-196.
Ibid., pp. 196-197.

e

For, in truth, dramas are very like unto
trees, springing from seedlings, shaping thornselves
inevitably in aoeerdanee with the laws fast hidden
within themselves, drinking sustenanoo from the
earth and air, and in conflict with the natural •
forces round thorn. So they slowly oomo to full
growth, until warped, stunted, or risen to fair
and gracious height, they stand ©pen to all minds.
And the trees that, spring from each dramatist are
of different race; he is the spirit of his own sacred
grove, into which no stray tree can by any chanoe
enter.(1)
Lastly Galsworthy distinguishes between the two kinds of
drama which he believes are to booome the leading types of our
renascent drama.
The one will be the broad and ol#ar»out channel
of naturalism, down which will course a drama poig
nantly shaped, and inspired with high intention,
but faithful to the seething and multiple life
around us, drama snob as some are inclined to term
photographic, deceived by a seeming simplicity into
forgetfulness of the old proverb, "Ars est oolare
artom,” and oblivious.of the fact that, to be vital,
to grip, such drama is in every respect as dependent
on imagination, oonetruotion, selection, and elimina
tion — the main laws of artistry— as ever was
the romantic or rhapsodic play, toe question ©f
naturalistic technique will bear, indeed, much
more study than has yet been given to it. The aim
of the dramatist employing it is obviously to create
such an illusion of actual lifo passing on the stage
as to compel the spectator to pass through an experi
ence of his own, to think, and talk, and m o w with
the people he sees thinking, talking, and moving in
front of him.(2)
A difficult task confronts the writer of this type of
drama, since any false or unnatural word or aot will complete
ly disillusion the spectator and ruin the effect of the drama•
Each word contributes toward the development of the theme of1
2
1,
2.

The Inn of Tranquillity, pp. 197-198.
Ibid., pp. 199-200.

the drama, of the gradual revelation of one or more oharec
tors, of the drama's flawless spire of meaning.
To put it another way, naturalistic art, when alive,
indeed to be alive at all, is simply the art of
manipulating a prooeseion of most dolioate symbols.
Its service is the swaying and focussing of men's
feelings and thoughts in the various departments of
human life. It will he like a steady lamp, held
up from time to time, in whose light things will be
seen for a space clearly and in due proportion,
freed from the mists of prejudice and partisanship.*
Of the second type Galsworthy says.
And the other of these two main channels will,
I think, be a twisting and delicious stream, which
will bear on its breast new barques of peetry, shaped,
it may be, like prose, but a prose incarnating through
its fantasy and symbolism all the deeper aspirations,
yearning, doubts, and mysterious stirrings of the
human spirit; a poetic prose-drama, emotionalising
us by its diversity and purity of form and inven
tion, and whose province will be to disclose the
elemental soul of man and the forces of Mature, not
perhaps as tho old tragedies disclosed them, not
necessarily in the epic mood, but always with beauty
and in the spirit of discovery.(2)
This naturalism and symbolism will exist side by side,
but distinctly apart from each otheri

Any attempted fusion of

the two, Galsworthy states, would result in awkward, ugly
forms of ineffectual drama,

'

toetry exists in the naturalistic,

but it is the poetry that is found in all vital things, pro
portion, rhythm, and shapei

Other than this, however, the two

forms of drama must remain separate, each successful in its
own distinct field.

Only the faithful adherence to the special

demands of each type will result in the strong, vibrant, oom-*
2

Tl
2.

The Inn ojt 'Tranqullii.v. p. 201.
Ibid.
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palling drama that is so sorely needed to-day.

This is Gals

worthy's final plea for drama.
It la the 111-mating of forms that has killed a
thousand plays. Y/e want no more bastard drama; no
more attempts to dress out the simple dignity of
everyday life in the peaeook's feathers of false
lyricism; no more straw-stuffed heroes or heroines;
no more rabbits and goldfish from the conjurer's
pockets, nor any limelight. Let us have starlight,
moonlight, sunlight* and the light of our own selfrespects .(l)
In this essay Galsworthy writes as simply, as clearly,
and as persuasively as we shall find him constructing the "spire
of meaning" in his dramas.

From the "platitudes" we learn

that he aims to be a serious dramatist, discreetly selecting
a group of characters having inherent in thorn a moral which he
wishes to present to the public, and then forcibly, reservedly,
and yet sympathetically developing the thoughts, emotions, and
actions of those characters, thereby hoping to arouse the
Interest and perhaps the action of his audience.

Galsworthy's

purpose in writing drama is not to amuse; it is not didactical
ly to instruct; but it is to present life as it is and through
this presentation to stimulate man's appreciation of himself and
his environment•

This appreciation is not confined to man

individually, hut applies to man collectively.

A drama con

taining a moral naturally and truthfully presented, a drama
carefully shaped so as to have a spire of meaning, is Gals
worthy's medium.

1.

The Ima of Tranquillity, p. 202*
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II•

Galsworthy's observance of the "spire of meaning."

Turning next to Galsworthy's dramas, with regard to the
"spire of meaning," we must remember that he Is, above all,
attempting to bring to "the light of day" the moral that he
finds inherent in the group of characters he has chosen.

In

doing this he allows himself the privilege of choosing the
moral, and of choosing the characters who, he believes, best
present this moral•
of the characters.

From this point on he is at the command
To his drama he must bring "an almost pas

sionate love of discipline, a white-heat of self-respect, a
desire to make the truest, fairest, best thing in ene's
power."

Next, approaching his characters in this attitude and

from this distance, he watches the plot slowly rise out of
the "interplay of circumstance on temperament of character."
Likewise, dialogue will be the result of character.

Every

sentence will be devoted to the machinery of the play, "fur
thering with each thread the harmony and strength of a design
to Which all must bo s u b o r d i n a t e d I n short, having rounded
his characters and facts within the "ring-fence of a dominant
idea," Galsworthy's intention is to suffer the characters to
lead their own lives, "to treat them like a gentleman, with
the tenderest consideration of their m a i n s p r i n g s F i n a l l y ,
the only thing in the drama which Galsworthy can claim as

-
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his own is the "flavor," and it is inovitally his heoan.se it
is his spirit subtly permeating everything upon which he works.
The dramatist "is the spirit of his own sacred grove, into
which no stray tree can by any chance enter."

As a naturalist

it is Galsworthy's hope to produce a drama poignantly shaped,
inspired with high intention, but faithful to the seething
and multiple life around u s •

After The Pigeon was produced in

Hew York, Galsworthy made tho remark.
"That the audience should live through something is
my hops
It is with this attitude that he approaches each of hie
dramas•

He aspires to cause his audiences to think, talk,

and move with the characters of his dramas, to experience with
out prejudice and without partisanship in so far as possible
the problems which confront his characters.
While the drama is undergoing the more specific technical
treatments in Galsworthy’s hands, the "spire of meaning" is
constantly tapering toward its perfect point*

Each word, each

act contributes one more block of gray stone until the spire
is completed, and towers where all can sec it, an austere,
meaningful bit of perfect art.
In the following analyses of Galsworthy's dramas I shall
first give a synopsis showing tho development of the Aspire"
and then criticise the dramas in the light of the "platitudes,"
I shall treat these "platitudes" in the order which Galsworthy
himself uses as he unrolls his theory?

the choice of moral

and grouping of character, the dramatist's restraint in him

. -
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approach to tho drama, then the plot, character, action, dia
logue, flavor, and lastly tho all-inclusive "spire of meaning#"
Because Strife is Galsworthy's most powerful drama and
hast illustrates the realization of his theory of drama, I
shall attempt to make a thorough application of the theory
to it.
The entire action of the play occurs on the seventh of
February between the hours of noon and.six in the afternoon
olose to the Trenartha Tin Plate Works on the border of Eng
land and Wales.

A strike has been in progress throughout the

winter.
As the play opens the Board is meeting, John Anthony, the
Chairman of the company, presiding.

At the head of the table

he is an imposing, awe-inspiring old man, big, clean-shaven,
high colored, with thick white hair accentuated by thick dark
eyebrows. His motions are somewhat slow and feeble, hut
his eyes are unusually bright*

For a time he says nothing,

shakes his head, or mutters something which the directors al
ways insist be repeated if not by Anthony himself, then by his
son Edgar.

He has won four strikes, and intends to win this.

The petitions from the strikers he regards with contempt,
something to be stamped upon and thrown into the faces of
their makers«

Briefly he snaps his only words in answer to

the petitions that the secretary, Ten oh, Is reading:
"Ho J" "Ho surrender ** "No compromise J"
"Can't bo helped 1” "Better go to tho dovil than
to give in." "The Board has nothing to say."
"There can only he one master."

14-

fhls attitufte he maintains even after hearing the reports
of the pitiable conditions of the strikers, the losses of the
company from the strike, and the doubts and fears of the other
Board members.

Like a huge hulk of adamant, he sits immovable

while the other men fidget in their ohairs. Still he growls,
"Ho oaving in*'1
As the representatives of the laborers enter, Anthony
takes up his glass and drinks*

From hla chair he surveys

the work-worn laborers*
Roberts, the leader of the strikers, is lean, not tall,
not straight, wears a little rat-gnawn, brown-gray beard,
has high cheek-bones, hollow oheeks, and small fiery eyes.
He stands nearest the Chairman*

With fervor and determination

equal to Anthony’s , he stands for the demands of his m e n .
He speaks in a high, biting, staccato voice.
MI have this to say — and first as to their
condition, Ye shall *ave no need to go and ask your
manager. Yo can’t squeese them any more• Every
man of us is well-nigh starving. Ye wonder why
I toll ye that? Every man of us is going short. We
can’t be no worse off than we've been those weeks
past. Ye needn't think that by waiting ye'll drive
us to oome in* Me 'll die first, the whole lot of
us. The men have sent for ye to know, once and for
all, whether ye are going to grant them their de
mands....Yo best know whether the condition of the
Company is any better than the condition of the men.
Ye best know whether ye can afford your tyranny —
but this I tell ye: If ye think the men will give
way the least part of an inch, ye're making the
worst mistake ye ever made. Ye think because the
Union is not supporting us — the more shame to it I
—
that we'll be coming on our knees to you one fine
morning. Ye think because the mon have got their
wives an' families to think of — that it's just
a question of a week or two — "

-IS-.

Anthony listens stonily, emitting an*occasional grant,
and the other members of the Board remain silent.

When Rob

erts finishes, the Chairman adjourns the meeting, and the
laborers file out through the door#

The meeting M s accom

plished nothing.
Enid, Anthony's daughter and wife of the manager, Under
wood, who has employed Annie, Roberts' wife, and who knows
the conditions of the strikers, pleads with her father for com
promise.

With a keen look at her, he answers her humanitarian

arguments:
"What a'you imagine stands between you and your
class and these men that you're so sorry for?...In
a few years you and your children would be down In
the condition they're In, but for those who have
the eyes to see things as they are and the back
bone to stand up for themselves."
Warnings concerning the effect that the strain will have
upon his physical condition are useless.

Even when Tench,

with some hesitation, tells him that he thinks the Directors
are planning to "throw him over," he remains untouchable.
Left alone, he grips the water-glass, tilts It and drinks
deeply; then sets it down with a rumbling sigh, and leans
back in his chair.
Here the curtain falls, and the first act is ended.
The first scene of the second act discloses the conditions
in the homes of the laborers.

A meager little fire is burning

in the kitchen of the Roberts' cottage, and Annie Roberts,
thin, dark, patient-eyed, is sitting beside it with a rug
around her shoulders.

Some friends are gathered to help her

16-

in her illness, and from thoir conversation sue learns about
the general domestic circumstances of the strikers,

Enid

comes to offer assistance, but anything that she suggests is
politely but curtly declined• Annie, the victim of under
nourishment, months of incessant struggling against poverty,
and the relentleosnoss of her husband, nevertheless exhibits
toward Enid the same pride that Roberts shows toward his em
ployer.

Enid leaves the little house, feeling more deeply

than before the seriousness of the time.

Annie leans forward

with painful and growing excitement as the noise from the
strikers 1 meeting oomes In through the window, and the curtain
falls upon this scene.
During the second scene the attitude of the workers as
individuals is given.

Although thoy are gathered for a meeting,

many have lost their enthusiasm and are willing to agree to
compromise or whatever will lessen the sacrifices and pangs of
hunger that they have been forced to suffer.

Harness, the

Trade Union official, begs them to out their demands to fit
those of the Union, and promises them then the support of the
Union.

But Roberts remains faithful to his principles.

Of

the fight that he and his men have made, ho says,
"The fight o' the country's body and blood
against a bloodsucker. The fight of those that
spend themselves with every blow they strike and
every breath they draw, against a thing that fattens
on them, and grows and grows by the law of 'merci
ful' nature. That thing is Capital 1 A thing that
buys the sweat o ’ men's brows, and the tortures o'
their brains, at its own price. Don't I know that?
Wasn't the work o ’ my brains bought for seven hun
dred pounds, and hasn't one hundred thousand pounds

17

been gained by that seven hundred without the stir
ring of a finger? It Is a thing that will take as
auoh and give you as little as it can# That’s
Capital l A thing that will say — ’I ’m very sorry
for you, poor fellows — you have a cruel time of
it, I know,’ but will not give one six-penoe of
its dividends to help you havo a better time.
That’s Capital 1 Tell me, for all their talk, is
there one of them that will consent to another penny
. on the Income Tax to help the poor? That's Capitals
A white-faced, stony-hearted monster 1M
As Roberts finishes his dramatic speech a girl comes to
tell him of his wife's death.

Turning upon the orowd after

he has loft, she cries,
"You pack of blinded hounds 1 How many more
women are you going to let die?"
The second act ondsas tho laborers stand quiet, halfembarrassed, half-ashamed, and half-revengeful.
At the beginning of the third aot the other members of
the Board are showing signs of deserting their leader and sur
rendering to the strikers. Moreover, there are rumors in the
air that Anthony is to be deposed.

In his last speech to his

men he says,
"It has been said that masters and men are
equal $ Cant l There can only he one master in a
house 1 Where two men moot the better man will rule.
It has been said that Capital and labor have the
same interests. Cant l Their interests are as wide
asunder as the poles. It has been said that the
Board is only part of a machine. Cant 1 We are the
machine; its brains and sinews; it is for us to do
it without fear or favor, Fear of the men 1 Fear
of the shareholders! Fear of our own shadows!
Before I am like that, I hope to die. There is only
one way of treating 'men' — with the iron hand.
This half and half business, the half and half man
ners of this generation, has brought all this upon
us. Sentiment and softness, and what this young man,
no doubt, would call his social policy. You can't
eat cake and have i t ! This middle-class sentiment.
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or socialism, or whatever it may he, is rotten.
Masters are masters, men are men l Yield one demand,
and they will make it six. — I am thinking of the
future of this country, threatened with the black
waters of confusion, threatened with mob government,
threatened with what I oannot see....I am not aware
that if my adversary suffer in a fair fight not
sought by me, it is my fault. If I fall under his
foot-- as fall I may — I shall not complain. That
will be my. lookout — and this is — his. I can
not separate, as I would, these men from their women
and children. A fair fight is a fair fight 1 Let
them learn to think before they pick a quarrel i"
His son Edgar answers,
"But is it a fair fight, Father? Look at them,
and look at us! They've only this one weapon !"
Anthony:
"And you'ro weak-kneed enough to teach
them how to use it 1 It seems the fashion nowadays
for men to take their enemy’s side. I have not learnt
that art. Is it my fault that they quarrelled with
their Union, too?"
Edgar:
Anthony:

"There is such a thing as ITeroy."
"And Justice oomes before it."

Edgar:
"What seems just to one man, sir, is
injustice to another."
Anthony: (With suppressed passion.) "You ac
cuse me of injustice — of. what amounts to inhuman
ity — of cruelty — These are the words of my own
son. They are the words of a generation that I don't
understand; the words of a soft breed."
Edgar: (Quietly)
Father."

"I said it of myself, too.

Despite the power of the two leaders , Anthony and Rob
erts, their followers, each figuring for their own safety,
yield to compromise. When the Board vote is taken, Anthony's
is the only hand that is lifted to "contrary."

In a clear

voice he says,
"The amendment is carried.
sition on this Board."

I resign my po
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There is a dead alienee•

Anthony sits motionless, his

head slowly drooping; suddenly ho heaves as though the whole
of his life had risen up within him,
"Fifty years i You have disgraced me, gentlemen,
Bring in the men J"
Sitting motionless, Anthony stares before him.
laborers enter.

The

They have hardly been received when Roberts

oomes in hastily.

Fearing that his men will weaken, he speaks

hurriedly to Anthony, declaring that the strikers will not
yield until each of their demands is satisfied.
finishes, the terms are read.

When he

In a strange quiet voice he

questions.
"Ye have gone back on me? I stood by ye to
the death; ye waited for that to throw me over I"
Then realising, too, that Anthony is no longer the leader
of his men, he breaks into half-mad laughter.
"Then you're no longer Chairman of this Com
pany l A h ! ha — ah, ha, haJ They've thrown ye
over — thrown over their Chairman i Ah — ha — ha i
(With sudden dreadful calm) So — they've done us
both down, Mr. Anthony?"
Anthony nods,
"Both broken men, my friend Roberta !"
Slowly he rises, slowly moves toward the curtained door,
and staggers. Bnid and Edgar assist him out of the room#
Roberts stares intently after him, and then goes.
Harness are left alone•

Tenoh and

With sudden excitement, Tench declares,

"D* you know, sir — these terms, they're the
very same we drew up together, you and I , and put to
both sides before the .fight began? All this — all
this — and — and what for?"

In a alow, grim voice , Harness answers,
"Thatfs where the fun comes in."
The results of the strife that has occurred between the
Capitalists and the Laborers, between Anthony and Roberts,
are reduced to compromise, to terms introduced before the
strike began.

"Both broken men," Anthony and Roberta believe

each in his own right, but feel a doop respect for each other.
At first!the play seems to concern the struggle between Capital
and Labor alone, but gradually one realizes that it concerns
the instinct in human nature that makes man fight for his prin
ciples , standing adamant, unyielding, and stubborn toward any
compromise;
and —

The end of "strife" is "All this —

and what for?"

all this —

Is it "fun"?

How thoroughly has Galsworthy applied his theory of drama
to Strife?
First of all, he chooses the moral based upon the futil
ity and wastefulness of human obstinacy, stubbornness, and
selfishness.

Secondly, he chooses as best representing this

human frailty the loaders of Capital and Labor, leaders of two
of our beat-known and most common disputing social factions.
What is found in factions such as these is found somewhere in
individual human nature, and therefore Galsworthy, in making
his choice of character, not only discovers a means for present
ing a timely, social trait, but also an eternal human trait.
Having chosen the moral and the characters for the drama, ac
cording to his theory, he is thenceforth at the command of his
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oharaoters.

He is to pose thorn so that they will bring to the

light of day their Inherent moral, regarding them from an im
partial distance, and allowing thorn to lead thoir own lives.
Strife is the drama that best illustrates tho dramatist's
aloofness.

The problem existing between the Capitalist and the

Laborer is clearly stated, and then both sides of the dispute
a%o fairly given.

First we see the viewpoint of the capitalist,

and following that we see equally as fully and without preju
dice tho viewpoint of the laborer.

\7© see the fears that An

thony has for the integrity of his class, and' we see the piti
ful conditions in the homes of the poor class.

Nowhere does.

Galsworthy even approximate a greater sympathy with one class.
He reveals the obstinacy of the capitalist as coolly as he
reveals the obstinacy of the laborer, and he as coolly reveals
those qualities of each which are at least not discreditable.
If the rich are hard, the character of Enid proves that they
are kind at times; and if the poor are miserable, Annie and
Madge Thomas prove that they are haughty and stubborn,

Gals

worthy indulges in no emotion in this play, but holds himself
to a complete balance of argument and an unexcelled personal
restraint,

In fact, Walter P. Eaton states that because of

this balance and restraint, Strife is too formal and neat and
1
its plotting too rigid.
He adds, however, that the audience
soon forgets this fault.

1.

It is true that Strife is formal,

Walter P. Eaton, The Drama in English, p. 284.
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neat, and rigid in plot, but the power of oheraoteriiatibn
overcomes those qualities which might otherwise detract from
the persuasiveness of the drama.

Nothing is lacking in the

presentation of both sides, and nothing is added,

Galsworthy

has brought with him a "passionate love of d i s c i p l i n e a n d
has treated his subject as an artist.
As for plot, or rather character, since it is from "the
interplay of circumstance on temperament, and temperament on
on circumstance" that plot arises, we find that each event of
the drama proceeds logically from tho event before it♦

Anthony

a strong-minded leader, believing in his own unquestionable
principles, and adhering to them with his characteristic rigor,
can do nothing else but resign when he finds that his Directors
have forsaken him.

Likewise, Roberts, fighting as full-hearted

ly for what he believes right for his men, cannot allow even
his wife’s death, one of the results of his persistence, to
stop his activity on behalf of his party; for the same reason
he oan do nothing but bow in respect to Anthony’s spirit and
break with him under defeat.

Edgar and Enid, seeing the con

ditions of the poor, oust plead, if evor so slightly, for their
relief.

The money-minded Directors follow their leader until

he involves them in financial losses.

And the brokenspirited

laborers cannot force themselves to anything other than com
promise.

With keen understanding of the sorrows and yet the

fighting temperaments of the two leading characters of Strife.
Galsworthy easily and naturally guides their action, never

- £ 3»

/

'

!

,

.

loitering, but always definitely proceeding from and leading to
other notion#

Those events in connection with eaoh minor

;character are no less the logical outcome of the rest of tho
drama*
,

Enid,s reception in the kitchen of the Roberts’ home

/

•

is a perfectly natural outcome of Roberts ’ influence upon hie
;wifa. Far from being impaled upon the row of stakes of a bad
.•
' plot, these characters lead their own lives through the series

■j ;!)■

of events which constitute Strife.
Dialogue is the result of character, says Galsworthy.

The

brief, deep grunts and growls from Anthony are of untold value
in presenting hie character, and catch the attention of the
audience as quickly as they catch the attention of the Directors
who are constantly asking that 3dgar repeat his father’s words•
His speeches in which he discusses his ideas of modern points
of view in regard to Justice also comes naturally from the re
lentless , formidable old man of the old generation.

In the

same way, the cackling noises that the hard-working, long-suf
fering, ignorant Roberts emits aro indicative of his character.
Hie obstinate and insistent demands for the satisfaction of
his people are the working man's perfect corollary to the
standards of the capitalist represented in Anthony.

Edgar’s

half-hearted arguments for compromise are naturally impeded by
his respect for his father, while Enid's humanitarian pleas for
compromise are the outcome of her relationship with Annie who
worked for her.

The words of the Directors are governed by

the fear of financial losses, while the yielding and broken
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words of the laborers are full of the suffering they have en
dured.

Throughout the dialogue of the play, Galsworthy has

faithfully followed his theory, "grudging evory sentence devoted
to the mere machinery of the play, suppressing all jokes and
epigrams severed from character, relying for fun and pathos on
the fun and tears of life."
Coming at last to that part of the drama which may law
fully be Galsworthy’s own, we find that the "flavor" is one
that could be found In the dramas of no other writer.

Per

meating this earsfully balanced, impartial presentation of a
fault of human nature Is a grim bit of sorrowfulness.

A. R.

Skemp says,
"All art reveals a vision of tho world and of
life seen through a temperament .#« .So M r . Galsworthy
sees all life gray because ho Is Intent on Its gray
incidents ."(l)
Everywhere the gray tones predominate, contributing to
the general feeling of futility of strife throughout tho play*
In oonjunction with this gray tone is Galsworthy’s typical feel
ing of restraint. Regarding this quality John 1* Cunllffo says
of Galsworthy’s dramas that there Is a "first hand acquaintance
with the upper half of English society and a detachment spring
ing from a superior social position, combined with a gentleness
and refinement, partly naturaly, partly the result of education
and association with gentlopeople ,"(2)
1,

A* R* Skemp, "The Plays of Mr. John Galaworthy." Essays
and Studies, by Members of tho English Association

voinvrpT if?*
2.

—

John W. Cunllffo, Modern English Playwrights, p. 96.
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Galsworthy

13 restraint

seems more than a natural quality,

however, and especially in the case of Strife it appears to be
the result of studied effort against prejudice.

In this drama

Galsworthy's restraint is not entirely innate, hut is a com
bination of his true gentlemanly reserve and the self discipline
that he advocates in his theory of drama.

In every aot and in

every line of dialogue throughout the play one feels the vanity
that Galsworthy recognises in human strife, and nowhere is
this feeling relieved.

The flavor of Strife is vague, sorry

grayness heightened by sudden outbursts of invective, and then
subdued by gentlemanly restraint *
There can be no doubt of Galsworthy's success as a natural
ist in handling Strife.

One cannot do otherwise than "live

through" the problems of Anthony and Robert®, feel the concern
of Enid, and the haughty bitterness of Annie.

Galsworthy uses

no devices to produce his effects, but the worth of the drama
springs from his complete, sympathetic, but unprejudiced under
standing of human nature♦ ' If ho abuses somewhat the epigram,
"Ars est colare artem," in his strictly balanced choice of
scene, he more than atones for the fact in his mighty presenta
tion of character.

Once embarked upon the scene, the audience

is compelled to think, talk, and move with the characters
before it•
In summarizing Strife and in studying it with regard to
the technical aspects of Galsworthy's theory of drama, we have
constantly been aware that each part of the drama is essential
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ly a development of what has oooasloned It, and that eaoh part
has been followed by an equally essential part.

'Yith Its foun

dation In the vain struggle between Anthony and Roberts, the
moral of the futility of strife, poignantly shaped, is brought
clearly "to the light of day."

With economy and grace not to

be rivalled by any other m o d e m dramatist, Galsworthy has deft
ly and delicately perfected the "spire of meaning" of Strife.
The "spire" is nearly completed by Anthony's words,
"Both broken men, my friend Roberts I"
Then Trench adds the next stone,
"All this —

all this —

and —

and what for?"

And the last gray stone from Harness perfects the "spire,"
"That's where the fun oomes in."
Strife, built into an ever tapering "spire of meaning,"
towers before and above its audience, lucidly pointing an
eternal fault of human nature.

Its firm foundations, its sym

metry, and Its austerity are proof of Galsworthy's successful
application of his dramatic theory.

1

Jpatloq ranks as the seoond most powerful of Galsworthy‘s
dramas, and therefore a study of it from the point of view of
his theory of drama will he profitable•
The scene of the first not is the managing clerk's room
in the office of Jamos and Walter How, lawyers.

As the curtain

rises, Ookeson, the managing clerk, is seated at his table
adding figures in a pass-book.

While he is adding, a young

woman, Mrs. Ruth Honeywill, is announced, and asks to see
William Falder, junior clerk. Because she seems to be in some
consternation and because she has some small children waiting
outside for her, Ookeson "allowed his feeling —
permitted to see Falder.

and she is

Upon Falder's entrance he is fmnd to

be a pale, good-looking young man with quick, rather soared
eyes.

He stands irresolute until Ookeson leaves them alone•

Then the words between them are few, short, and passionate.
From their conversation the audience learns that Ruth is the
victim of a brutish husband, that she and Falder are in love
with each other, and that they are planning to leave the coun
try together at night,

lath needs money, and Falder gives her

six pounds, muttering as though to himself,
"When I got out there. I mean to forget it all."
Almost immediately it is discovered that an amount of
money is missing, and soon afterward Falder is found guilty of
changing the figures on a check and forging it.

He is given the

opportunity to invent a reason other than the actual reason.

but his character is not strong enough for that.

He stumbles

through his confession, stopping finally with a frantic plea:
her.

"Oh, sir I There's some one —
Let mo bo till tomorrow."

I did it for

Charged with felony, however, he is forced to submit to
the detectives, and is led away through the office rooms.
Stunned at the unexpected proximity of such guilt and sorrow.
Cokeson suddenly recovers his senses.

Hoarsely he cries,

"Here i Here I What are we doing?"
The curtain falls upon the first act as he walks blindly
back to his table, sits down, and stares blankly at his lunch
that has been brought in to him.
Three months have elapsed when the second act begins in
a Court of Justice where FaIdar is being tried.

After these

months of waiting in prison he has become seemingly indifferent
to and unconscious of the wePder who sits beside him.

In a

long, moving speech the counsel for the defense pleads guilty
but insane•

He concludes his plea by a moving oration •

"
But is a man to be lost because he is bred
and born with a weak character? Gentlemen, men like
the prisoner are destroyed daily under our law for
want of that human insight which sees them as they
are, patients, and not criminals. If the prisoner
be found guilty, and treated as though he ware a
criminal type, he will, as all experience shows, in
all probably become one• I beg you not to return a
verdict that may thrust him back into prison and
brand him for evor. Gentlemen, Justice is a machine
that, when soma one has once given it the starting
push, rolls on of itself. Is this young man to be
ground to pieces under this machine for an act which
at the worst was one of weakness? — He can be saved
now* Imprison him as a criminal, and I affirm to
you that ho will he lost• He has neither the face
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nor the manner of one who ean aarvlve that terrible
ordeal.— "
As the trial progreeses Falder’s tragedy hedomes more and
more apparent.

He is not a criminal, His guilt is the outcome

of a strong emotion and a strong temptation upon a spineless
oharaoter.

Eo is the victim of a moment.

The deep passion

that he felt toward Ruth and the frenzy that rose within him
at the tales of her abuse together constituted a greater force
than his weak-willed oharaoter was able to withstand. Ex
pediency became his only end.

Blind to everything but his rul

ing passion, he committed a prime. After it was done, he wak
ened from his stupor with the crushing realisation that he was
guilty of a high offense.
court procedure.

It is this that we learn from the

How, broken by the lashes of his conscience

and by the three months of prison confinement, Falder life
lessly awaits the termination of the trial.
Regardless of the plea of the counsel for the defense,
the jury finds Falder guilty.

The words of the judge ring

mercilessly.
Tho law is what it is — a majestio edifice,
sheltering all of us, each stone of which rests on
another. I am concerned only with its administration.
The crime you have committed is a very serious one.
I oannot feel it in accordance with my duty to Society
to exercise the powers I have in your favour. You
will go to penal servitude for three years."
It is Christmas Eve when the first scene of the third
aot begins, Christmas Eve in the prison•

Beyond the windows

of the room is the prisoners* exercise yard where men in yellew
olothes marked with arrows, and yellow brimless caps are march-

-go

ing along white lines on the concrete floor of the yard.

The

entire scene reveals the attitude of some of the prisoners,
the chief cause of whose unrest is the lack of occupation,
mental and physical.

The governor and the chief warder are

examining a saw which has recently been discovered in the mat
tress of one prisoner.

For weeks the prisoner has busied him

self with the saw, vaguely hoping to make his escape with it
some day.

He has boon more intent, however, upon the workman

ship involved than upon the contemplation of his escape.

It is

the hours of thinking, of blaming one’s self, and of bitter
resentment that is the worst punishment some prisoners have to
bear.

Rather than fortifying them against further temptation,

it drives them to despair that approaches madness.

To escape

this, the prisoner has devoted hours to tho perfecting of the
little saw.
At the request of Raider’s sister, who has been forbidden
by her husband to visit the prison, Gokeson comes to the prison
on Christmas Eve,

For a few minutes he is allowed to talk with

Falder, and during these minutes realises his mental condition.
He is being haunted by thoughts of Ruth and of his own guilt.
After the visit with Raider, Gokeson wins permission to talk
with the officials.

He is worried about tho effects which one

month of solitary confinement is having upon Raider’s mind.
He argues:
"It’s tho same with dogs• If you treat ’em with
kindness they’ll do anything for you; but to shut ’em
up alone, it only makes ’em savage."
To pacify Gokeson, the officials send for the prison

doctor, who gays that Faldor’e condition is satisfactory and
that he is carefully watching him*

As Cokeson leaves, the

Chaplain remarks,
"Our friend seems to think that prison is a
hospital
The second soene shows several interviews with different
prisoners sentenced to solitary confinement.

Questioned about

the saw he made, Moaney replies *
"It passed the time."
In response to the governor's suggestion that he choose
more profitable ways of passing the time and keeping his mind
occupied, ho says sullenly,
"Well • What way? I must keep ay hand in against
the time I got out. What's the good of anything
olse to me at ny time of life? Ye know that, air.
I'll be in again within a year or two, after I've
done with this lot. I don't want to disgrace meself
when I'm out, Yo u've got your pride keeping the
prison smart; well, I've got mine. I must bo doin'
a little o' this. It's no harm to any one. I was
five weeks mafcin’ that saw — a bit of all right it
is, too; now I'll get colls, I suppose, or seven
days' bread and water. You can't help it, sor, I
know that — I quite put meself in your place."
Another prisoner, O'Cleary, is taken to task for hanging
on the door of his cell.

Ho explains,

"It cam' over me, your honour.
be the same steady man."

I can't always

When asked about his work, he answers,
"Oh i I can go it on me ho ad. It's the miser
able st stuff — don't take the brains of a mouse,
(Working hie mouth) It's here I feel it — the want
of a little noise — a terrible little vmd also me."
Hext the governor opens the door of Falder's coll.

The

oonViott who has hean leaning against the door, lurohes forward
with a gasp.

He has taken to hanging his head against the Iron

door, he sleeps very little, is unable to keep his mind on
anything that he attempts to read, and cannot refrain from
thinking "of what's going on outside«"

Before he returns to

his cell, he says in a voice that Is quick and low,
"I'm quite right in my head, sir."
After a moment or two there is a sound as of heating on
metal.
The third scene, a highly dramatic pantomime, shows Felder
in his oell.

He utters not a sound, but seems to bo listening

at the door for something, for anything that might be going on
outside.

Suddenly he springs upright; then remains motionless.

After a moment or two he sighs heavily, and turns to his work, .
a shirt to which he is putting buttonholes,

Then he stops

abruptly, and paces the oell like an animal in its cage.
ho stops and listens at the door,

Again

A short clicking sound, and

the oell is brightly lighted. Falder is gasping for breath.
Gradually from the distance the sound of dull beating on thiok
metal grows louder.
hypnotises him.
door.

At first Falder shrinks, but the sound

He begins creeping inch by inch nearer the

His hands move In rhythm with the sound.

is very loud.

The beating

Falder raises his clenched fists, and panting

violently, flings himself against the door and pounds upon it .
The scene of the last act is in Cokeson's office two years
later.

Ruth Honeywlll comes to seek employment for Falder,

who has been released from prison on ticket-of-leave.

He has

entered upon three different positions, but has not been able
to hold any of them.

In spite of its declarations , Society

has not welcomed him back into her fold.

His tioket-of-leave

is a yoke around his neck that prevents him from, stepping over
and beyond the barriers of Society.

Ruth begs Ookeson to help

Palder.
Next Palder himself is called into the office.

He tells

Ookeson,
"Nobody wishes you harm, but they down you all
the same. This feeling — (He stares round him, as
though at something closing in) Itb crushing me. I
know it is."
Finally James and Walter How announce their willingness
to take Palder back into their firm.

There is one condition,

however, that James makes, knowing that Ruth has been driven
to woman's last means of earning a livelihood, and that is
that Palder shall oeaae all relations with her.

At first

Palder is stunned at the•thought; then he recovers his voice,
and pleads that it is impossible.

He was imprisoned for what

he did for her; his only hopes while confined were of her.
Ruth is summoned, and upon her arrival is told the serious con
sequences of any further association with Palder.

In behalf

of the reputation of the law firm and Palder's own welfare,
she is told that she must say "good-bye" to him.

An appeal in

this light she cannot ignore, and miserably attempts to do as
she has been advised.

The suffering that both she and Palder

are enduring cannot be congealed.

Through James' words Palder

slowly realizes that Hath has not been faithful to him, and ho
bursts out Into a few broken words.

James, not entirely heart

less, says hurriedly,
"There, there i That'll do, that'll do i I'll
give you your ohanoo, Felder. Don't let me know
what you do with yourselves, that's all."
During the discussion a detective-sergeant enters.
and Balder step into another room before he sees them.

Bath
He

declares that he is In search of Balder, guilty of forging a
recommendation and failure to report himself according to the
tioket-of-leave requirements.

Gokeson end James, anxious to

help Balder but eoneolous of the law, are truthful bat non-com
mittal.

James says decisively,

"I'm a servant of tho Law, but I dislike peach
ing. In fact, I can't do such a thing. If you want
him you must find him without us."
A moment later Balder is led out of the other office'.
Walter pleads,
"Let him go this time, for God's sake l"
Then, as he is taken away,
"That finishes him.

It 'll go on forever now."

There is a commotion outside, and presently two men enter,
carrying a burden#

Hath runs to them*

Balder has jumped from

a window, and is now a crushed heap of flesh and bone#
The detective muses,
"He mast have been mad to think he could give me
the slip like that. And what was it — just a few
months 1"
Bitterly Walter answers,
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that all?"

throughout the drama the inefficiency of law administra
tion is revealed. First a man commits a crime; next he is
sentenced to imprisonment; and finally the sentence leaves its
permanent, destructive effect upon his character.

Justice is,

as the Judge says, an "edifice sheltering all of us."

It is

a machine that works mechanically, treating all persons as
members of a common herd,

"The law is what it is."

A judge

is concerned only with its administration. But with (Saleworthy we learn that there are as many kinds of crime as there
are kinds of illness, as many kinds of criminals as there are
kinds of patients, and that each should require his own proper
treatment.

Justice as it stands, a mechanical machine, focus

sing itself upon the weak character of Falder, M s ,

instead of

correcting him, broken his spirit and made him a hopeless
criminal. At the. end of Justice we are. stirred to ask if im
prisonment is, after all, tho best means of combatting crime.
Unwittingly the Chaplain remarks that Cokeeon seems to think
the prison a hospital•

With the word "hospital" well in mind,

society might reconsider to great advantage her system of ad
ministering justice.
How regarding Justice from tho point of view of Baleworthy’s theory of drama, wo must first look for the moral
upon which he bases the play.

This, wo find, is the fault of

the administrators of law who do not recognise that different
characters, no matter how criminal, to be helped must have

special individual treatment • Justice» as a machine, is un
able to cope intelligently v/ith human problems.
Having chosen his moral, Galsworthy next chooses the
characters for his drama•

He finds that the weak-willed Falder

best illustrates the kind of criminal who should receive care
ful diagnosis followed by discriminating treatment,

Surround

ed by those people who are bound to observe the law, the law
that is merely a rigid edifice, he is helpless and hopeless.
Through his character Galsworthy clearly and trenchantly demon
strates the moral of the play.
We must recall now that after Galsworthy has ohosen his
moral and characters, he Is at the mercy of the latter.

"Be

ing himself the nature that brought them forth, he guides them
in the course predestined at their concept Ion."
In Justice more than in any other drama Galsworthy lets
loose the reins of his own passion.

This passion, however,

is not prejudice, it is not didacticism, and it is not senti
mentalism.

He is presenting before the public a fault in one

of its institutions and its atrocious effects upon one typo of
person.

The injustice of society's "justice" blazes before

him, and he embodies this in his drama for a serious purpose.
For a moment Galsworthy is a reformer.

In this instance we

cannot expect him to remain aloof from his drama.

Bather he

severely discloses to his audionoe the weakness of society's
administration of justice.

In doing this, however, he is

in every word fair to the law as it exists.

Falder is guilty
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of a crime.

He la given a fair trial. Here society follows

faithfully the laws she has sot up as standards for her legal
procedure.

She has no prejudices against Palder.

must protect herself from him.

She only

On the other hand, Galsworthy

recognizes that Palder is a vary weak-willed person.
not make him a hero.

He does

He merely sees him as he is, a none too

valuable person to society, but still a human being.
not excuse Palder, and he does not abuse society.

He does

He presents

fully and truthfully a condition that exists because of dif
ferent manifestations of human nature and because of the fault
of society's conception of justice.
presents what is —

True to his theory, he

not what he thinks should be.

He leaves

his audience to draw what conclusions it may from the drama
and to aot upon the idea as it thinks fit.

Justice so em

phatically discloses its purpose, however, that the audience
cannot fail to be moved by it.

Galsworthy objected to England 's

judicial system, and may have intended that the play should
i
he propaganda.

.•

If he did so, even this possibility does not

make him a traitor to his dramatic theory.

His drama is a

picture of what existed when he wrote it and of what too often
exists among private individuals.

It is interesting to note

that after the production of the drama, England passed several
prison reforms,1
Turning now to plot, that which "rises out of the interpla/

1•

W. L, Phelps, Essays on Modern Dramatists, p. 122.
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temperament, and temperament on circum

stance," we find Galsworthy true to his principles.
"being is the best plot there is":

Justice is nothing more or

less than the breaking down of Felder's character.
ginning of the play

we

At the be

are introduced to Falder; we see his

weakness, and we learn his intentions.
of his crime,

"A human

Then

we

are informed

What occurs after that is the natural outcome of

"justice" exerted upon his character.

The court trial is a

duplicate of what would take place in reality.

It is a fair

trial, but Falder receives the consideration of only mechanicalminded men.

The prison scenes reveal the effect upon Falder

of solitary confinement and the inadequacy of the prison system
to meet his individual needs •

All this is further emphasized

in the prison scenes concerning other prisoners.

They con

tribute easily to the proof of Galsworthy's point•

They are a

means that he employs toward this proof, and yet they are
representations of what actually happens in prisons.
is artificial.

Nothing

Even Falder*s highly dramatic pantomime follows

naturally from the interview which precedes it.

It is one of

Galsworthy's most powerful scenes, and yot it blends perfectly
with the rest of the drama.

Falder's emotions are beyond his

control; his promises of self-discipline are useless•
in the last act

we

Finally

find Ruth applying for him and at last

Falder himself applying for a position under his former em
ployers .

It is not surprising that James and Walter How are

anxious to help him reinstate himself in society, and it is
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still loss surprising that they ask that he oease all relation
ships with Ruth.

Because society has refused to welcome with

out some reserve a man released from prison on ticket-of-leave *
it is only logical that the hroken-epirited man should resort
to an easy way of securing recommendation, forgery again, and
it is as logical that he should neglect to report himself to
the prison officials according to the terms of his release.
Finding himself onoe more in the hands of the detective, sui
cide seems to Falder the only solution to his existence.

Gala-

worthy has not Impaled Falder upon a stake, and he does not
guide his actions according to reason.

He guides the plot of

tho drama by what he knows to be true and by a deep understand
ing of human nature.

Onoe again Galsworthy allows his character

to "suffer" his own life —

and it is indeed a life of suffering.

Dialogue must follow from character.

Although Galsworthy

might easily indulge here in an exposition of hie personal
opinions, he carefully restricts each word to the development
of character and plot.

Falder gives away his weakness, hie

utter lack of self-oontrol, his bitterness, and his despair in
short, broken sentences.
"This feeling —

It's crushing mo.

I know it is."

Only a spineless, helpless, terrified being would confess
this to the man from whom he hoped to win employment.

It is

the spirit of Falder breaking under the blows of society and
under the intensity of his own suffering,

likewise the words of

Rath are those of a woman who must suffer the brutishness of

*
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her husband or run off with the man she lores.

They are the

words of an uneducated woman, but a woman who has lived enough
to havo seon the rudest phases of life.

James and Walter How

reveal their strict businesslike minds in their oonoiso state
ments, the one curbing his sympathy with a knowledge of cause
and consequence gained from years of experience, and the other
eagerly exhibiting his more youthful generosity and optimism•
Ookeson, who affords the only gleams of humor in the drama, is
reluetant to believe any evil of anyone. He is one of the last
to become convinced of Haider’s guilt, he visits him at the
prison; consults the prison officials in his behalf, is eager
to re-employ Haider, and at tho end is the one to offer con
solation to Ruth.

Hie speeches reveal his goodness, his gener

osity, and his piety, and those virtues are made ridiculous
by his failure to comprehend the presence of ovil in man.
Howhere in the drama do the characters "say things for the sake
of saying them."
portrayal.

Each word adds to the strength of character

Galsworthy has denied himself all license, "grudging

every sentence devoted to the mere machinery of the play."
Again we have oome to the discussion of flavor, and again
we find it to be a gray flavor.

It is gray because it is full

of Galsworthy's attitude toward "justice," and that attitude
is an unhappy one . While the flavor in Strife is tempered by
restraint, here it is augmented by a vigorous hope for reform.
In this oase the moral of the drama is not so deeply imbedded
in human nature as is the moral of Strife.

It is a fault in an
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Institution built by man, and it is therefore one that can be
more readily eradicated.

Perhaps for this reason Oalsworthy

indulges In passionate enthusiasm in Justice, and relieves the
gray with occasional flashes of red.

Restraint, turnover, is

present, and it is still a gentlemanly restraint, but it is that
of a gentleman aroused to a dynamic interest in humanity.
In no other play, unless it be Strife, is Galsworthy so
successful in presenting a naturalistic view of life.

The

audience "thinks, moves, and talks" with the characters of the
play, lives through the suffering of Falder, and then is forced
to consider its scruples concerning imprisonment and "justice
Proof of its being true to life is found in the fact that it
instigated several prison reforms•

It is true that other types

of play-writing lead to reform, of course, but there are only
three types, Justice most certainly is not a play that presents
the ideals in which the public pretends to believe, and neither
is it the play of a didactic satirist or reformer.

There is

no

fantasy or symbolism anywhere in the play.

Therefore, what

is

left among the types of dramas which oan lead to actual re

form is the natural presentation of reality, and this is what
Justice is.
We have studied the development of Justice, and in no
place does significance wane. Also, in no place are wo conscious
of a crisis or a conclusion until the very end of the play.
The foundations of the play are laid in Folder's character and
in the institution of law administration, and upon the inter-
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of these has ©alswop thy brought "to the light of day'

the moral.

Saoh word and eaeh action adds signifioanoe to the

rI moral,

and we are constantly aware of a gradual approach to
7
••!■:?
'
: '
Jj^the ;top. of the "spire of meaning." Pal dor ’s own admission of

J his being crushed under society's oppression brings ns very
4
/
near the point. His arrest for another forgery brings us still

■' /X

nearer.

And his suicide sees us at the very top of the "spiro."

Felder's case, under present conceptions of "justice," is
hopeless.

Again, the "spire of meaning" is of gray stone.

In an appreciation of Justice Mr. Eaton has written.
That spire of meaning is that you and I, society,
are the villains of the play. Hot wicked villains,
not conscious villains, but villains none the less.
The tragedy of the Greeks, the tragedy of Shakespeare,
knew nothing like this; and nothing to the thought
ful spectator so hopeful as this. For if it is not
fate which overthrows this pitiful figure, if it is
not some oonoreto villain, but society at large which
does it by its laws and.attitude, then some time a
ohonge in those laws and a change in that attitude
may result not in tragedy for tho Falders, but in
understanding and salvation.fi)

Because The Silver Box is not only Galsworthy's first
drama, but also beoauso it is one of his best, a study of it
with regard to his dramatic theory is interesting.

He calls

it a "comedy," and while the point that it proves is pitiful,
he is justified in that he makes the drama a satiric comedy on
a pitifully ludicrous problem that develops from human nature•
The first scene introduces Jaok Berthwiok, the son of a
1.

W. P, Baton, ojw o i t p .
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wealthy and Influential man, returning homo late at night in**
toxioated and guilty of stealing a blue rotioule and erlmeon
puree from the young woman with whom he has spent the evening.
On account of hie drunken state, he has been unable to open
the outer door, and has been assisted by Jones, a poor man of
the lower class, and also intoxicated.

Hardly aware of anything

but the liquor on the table, Jack Invites Jones to have a drink
with him.

While they are drinking he tells Jones that his

father is a Liberal and a member of Parliament.

Jack drinks

constantly as he talks, until finally he slumps in his chair,
murmuring a jumble of thanks to Jones and telling him to take
another drink, to take anything he wants.

Before Jones leaves

he takes the blue purse from Jack and a silver cigarette box
from a table.

Thus, both men are guilty of the same crime,

theft, under the same condition. Intoxication.
Jones' wife is discovered in the second scene to be the
charwoman employed by the Barthwlck family.

Shortly after she

cleans the room in which the silver box was kept, it is found
missing.

She is accused of the theft.

In the conversation

which follows between her and another servant she reveals
the financial conditions of her family, and her guilt seems to
the other servant still more probable.
The third scene presents the Barthwlck family at their
luxurious breakfast table.

During the meal the woman Who is

the owner of the reticule and the purse calls for them.

Jack's

father is forced to give her the sum which she had had in her
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purse, an aet which. In splto of his disgust, he does readily
to avoid family scandal.

After the woman departs, !!r. Barth-

wiofc says to his son,
"So this is tho way that forty pounds has gone i
One thing after another i Once more I should like to
know where you’d have been if it hadn't been for
me i You don't seem to have any principles. You —
you're one of those who are a nuieanoe to society;
you — you're dangerous 1 What your mother would say
I don't know. Your conduct, as far as I can see,
is absolutely unjustifiable. It's — it’s criminal.
Why, a poor man who behaved as you've done...d'you
think he'd have any meroy shown him? What you want
is a good losson. You and your sort are — a nuisance
to the Community. Don't ask me to help you next
time. You're not fit to be helped.n
In the first scene of the second act the Jones' lodgings
are shown. M r s . Jones comes home at night to find her husband
half drunk on the bed.

Bitterly discouraged after weeks of

empty effort to find employment, he has sought the exhilarating
comfort and forgetfulness of liquor.

He turns toward her.

"I've had enough o' this tryin* for work. Why
should I go round and round after a job like a bloom
in' squirrel in a cage,
'Give us a job, sir' —
'Take a man on'—
'Got a wife and three children.'
Sick of it I ami I'd sooner lie here and rot. 'Jones,
you come and join the demonstration; come and 'old a
flag, and listen to the ruddy orators, and go 'ome as
empty as you cam®.' There's some that seems to like
that — tho sheep i When I go seokin* for a job now,
and see the brutes lockin' me up an* down, it's
like a thousand serpents in me. I'm not arskin' for
any treat. A man wants to sweat hleself silly and
not allowed — that's justice — that's freedom
and all the rest of it 1 You're sc milky mild; you
don't know what goes on Inside o' me. I'm done with
the silly game. If they want me, let 'em oome for
me i*
When the landlady calls for the rent, Jones in a wild
moment produces the money that he found in the crimson purse.

and inys her.

He also shows his rrife the silver hox that he

took from Jack Barthv/ick.

Immediately she recognizes it as

the box which she has been accused of stealing,

tilth a rude

announcement two officers of the lav? make their way into the
small room, find the silver box, and seize Mrs. Jones as the
guilty person*

Jones attacks them, but they successfully draw

her away, in spite of the fact that Jones declares he stole the
box.
In the next soone the Barthwick family is found, at dinner.
Their conversation reveals their attitude toward servants and
workers of the lower classes, an attitude which might be ex
pected from the selfish, thoughtless people of little more than
wealth.

While they are eating. Sopor, their solicitor, oomss.

He is told Jack's story, and promises that the Barthwioks will
be saved all scandal.

At the close of the act the cries of a

little child are heard from below the window. A little Jones
bahy has com© in search of his mother.
The third act is laid in a police court.

A case is being

tried which concerns a father who is willing but financially
unable to care for his own small daughters,

His wife, a dis

reputable person, has deserted him, and he is helpless in a
society which cannot employ him*

Pathetically he states,

"Your Worship, I can only say that if I could
get work I should be only too willing to provide for
them. But what can I do, your Worship? Here I am
obliged to live from ’and to mouth in those ’ere
common lodging-houses. I ’m a strong man — I ’m
willing to work — I ’m half as alive again as some
of ’em — but you see, your Worship, my 'air’s turned
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a bit, owing to the fever — and that's against mo;
and I don't seem to got a ohanoe anyhow."
The poor man is given the opportunity to provide for his
children for one week, the results of the week to be the grounds
upon whioh it will be decided whether or not he will be allowed
to have his children about him.
Then the Jones and Barthwiok ease is begun. Because of
Roper's sly maneuvering Jack is compelled to answer no ques
tions which might be embarrassing to him or to his father.
The questions that are asked of Jones are recognized as the
very questions whioh should be asked of Jack.

The judge asks

Jones what would happen if everybody behaved as he had done,
stealing and attacking the polico as they seized his wife.
Leaning forward, and speaking very earnestly, Jones asksj
"Well, wot about *er; who's to make up to 'er
for this? Who's to rive 'er back 'er good name?"
The ease continues, and as it does so. Jack slowly begins
to realise the similarity between his offense and Jones' of
fense.

At length the judge says to Jones,
"Your conduct here has been most improper. You
give the excuse that you were drunk when you stole
the box. I tell you that is no excuse. If you choose
to get drunk and break the law afterwards, you must
take the consequences. And let me tell you that men
like you, who get drunk and give way to your spite
or whatever it is that's in you, are — are — a
nuisance to the community."

At this Jaok whispers,
"Dad i

That's what you said — "

His father silences him hurriedly with a look.
After his sentence to one month with hard labor, Jones,

pointing at Jack, cries,
"Call this justice? What about ’im? 'B got
drunk.
*E took the purse.— 'B took the purse but
it's 's money got ’a off — Justice i"
As the court is dismissed, Mrs. Jones turns pitifully
and questloningly to Mr. Barthwlok.

He hesitates; then makes

a shamefaced gesture of refusal, and hastens out of the court.
Mrs. Jones makes a humble gesture.
"Oh 1 Sir 1 — ^
And she looks after him as he disappears in the crowd.
The Silver Box has clearly for its moral the fact that
in the instance of a wealthy man and a poor man being guilty of
the same offense, the wealthy man, by his money and position,
can bribe the law administrators, while the poor man has no
weapon and must suffer the penalty.

The problem Is one that

exists in Galsworthy's England, but it is also always found in
human nature.

It is an universal trait.

There is a double

standard in the administration of justice.

There is one stand

ard for the wealthy man and his power, and there is another for
the poor man and his helplessness.
Having summarised the drama, we must next study it from
the light of Galsworthy's dramatic theory.
First we must locate the moral, and that, we find, is
easy.

It is the double standard of justice for the man of

wealth and the man of the poor classes.

To this is added the

fact that unemployment, against which the laborer is helpless,
leads a man to crime.

"Justice" as it is meted out to the
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poor is entirely different from the "justice" vrtiioh is seised
by the wealthy*
To present this moral in the most oonvinoing light, Gals
worthy finds that Jaok Barthwiok, the spoiled son of a proei-

•

nent wealthy man, and Jones, a poverty-stricken, jobless lower
class man are most suitable*

Through these two men, both guilty

of the same offense, he deftly reveals his problem.
Having chosen the moral of the drama and the characters,
Galsworthy, if he follows his theory, must be content to watoh
and merely guide them in their own lives.
Although from Galsworthy’s oven character we know that his
sympathies in this drama are against the administration of
"Justice" and against that human characteristic which causes
man to ignore the rights of the poor when they are brought into
conjunction with those of the wealthy, we do not find him pre
senting any prejudiced arguments for the poor man.

Onoe again

the dramatist stands aloof, and merely presents in his cool,
reserved way what he observes in human nature.

He discloses

the despicable qualities of Jones as thoroughly as he discloses
those of Jaok, and likewise he discloses thoir pathetic qual
ities .

He does not excuse either man, but blames them both

for the same crime.
toward them.

What he does attack is society’s attitude

He gives as much credit to Jack's dim realisation

of the similarity between the two oases as he gives to Jones'
bitter ory for justice*

It la not Jack whom he blames because

justice is not administered any more than it is Jonos whom he
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blames beeause he is sentenced to prison labor. Society and
human nature is the object of his attack.

Jack and Jones are

merely the instruments through which he proves that society
should be taken to task.
soaked with inevitability.

The Silver Box is a selfless drama,
Sere the evils which it reveals

removed from the administration of justice, the same evils
would be found in human nature.
Now we must examine the plot of the drama in the light of
Galsworthy’s dramatic theory.

Plot here involves character,

too, or rather is character, as we have already found.
must be organic.

It

After a splendid opening scene in which Jack

and Jones are introduced, guilty of the same crime, and which
sets the tone of the entire drama, the characters themselves
develop the plot.

They both try to conceal their guilt.

The

one is successful because of his father’s wealth and prestige,
while the other is unsuccessful because of his social rank.
In the first act we are shown the homo life and the theories of
the Barthwiok family, and in the second act we are shown the
home life of the Jones family.

The background which may have

led Jack to crime, namely his protected, irresponsible life as
the son of a wealthy man, and the background which led Jones
to crime, namely poverty and unemployment, are equally obvious.
Then we are taken to the court trial, a trial which is manipu
lated by threads of money, and which is padded by smiles at
Jack and scowls at Jones.

Neither is more guilty than the other,

but the outcome of the drama is the natural result of a twisted

*

gystem of justice.
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Io character says or does a thing to enable

Galsworthy to prove a point#

v/hat they each say ant do le

the logical outcome of what they have said and done previously.
Working against them always is the judicial system, a system
that is mechanical except when money is detected.
comes as pliable and malleable as soft metal.

Then it be

Galsworthy's

point is proved by a dispassionate adherence to a phenomenon
of life.
As the characters of a drama must themselves develop the
plot, so must they develop their dialogue.

The speeches of

Jack and Jones, the leading characters, are as different as
are their inward feelings, and they are the outward manifesta
tion of their contrasting souls.

Jack stands out vividly

through his speeches, particularly when he refuses to admit
spending an evening with the owner of the crimson purse, as a
spoiled, shying, deceitful but harmless son of hie influential
father.

Glimmeringa of a dim realization of what is being done

aro indicated in his naive unguarded outbursti
"Dad, that's what you said —

2"

But the realization is fleeting and only vaguely felt.

At

the end of the court session, he swaggers out of the room, hie
head high in the air, ready to face the world again.
Speeches that are entirely different disclose the char
acter of Jones.

They are embittered speeches, full of the

drone of futility and a surrender to fate.

As he rails at

his wife, we hear his unexpressed hatred of those useless per-

sons who do nothing but live luxuriously upon the money v/hioh
they have been fortunate enough to have amassed or Inherited,
and his almost tragic hatred or disgust toward the poor people
who are helpless before their wealthy oppressors.

Jones feels

the aorld injustice of society, and he reveals this in sharp,
unfinished sentences made even more spiteful by his ignorance
and plebeian grammar.

There is tragedy also in Jones' char

acter, and this is brought to notice In his passionate plea
for justice.

As he points to Jack, and cries, "What about ’im?— "

we see deep into his heart that has been scratched and tor
mented by little flames of disillusionment and injustice. He
has, or has had, a kind heart, and still has a kind of tragic
affection for his wife, but he has boon crazed to the point of
desperate crime.

He is not fundamentally a criminal, but has

been driven to ways of forgetting reality.
In her quiet, unobtrusive little speeches, H r a , Jones
reveals her character, that of a timid, unasserting martyr,
'
'
>
powerless because of financial difficulties. Always she ox■
.
,
/.
coses her husband for any maltreatment, but in talking with/

..

the other servants she weakly concludes,

.

,

.

y

"But he shouldn’t treat his wife as he treats
mo."
Barthwlok's curt statements, noncommittal as they are,
do not hide the fact that ho is a Liberal with an eye for jus
tice; that he recognizes the rights of the poorer classes; but
that he is restricted from action by conventional principle,
the fear of the newspapers, and the love of comfort and safety.

^

Also loving comfort and safety, Mrs. Barthwiok reveals in
her words that she is narrow-minded and selfish, thinks only
of her family and her home, wants superiority and prestige,
and refuses to see the rights of the laborers#
The dialogue of the drama is always to the point *

There

are no digressions and no passages purely for the atmosphere
or effect. An oooasional domestic reference only increases
the tone of the play, those of Mrs, Barthwiok contrasting sharp
ly with those of Mrs, Jones.

Onoe again Galsworthy has denied

himself all license, and has bound himself to the dialogue that
comes naturally from his characters.
As for flavor, that distinctive brand that marks definite
ly the work of any artist, we onoe again find Galsworthy’s
gentle sorrow permeating The Silver Box.

In this drama, however,

it is made even more poignant by a strain of satire.

Gals

worthy makes comedy of a bit of human nature's folly, but he
approaches tragi-oomedy.

The gray tones are made slightly

shining by the symbol of the silver box, the symbol of identical
crime which binds the wealthy criminal to the poor criminal,
Galsworthy's gentlemanly restraint is as noticeable in The
Silver Box as it is in Strife, although it is less rigid in the
former.

In Jones' plea for justice he breaks through the bar

rier, and indulges in the passionate feeling that he has for
the poor man, but this passion is equally the passion of Jones
himself.

Galsworthy's restraint in this drama, as in most

others, binds him to a just picture of reality.

Sorrow, satire,
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passion, anfl restraint artistically work upon each other to
produce the shining and yet misty grayness of The Silver Box.
This drama is in all respects a naturalistic drama.

The

audience lives first as the useless Jack, then as the pathetic
Jones, then as the helpless M r s . Jones, and as the material
istic, comfort-loving Mr. and Mrs. Barth#!ok.

It does not

blame Jack any more severely than it blames Jones.

It watches

the drama close, newly aware of society's sightlessness.

The

Silver Box is "like a steady lamp," held up so that its light
reveals clearly and in due proportion the inadequacy of so
ciety’s administration of "justice."
From the beginning scene of the drama in which is laid
the foundation of the "spire of meaning," wo have lived through
the gradual and sure development of the "spire .*

The first

scene is one that we cannot forget, so artistically and power
fully does it form the basis for the following scenes•

The

moral that is found in the identical crimes of Jack and of Jones
and in society's idea of justice is brought poignantly "to
the light of day" as each word and each action contributes to
the presentation of Jack's philosophy, of Jones' philosophy,
and of society's philosophy.

The proceedings of the court trial

lay some of the last significant pieces of gray stone to the
spire.

Jones' plea for justice adds one of the last gleam

ing pieces.

And finally Mrs. Jones' pathetic "Oh i Sir i"

perfects the "spire".

This final point of the "spire of mean

ing" is an instance of Galsworthy's unexcelled ability to pro

duos effect, not "by what he says, but by what he leaves un
said «

The "Justice" that the wealthy man snatches and the in

justice that the poorer classes must suffer, the misty gray
"spire of meaning" of The Silver Box, tapers to a lucid, sig
nificant point by what the unhappy Mrs. Jones leaves unsaid.

Joy:
•

In the drama. Joy. Galsworthy declares that he had experi

mented with the letter "I."

It is an entertaining little bit

of drama summarized in one brief sentence spoken by one of the
characters: "When it’s ourselves it's always a 'special case,'"
The first act introduces the characters, each firm in
his or her personal opinions and anxious for his or her own
happiness.

The scene is laid on the estate of Colonel and Mr s •

Hope where the company, for various reasons, has assembled.
Their young niece, Joy, is eagerly awaiting the arrival of her
mother, to whom she is passionately devoted.

Spoiled and

tempestuous, yet irresistible, she slyly inveigles her governess
into satisfying her every wish, and escapes the little tasks
that seem so bothersome to her.

Because of her devotion to

her mother and the hopes that they will have several dances
together in the evening, she refuses to promise any dances to
Dick, a young boy who is deeply in love with her.

'Then her

mother, Mrs. Gwyn, arrives, she is soon followed by Mr. Lever,
toward whom she shows a great fondness.

Joy extremely dislikes

Mr. Lever, and is barely polite to him, muoh to the distress

of all oonoerned.

.

Daring the second aot it is discovered that M r , Lever
holds the interests of a gold mine, and Colonel Hope suoouehs
to the attraction of a few shares#

Soon after the purohaee a

oonvereation "between Mrs# Gwyn and Lever discloses the fact
that Lover fears for the soundness of the gold mine, and in*
tends to tell Colonel Hope of the danger and of the Board's
plan to sell the mine *

Joy overhears part of the conversation,

and her heartbroken words to her mother make a lasting impres
sion even upon the selfish woman.
The scene of the third aot is laid in the garden in the
evening.

Inside the dance is taking place and strains of music

drift through the windows into the moonlight.

Dick Is wander

ing alone among the trees, worrying about the report that Joy
ie suffering from a headache end is unable to appear for the
dance.

Later Colonel Hope and Mrs# Gwyn come to the garden

in search of a cooling bit of evening air.

Miss Beech, the

governess of Joy and the one-time governess of Mrs. Gwyn, ie
also there•

It is easily seen that Mrs. Gwyn is disturbed, and

with keen understanding and sharply*pointed remarks Mies Beech
succeeds in driving her to the point of a weighty decision#

A

little later when Lever finds her alone under a tree, she tolls
him,
"One oan't sit it out and dance it too. Which
is it to be, Maurice, dancing — or sitting out? It
must be one or the other, mustn't it?"
In spite of her qualms concerning Joy, the answer she

finds is *Dancing.^
Soon after Mrs. Gwyn and Lever return to the daneing, Joy
appears in a tattered dress, her face showing signs of terror.
Diok also appears at this moment. Joy is frantic in a search
for her uncle to toll him of Lever’s deceit.

After much talk

ing and explaining and pleading, Diok succeeds In convincing
her that the fact that her mother knows of Lover’s difficulty
and yet remains faithful to him is more than enough evidence
that she is in love with him.

Finally Joy yields, realising

that her mother’s deepest care is not for her.

Her next re

alization is Dick’s love for her, and she finds it strangely
.comforting. Almost immediately she foels the long-stifled love
for Diok surging within her, and this time she submits to it ♦
The two lovers disappear along the path that leads to the river*
A moment later the Colonel and lies Beech again appear.
Looking in toward the house thoy catch a glimpse of Mrs. Gwyn
and Lever as they dance past a window.

Then turning toward

the river they see Joy and Diok kissing each othor. Miss
Beech theorizes,

;

,

"We’re all the same; w e ’re all as hollow as
that tree 1 When it’s ourselves it’s always a
’special case.*....A woman and a girl — there’s
the tree of life between them J"
Joy and Diok return, arm-in-arm, and stop by a hollow
tree . Joy whispers,
"Diok, Is love always like this?"
His answer is,
"It's never been like this before.
and me i"

It's you
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Throughout this drama there Is a balance of pathos and
oomody as the dramatist carefully reveals the workings of the
human mind when It regards Itself and Its desires alone.

A

bit of good-natured satire adds an effective tone to the drama
which alms only to picture the characteristic of the mind which
renders It helpless In the face of opposition and contrary
desires.

The human weakness is revealed early in the first

act, each person aiming at the satisfaction of his own hopes
and firmly believing in hie own unquestionable rights. Dur
ing the development of the play the Innate quality of man re
lentlessly controls all further action ,and decision to the ex
tent that each character eventually acts upon the urge of his
wishes and believes himself beyond all reproach, the subject
of an individual problem.

The Little Dream:
"Come, little soul, to Mystery i" are the words of The
Great Horn, concluding The Little Dream, and summarizing the
idea of the fantastic little drama.

That the human soul is

never satisfied, hut flutters here and there, constantly search
ing for something beyond its reach, is the theme.

To present

this idea Galsworthy departs from his usual matter-of-fact,
prosaic style of writing, indulges in bits of imagination,
description, poetry, atmosphere, and accomplishes a pretty,
delicate, colorful piece of art.
Living in the shadows of the three high mountains, The

Qow Horn, The Wine Horn, and The Great Horn, Seelehen (Little
Soul), a lovely little mottotain girl, has known nothing hut
the beauty and the loneliness of the life with nature.

One

day lamond, a climber, comes from the city and tells her of
the attractions, the noise and bustle of London#
wistfully for the exoitement of the city.

Seelehen sighs

The purple shadows

of the mountains no longer satisfy her wishes, and big, rough,
loving Felsman no longer consoles her heart.

Lamond has oome

to olimb The Great Horn, which has never been climbed by any
man.

Lamond, like Seelehen, is searching for what is new to

him, and has oome to the mountains in hie search.

.Then she

asks him if it is very nice in the towns, he answers,
"When I ,m there I would be here; but when I'm
here I would be there."
That night Lamond of the city and Felsman of the mountains
both kiss her.

She lies down on the window seat, gases up at

the three mountain peaks, bathed in full moonlight, and final
ly falls asleep.
The second scene of the drama is highly imaginative.
Seelehen ie dreaming.

The walls of the hut have vanished, and

nothing separates the little girl from the mountains but a
trough of darkness.

At the foot of the mountains the little

wild flowers lift up their orowned heads powdered with dewdrops , and tinkling bells ring.
become the profile of a youth.

The faoe of The Wine Horn has
The face of The Oow Horn is

that of a mountain shepherd, solemn, and brown, with fierce
blaok eyes, and a black beard.

Between the two stands The

-
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Great Horn, whose hair is of snow, who has a high beardless
visage, as of oarved bronee, like a male sphinx, serene, with
out cruelty.

During this scene the attractions of the moun

tain vie with those of the city in their attempts to win the
favor of Seelohen. From behind The Oow Horn rise the voices
of the Cowbells end Mountain Air, while from behind The Wine
Horn oome the voices of View of Italy, Flume of Steam, and
Things in Books, Seelohen loves all,

Then The Great Horn

»peaks,
"And both thou shalt love, little soul! Thou
•halt lie on the hills with Silence; and dance in the
cities with Knowledge• Both shall possess thee i
The sun and the moon on the mountains shall burn thee;
the lamps of the town singe thy wings, small Moth 1
Each shall seem all the world to thee, eaoh shall seem
as thy grave 1 Thy heart is a feather blown from one
mouth to the other. But be not afraid l For the
life of a man is for all loves in turn.
'Tis a
little raft moored, then sailing out into the blue;
a tune caught in a hush, then whispering on; a new
born babe, half courage and half sleep. There is
a hidden rhythm. Change, Quietude. Chance, Cer
tainty. The One, The Many. Burn on — thou pretty
flame, trying to eat the world I Thou shalt oome
to me at last, my little soulJ"
The third scene is devoted to Seelohen'a experienees in
the city in the company of lamond, who has the face of The Wine
Horn youth.
factory.

There she sees dancing, people making chains in a

Then she sees Luxury drinking a glass of golden wine,

but something prevents her from seeing on what Luxury is stand
ing.

Lamond tells her that she must not look for that.

At

last Seelohen realizes that she cannot be happy with Lamond —
in the city.

She sighs,

"The bird is tired with flying.
have no dew."

The flowers
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The fourth soon® reveals Soelohen, pale and hollow-ey®d.
In the mountain® with Pelaean, Sven there she oannot find
satisfaction, and leaves, sajlng,
nl go evor onward•"
At this moment a light glows from tho top of The Great
Horn and falls upon Soelohen,
"Great One 1

Looking up, Seelehen orles,

I oome i" ,

The Great Horn speaks,
"Wondering flame, then restless fever
Burning all things, regretting none;
The winds of fate are stilled for evor —
Thy little generous life is done,
And all its wistful wonderings ©ease I
Thou traveller to the tideless sea,
Where light and dark, and ohange and peaoe,
Are One —
Come, little soul, to Mystery 1"
Seelohen falls to her knees and hows her head, while the
glow slowly fades into blackness •
In Lamond*s desire to olimb The Great Horn, a feat that
is held impossible, and in Seelohen’s wish to see the oity, in
the oity m a n ’s ooming to the mountains and the mountain girl's
longing for the oity, we see the eternal dissatisfaction and
aspiration of human nature. Man's curiosity and hope of aooomplishing that which he has not experienced and his indomitable
belief that what he seeks is to be found elsewhere leads him
on "to Mystery,"

.

The Little Dream is not directed at any institution of
society, but purely at a fundamental characteristic in man.
Dealing with this quality, this flitting from one thing to

another, a l m y s in a ear ah of something which seems to be just
over the next mountain Galsworthy chooses this Imaginative,
romantic manner of presenting his elusive subject.

V/ith his

descriptions he captures the atmosphere of the busy, crowded
city as easily as he oatohee the spirit of the mountain streams
and flowers.

The drama holds a touch of mystery, a delicacy

and fragility like the wing of a gray-blue moth.

It is a drama

of poetry from the pen of a dramatist who generally confines
himself to prose*proper, but whose artistic and poetic self
makes a touch of poetry upon oooaeion inevitable.

The Pigeon;
Galsworthy again strikes at that quality in human nature
that urges men on to a desire to reform all those who do not
strictly conform with the general typo of persons.

In the

drama. Pigeon, he again strikes at the administration of the
law, the law which sees the fallings and faults of people,
which has drawn up a rigid sot of rules whereby it treats these
people, and which often works fruitlessly against human nature,
its superior power.

The "Pigeon" is the man who is the victim

of his own deep sympathy for the vagabond, the philanthropist
who understands the strength of the "wander lust," who does not
look toward the vagabond as an undesirable, an enemy to society
but who recognises him as an individual driven by an innate,
all absorbing motive.

This "Pigeon" is the friend of the vaga

bond, and at the same time the victim, the tool, and the un-

oonsoioua enemy

of

the vagabond•

Christopher Wellwyn, tho "Pigeon," is an artist and the
father of Ann Wellwyn whose patience he tries to the limit
with his sympathy and generosity toward any unfortunate who
oomes his way.

As the play opens he has just given a portion

of his hard-earned and very elusive money to some person who
has preyed upon his soft-hearted nature.

He has a reputation

established among all vagrants, and is constantly visited by
such people.

In fact he has passed his cards out to every

unfortunate who has sought aid from him, until his home has be
come the retreat of all those who are penniless. Ann reproves
her father, arguing that people who bog are " r o t t o r s a n d
receives tho answer,
"But, my dear, we're not all the same. They
wouldn't do it if it wasn't natural to them. One
likes to be friendly. What's the use of being alive
if one isn't?" — "But look here, Ann, the whole
thing's so jolly complicated. According to Galway,
we're to give the State all we can spare, to make
the undeserving deserving. He's a Professor; he ought
to know. But old Hoxton's always dinning it into
me that we ought to support private organisations for
helping the deserving, and damn the undeserving. —
And the Yioar seems to he for a little bit of both.
Well, what the devil — ? My trouble is, whichever
I'm with, he always converts me. And there 'a no
fun in any of them."
,
After some discussion he finally promises his daughter
that he will be more considerate of her, thinking of their
household and personal needs before giving away more money•
Ann retires, attempting to believe her father.

Shortly after

ward the door bell rings, and Vallwyn is besieged by three

vagabonds who have 8ought his help on Christmas Bve•

One Is

Ferrand, an alien; another is Timson, onoe a oabmam; and the
third, M rs. Megan, who sells flowers in the street,

tfellwyn

has helped them before, and they havo found their way to him
by means of the oarda that he onoe gave them.

Try as he doe®,

he oannot bring himself to the point of refusing them.

The

result is that they are still on his hands weeks later, and
Ann is searching for employment for them.

Sven Ferrand real*

izes that Wellwyn is the object of the wanderer's exploitation,
and mutters after him,
"Poor pigeoniM
Ferrand summarizes his and Mrs. Megan's difficulty:
"My father was merchant of ostrich feathers in
Brussels. If I had been content to go in his busi
ness, I would 'ave boon rich. But I was born to
roll — 'rolling stone* — to voyage is stronger than
myself. luok 1 — — And you, Ma'moiselle, shall I tell
your fortune? You were born for la joie da vivre —
to drink the wines of life....It is of the streets —
the lights — the faces — it is of all which moves,
and is warm — it is of colour — it is of Love,
That is for you what the road is for m e , That is for
you what tho rum is for that old {pointing at Timson.) — "
later he tells Wellwyn, who is working on a portrait of
Mrs. Megan, posed with a bunch of violets in her hand,
"You will have something of very good there,
Monsieur. You wish to fix the typo of wild savage
existing ever amongst our high civilisation# — In
the figures of those good citizens, to whom she of
fers her flower, you would give tho idea of all the
oage doors open to catoh and make tame the wild bird,
that will surely die within, frla gentilt Believe
me. Monsieur, you have there the greatest comedy of
life 1 low anxious are tho tamo birds to do the wild
birds good. For tho wild birds it is not funny.
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There Is In some human souls. Monsieur, uhat oannot
be made tamo
Then follows a conversation between Professor Galway and
Sir Thomas Hoxten, men who hold opposite viewpoints In regard
to the proper treatment of Irresponsible peoplee

Hoxton ad

vocates a sudden shook, a sharp lesson, the interest of the
individual oitisen*

Galway, on the other hand, believes that

steady control, careful guidance, and the interest of the State
are the best means with which to approach the idler.

Still

another theory is hold by Edward Bartley, "a little of both, a
little of both."
By the beginning of the third act conditions have driven
Ann to persuade her father to change hie and her place of resi
dence, and to keep the location of their future homo a secret.
Just before the time for their departure Ferrand and Mrs.
Megan appear at the door.

Wollwyn, somewhat annoyed, oannot

turn a deaf ear to thorn.

Ferrand, for some reason, la moved

to apeak more seriously and sincerely than probably ever before
in his irregular life.
"But they would not lot me die on the roads of
their parishes — they took me to an Institution,
Monsieur, I looked in their eyes while I lay there,
and I saw more clear than the blue heaven that they
thought it best that I should die, although they would
not let me* — Since I saw you. Monsieur, I have
been in three Institutions. They are palaces. One
may eat upon the floor — though it is true — for
Kings — they eat too much of skilly there. One
little thing they laok — those palaces. It is un
derstanding of the 'uman heart. In them tame birds
pluok wild birds naked. — Ah I Monsieur, I am
loafer, waster — what you like — for all that pover
ty is my only crime. — If I had one prayer to make.

I

•SB**

it would "be. Good God, give mo to understand i
Those sirs, with their theories, they oan clean our
skins and chain our 'ahits — that soothes for them
the aesthetic sense; it gives them too their good
little importance. But our spirits they cannot touch,
for they nevare understand. Without that, Monsieur,
all is dry as a parched skin of orange. — $7e, too,
‘ave our qualities, we others — it'wants you oourage
to undertake a career like mine, or like that young
girl's. We wild ones — we know a thousand times
more of life than ever will those sirs. They waste
their timo trying to make rooks white. Be kind to
u b if you will, or let us alone like lees Ann, hut
do not try to change our skins. — But we in whom
something moves — like that flame, Monsieur, that
cannot koep still — we others — wo are not many -•
that must have motion in our lives, because we are
not like them •• it Is life itself thoy would enclosei
— The good God made me so that I would rather walk
a whole month: of nights, hungry, with the stars,
than sit one single day making round business on an
office stool! It is not to my advantage. I oanhot
help it that I am a vagabond, What would you have?
It is stronger than me
later the unconscious body of Mrs. Megan is carried into
Wellwyn's room.

She has attempted suicide after having hear!

part of the conversation between Kellwyn and Perrand. For the
past few weeks she has been employed in a well-regulated po
sition.

Of her life during it she says,
••

1

■

"No life at all, it wasn't — not after sailin'
flowers, I ’d rather be doin' what I am."
Timson, too, attempted suicide, but was stopped by some
supposedly "interested" individual,
Wellwyn, moved to deepest sympathy, raves distractedly
when the constable insists that, according to law, he must report Mrs. Megan for her suicidal efforts.

He cries, as she

is taken away.
"Hot a soul in the world wants her alive — and
now she's to bo prosecuted for trying to be where
everyone wishes her,"

'

Before Wellwyn leaves, he has given Perremd and Timaon
his new address.

The last of the tea that is in the decanter

he gives to three "humble men" who enter.

With greatest re

spect for his goodness to them, they admit that they are tak
ing advantage of his generosity.

In receiving from him they

are as sincere and well-wishing as he is in giving to them, —
albeit, they had hoped for something more stimulating than tea !
Once again Galsworthy seeks an attitude of sympathy and
understanding toward those persons who are irresponsible, who
are driven by powerful animal instinots and impulses and who
are not altogether the most desirable for a "civilized" com
munity.

The "Pigeon," the "despair of all social reformers,"

as his daughter calls him, does not know the best method of
treating vagabonds, according to society, but he has a sincere
sympathy toward them.

nevertheless, he is the object of their

exploitation, intentional or unintentional as that exploitation
may be.

Those ultimately harmless vagabonds require a special

kind of instruction and help, and this kind should be the study
of seriously interested people, people who aim to help, not
to stifle their subjects .

These unfortunates are living beings

smothered under the restrictions of a fiercely intent civiliza
tion.

Galsworthy presents several ways of handling vagabonds,

reveals the results of some of them, and loaves the reader to
ponder over the question, to recognize its importance not only
to the individual, but also to the general knowledge of human
nature.

The Eldest Son;
The fault in human nature that Galsworthy presents in
The Eldest Son is that which leads us to demand of,others those
saorifioes to family tradition and love that we oaraaot demand
of ourselves and our own families•
Foundations for building up the theme of the drama are
laid in the ease of Hose Taylor and Donning and the characters‘
various theories concerning the solution of their difficulty.
Unless Dunning agrees to marry Hose, his employer. Sir William
Cheshire, has threatened to dismiss him, regardless of the faot
that no love exists between Hose and him. Sir William repre
sents the proud, aristocratic gentleman who thoughtlessly in
sists upon principle* for their own sake, who believes himself
an advocate of justice, and who fears any sort of scandal
which may affect hie family name#

More sympathetic with Hose

and Dunning, Keith, Sir William's son-in-law, considers the lack
of love between them, declares that their marriage oan end only
in unhappiness, but finally snoenmbe to tradition, and with the
others takes the stand that the marriage must bo performed.
The Reverend latter, true to his profession, insists that Dun
ning should marry Rose.

Only Dot Cheshire remains firm in her

conviction that without love a man and woman should not enter
upon marriage.

In the first and second scenes the problem and

its dieoussion Is presented, and the way is paved for the lead
ing question of the drama.
Bill Cheshire, the eldest son of Sir William and Lady
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Oheshire, is guilty of the same crime that is causing the dis
turbance between Hose and Banning,
other than his mother's maid, Freda,

The girl involved is none
Bill no longer loves

Freda, having yielded a few months earlier merely to a reek
less, thoughtless passion, but fools that he eannot forsake her
at this tragic moment.

He declares that he must marry her,

Freda still loves him, but says,

■•

"But I'm not like that girl down in the village,
You needn't be afraid I'll say anything when — it
oomos
Through all the difficulty that follows she maintains
this attitude*

And Bill retains his intention of marrying her.

The Cheshire family is aroused to the white heat of shock and
anger.

Lady Cheshire, pitifully quiet and tragically ironical,

cannot bring herself to yield to her ion's wishes.

She fore

sees society's reception of the proposed marriage, and pleads
with Freda and Bill to think of the grief that follows a mar
riage between persons of different castes.

Sir William, dumb

for a moment with the realization of his son's guilt and the
consequences to the Cheshire name that would ensue from tho
marriage, cries,
"A man’s past — his traditions — he can't
get rid of them. They're — they're himself l"
As Bill continues in his intention to marry Freda, sir
William states that if the weeding occurs Bill will no longer
be heir to the Cheshire estate.

At length Studdenham, Freda's

father and for many years head-keeper of the estate, enters and
is informed of the matter.

Hitherto quite content in his re-

G9

latlonshlp with his raastor, ho is now ore room# by the' tragedy
which threatens the old solid barrier which has so firmly and
completely separated him and his daughter from the Cheshire
family,

fhe consequences of the marriage appear as hopeless

to him as they do to Sir William.
everyone.

Despair tears the hearts of

Perhaps because of a burning bit of respeot and con

sideration for the old man who has been his employee so many
years and who stands broken before him. Sir William declares
that Freda must make the choice. Pathetically the girl turns
first to Sir William, then to Lady Cheshire, and finally to
Bill.

Their faces are pale, rigid, almost terrified,

Freda

gasps,
"I want —
then flings her arm over her eyes, turns away, and finishes,
"no r
Her father draws her away, saying,
"She’ll not force herself where she’s not welcome.
She may h a ’ slipped her good name, but she’ll keep
her proper pride. I ’ll have no charity marriage in
my family."
As the door closes Dot enters from the billiard room.
Seeing the expressions of oringing guilt and bitter relief on
the faces of her father, mother, and brother, she whispers,
"Where’s Freda?
the pluck?"

Is it —

Has she really had

With a queer look of understanding she glances from one
to the other.

A quaint little pitying smile crosses her lips,

and she gives a faint shrug of her shoulders.

The future of

tho "oldest son" and tho Ohashlre ostato lo assured.
In the dlagusslon of tho oaae of Rose and IHmnlng the
principles of Sir William and his family are revealed, strictly
held for principle’s sake.

But onoo applied to personal and

immediate affairs, they fall.

Material and practical interests

and family prestige overcome the weight of principle.

Sir

William cannot demand, of his own son, theoretically, his. own
estate,, what he demands of his servants.

Society is so organ

ised that it .rigorously divides one caste from another, a union
of two of them being impossible.

As Sir William says, "Un

less we're true to our caste, and prepared to work for it, the
landed classes are going to go under to this infernal demo
cratic spirit in the air."

Invincible society fights the in

trusion of one caste into the precincts of another, easily
surpassing all common principles of justice.

Even behind this,

human nature composing society is bound by Self, and prevents
man from exacting from himself what ho exacts from others.
again the upper class man escapes paying the penalty for his
offense, while the person from the lower class must suffer.

The Ifogitlye.:
The theme of the drama. Fugitive, is centered about a
woman who, after one year of wedded life, realizes that she
cannot love her husband, and who, after four years of bit
ter struggle, surrenders to the power of her struggle.
drama reveals such a woman’s position in society.

The

Once
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Throughout the first aot tho mental condition of Glare
Deflmond, wife of George Dedaond, is gradually disclosed.

She

is a woman of strong character, but has finally reached the
end of her endurance•

Four years of ceaseless attempts to re

cover her love for her husband have driven her to the point
where she can no longer ignore the feelings and emotions that
arise within her.

The sympathy and encouragement that she finds

in a young writer, Malise, serve as the match to light the fuel
which has slowly been accumulating in her heart, and she leaves
her husband. Entirely unable to understand her misfortune,
her parents-in-law, her brother, and her friends pursue her with
incessant arguing, tolling her of her position in the world
and the treatment that she, an attractive woman, cannot escape.
Their words are futile. Hot wishing anyone any trouble or
sorrow, and fully conscious of what she is doing, she tells
Malise, the one person who does not try to hold her,
"My dear father’s a saint, and he's getting old
and frail; and I've got a sister engaged; and three
little sisters to whom I'm supposed to set a good ex
ample . Then, I ’ve no money, and I can’t do anything
for a living, except serve in a shop. I shouldn’t be
free, either; so what's the good? Besides, I
oughtn't to have married if i wasn't going to be happy.
You see, I'm not a bit misunderstood or ill-treated.
It’s only — Did you see the sunset? That white
cloud trying to fly up?"
Calmly and resolutely, with the air of one who has striven
to escape a tragedy whioh has at last proved inevitable, Glare
leaves her home and husband, and seeks the advice of Malise,
While she is in his apartment her husband, his parents, and his

lawyer, who have discovered her there through the information
of spies, oome, hoping to persuade her to return to her home.
For a long time she listens quietly hut impassively.

Then

suddenly losing control, she cries,
"Can't you see that I'm fighting for all my
life to oome — not to be buried alive — not to be
slowly smothered. Look at me 1 I'm not wax — I'm
flesh and bleed. And you want to prison me for
ever — body and soul."
All but her husband sense the depth of her feeling, and
oease arguing.

George, however, persistently and stubbornly

demands her return.

But in the face of bribes and then ter

rifying threats Clare remains unmoved.

After George's de

parture Malls# begs her to aooept his assistance, but after
oatohlng a fleeting expression that crosses her faoe, realises
that he oannot save her from the blows of society.

As she

leaves he raises hie olenohed fist and strikes into the air,
completely and helplessly aware of the tragedy of Clare's
mistaken marriage.
During the first scene of the third aot Clare's brother
calls upon Malise to learn what he can of his sister's loca
tion.

From Malise he discovers nothing but the fact that Clare

has not sought even his aid or advice.

He tells Malise that

for a time Clare was employed selling gloves, but immediately
resigned her position upon being found by George's spies.
Malise tolls him,
"But if she drops half-way it's better than If
she'd never flown. Tour sister, sir, is trying the
wings of her spirit, out of the old slave market.
For women as for men, there's more than one kind of

dishonour, Oaptaln Huntingdon, and worse things than
being dead, as you may know in your profession
A moment after her brother leaves Ualise’s rooms, Clare
appears» At last she is willing to admit her love for Mails#,
and tells him that she is now able truthfully and honorably to
live with him,

.

The time of the second scene is three months later.
Still deaf to the pleas of her friends and the law suit which
her husband is threatening, she continues in her life with
Mailse.

Unbeknown to her, Ltalise has suffered the loss of money

and position because of his connection with her.

He is thin

and pale, and has resorted to a sleeping potion to drive away
his cares.

With her employer’s health and happiness in mind,

Mrs. Miler, Maliso’s housekeeper, reveals to Clare the true
condition of the man she loves.

Surprised and heartbroken,

Clare leaves before Malise returns.
The fourth aot reveals Clare driven to the saddest and
most desperate means of maintaining a livelihood.

She appears

at "The Gasoony" pn Derby Day, dressed in simple but striking
black with three gardenias pinned at her breast.

Half-fright

ened she allows a waiter to seat her at a little table, where
she waits alone, expectant and yet dreading the consequences,
until a young man sits down beside her.

Impressed by the

tragic light in her eyes and the fine, gentle expressions of
her face, his first intentions for the evening are changed, and
he becomes a sympathetic confidante. As Clare drinks the wine
he provides, she becomes flushed and half-hysterical, blurting

out to him onigmatio bits of hor life.

He leaves her long

enough to pay the bill for the evening's refreshment.

When

he returns he finds hor slumped in her ©hair, a drowsy smile
on her lips, and the gardenias dropped into her skirt.

She

has drunk something from a little bottle which held lalise's
sleeping potion.

Tauntingly the orchestra in another room

plays the strains of an old song, This Day a Stag Must Die,
until the last notes are drowned in laughter.

Clare’s com

panion covers his eyes with his hand, the waiter crosses him
self fervently, and a woman bends to kiss Clare’s forehead.
In this drama Galsworthy reveals a tragedy of life in
all its pain, in all its aloofness, and in all its hopeless
ness.

An attractive woman, the victim of an unhappy marriage,

setting out alone into a hungry world, can be the recipient of
nothing but farther grief.

One# again Galsworthy takes a

picture of life to which he applies no remedy, to which he
knows no remedy.

He merely awakens his readers to a thoughtful

realization of the presence of the bitterness and futility
v

in some lives.

.

'

•

The Mob:
The underlying theme of The Mob is a recognition of the
rights and customs of countries that are the unwilling but
helpless object of missionaries and meddling stronger countries
together with the presence of "mob spirit" which prevents the
assertion of many private opinions against this meddling.

As

opportune as the theme may have been when Galsworthy wrote the
drama. It concerns a characteristic that has ever been present
In human nature.
Stephen More, a valued member of Parliament for nine years,
has finally persuaded himself to voice his personal theories
concerning England’s attitude toward weaker countries« , It is
a dangerous moment for the expression of such theories, as
England is fast approaching a declaration of war against the
country which is rebelling against her exploitation•

In answer

to one argument which states that England has the right to
chastise that small country which has proved faithless. More
cays,

- ''
"If I hit a little nan in the eye, and he hits
me back, have I the right to chastise him?♦#*.But
with all my soul I deny the fantastic superstition
that our rule oan benefit a people like this, a
nation of one raoe, as different from ourselves as
dark from light — in colour, religion, every mortal
thing. We can only pervert their natural Instincts
He receives the reply,
"Go into that philosophy of yours a little deep
er, Stephen, — it spells stagnation• There are no
fixed stars on this earth. Rations can't let each
other alone. — If they oould, there'd be no big ones."
The Dean of Stour assails him with another argument:
"My dear Stephen, even if you were right — which
I deny — about the initial merits, there surely
cooes a point where the individual conscience must
resign itself to the country's feeling. This has
become a question of national honour."
More's wife, Katherine, adds another argument,
"If you believe in your country, you must believe
that the more land and power she has, the bettor for
the world."
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Firmly but with *eoh difficulty and inner struggling,
More continues his stand against his wife, his relatives, his
friendsi and the assertions of his country•

A portion of the

speech which he has prepared for tho House and which he saya
aloud, almost unconsciously,to himself reveals his feelings:
’’We have arrogated to our land the title Cham
pion of Freedom, Foe of Oppression, Is that Indeed a
bygone glory? Is it not worth some sacrifice of
our pettier dignity, to avoid laying another stone
upon its grave; to avoid placing before the search
light eyes of History the spectacle of yet one more
piece of national cynicism? We are about to force
our will and our dominion on a race that has always
been free, that loves its country, and its indepen
dence, as much as over we love ours. I cannot sit
silent to-night and see this begin. As wo are tender
of our own land, so w® should be of the lands of
others . I love my country. It is because I" love
my country that I raise my voice. Warlike in spirit
these people may be — but they have no chance against
ourselves. And war on such, however agreeable to
the blind moment, is odious to the future. The
great heart of mankind ever beats in sense and sym
pathy with the weaker. It is against this great
heart of mankind that wo are going. In the name of
Justice and Civilization we pursue this policy; but
by Justice we shall hereafter be judged, and by
Civilisation — condemned."
More delivers this speech in the House, and tenders his
resignation. Unknown to him, war has been declared a few
moments before his speech.
The first scene of the second act is devoted to a confer
ence between More and representatives of the House who have
oome to persuade him to give up his stand, to stifle his the
ories at least until peace has been assured, and to return
to the House.

With a kind of bitter delight More discovers

that these men do not themselves want possession of the land

for whiob England is fighting.

They admit that they are forced

to uphold the popular spirit of their country.

One says,

"My dear More, what is civilisation but the
logical, inevitable swallowing up of the lower by
the higher types of man? And what else will it be
here?"
To this More retorts,
" — But the point is, not whether you or I are
right — the point is: What is a man who holds a
faith with all hie heart to do?"
The first scene of the third act is a cobble-atoned alley#
More, driven to hold his meetings and make his speeches in
the streets, is attacked by a mob of ignorant, excited people.
Jeeringly they demand a speech, and at every other word hurl
nut shells and orange peels at him.

They believe that ho is

against them and their people who are fighting in the battle
field.

He explains,
"I've never said a word against our soldiers.
It's the Government I condemn for putting them to
this, and the Press for hounding on the Government,
and all of you for being led by the nose to do what
none of you would do, left to yourselves."

At last the crowd disperses, covering the fact that they
have felt the weight of his words with half-hearted sneers and
embarrassed scufflings.
The second scene takes place in More's home which he has
not visited for the past six weeks, so busy has he been making
speeches.

Both he and his wife have been looking forward to a

few hours together, his wife having had hopos of convincing
him of the futility of his work.

It is a painful realisation

to both of them that their opposite beliefs hold a stronger

influence than their love* their hone, and their child.
The fourth act reveals the llore home deserted hy the serv
ants .

Then the news of the death of Hubert, Catherine*s

brother, killed in battle, is brought« Sir John Julian, the
father of Hubert and Katherine, in spite of his grief at his
son's death, remains faithful to the undertakings of hi®
country.

'
"Whatever my country does or loaves undone. I
no more presume to judge her than I presume to judge
my God . My country i"

Heartbroken because of her brother's death, but more so
by the breach that has arisen between her and her husband,
Katherine deserts him and seeks shelter with her father. ’.Toro
is left alone in his silent home.

The silence, however, is

immediately broken by the howling mob in the streets. "/inflows
crash, gates are forced, and finally the mob breaks into the
room where More stands quietly waiting.

In a low voice he

speaks to the wild, uncontrollable intruders,
"You are here by the law that governs the action
of all mobs — the law of force. By that law, you
can do what you like to this body of mine. -» You
— Mob — are the most contemptible thing under the
sun. When you walk the street — God goes in."
Shortly after this brief speech ho is thrown forward on
a knife that a girl has unconsciously thrust out before her.
A moment later he falls dead upon the floor.
This concludes the drama, but the curtain rises immediate
ly again to show a life-sise statue erected in London Square•

*?»*

Around the pedestal the words are read:

ERBGTBD
To the Memory
of
STEPHEN MORE
"Faithful to his ideal."
Onoe again Galaworthy deals with the subjugation of a
weaker people, this time a weaker nation, to the stronger.

He

develops his theme in conjunction with another of equal im
portance , the power of mob spirit over supposedly thoughtful
men.

His belief, according to this drama, is that many per

sons have sympathy for the weaker, do not wish to seo them bound
by the laws and government of a foreign country that happens
to be more powerful, but at the same time are moved by the
strength of mob spirit, or "patriotism."

This "patriotism" is

nothing more than a hypocritical, thoughtless devotion to
theories evolved by influential, gregarious political leaders.
Mob spirit is a retreat for those who cannot or do not try to
understand the conditions that constantly arise within their
country.

It is a covering for Ignorance and cowardliness,

the root of mueh clandestine work and evil.

In his drama

Galsworthy presents these two faults of men, usurpation of the
freedom of weak persons or small nations and submission to mob
spirit.

The one is advanced because of the presence of the

other,

Hall-Marked:
In the "satiric trifle," Hall-Marked. Galsworthy reveals

-
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the power of convention and the fear of public sentiment.
As the drama opens, Herself enters with a little wounded
dog in her arms.

She dashes into another room to care for the

puppy; As She disappears, Lady Ella, The Squire, Maud, and
the Heotor, who have followed Her, oome in to make themselves
comfortable in Her sitting-room.

The Squire is wearing a

pair of braces that She has loaned him.

Immediately their con

versation turns to Her and Her splendid qualities.

The Doctor

comes, and together he-and She care for Edward, the sorry lit
tle animal, a duty that seems very distasteful to Lady Ella
Edward's upset mother.
about Her.

As the Doctor leaves they ask him

All that he can toll thorn is that she is a first-

rate nurse and a nice woman.

He garnishes all that he has to

say with a strange, quizzical look. Presently the enthusiasm
... .
.
of the people diminishes, and the Squire comments,
"H^m I I suppose we ought to bo a bit careful
Upon further inquiry they learn from Jarvis, the carriageman that Challenger is the name of the, people living in the
house, that they are very pleasant people, but that there is
some gossip about thorn.

He says,

"Thsro's always talk where there's newcomers.
I takes people as I finds 'em."
Apparently She does not wear.a ring, and that fact alone
is sufficient cause for heated village gossip.

Lady Ella

objects,
"We can see that she's a good sort.
it matter?"

What does

Maud's reply is,
"My dear Bilal
got to know."

'What does it Matter 1*

We've

Later lady Slla continue*,
"It's horrible not having the courage to take
people as they are."
The Squire:
till you know?"
Lady 311a:
The Squire:
not married?"
,

Lady Ella:

"As they are?

H'mt

How can you

"Trust our instincts, of course
"And supposing she'd turned out
"She'd still be herself, wouldn't

she?"
Herself enters after having made use of the shower to
have removed some of the mud, the tell-tales of her adventure
in rescuing Edward• Maud's eyes do not leave Her fingers•
Gratitude grows cooler until the visitors take their abrupt
departure•

Herself looks after them in some consternation.

Then her maid enters with her wedding ring that she has left
in the bathroom.

As She stands there a hand slips in through

the window and leaves a pair of braces on the sill.
at the braces and then at her ring •

She looks

Her lip ourls as She

murmurs, "Ah 1"
Human nature is too eager to believe without investigating
especially in regard to the character of people•

It bases its

standard of worth upon convention and the opinion of the m o b .
It aooepts every kindness offered by tho person in question
until it begins to doubt.

Then it ourls into itself, and the

unfortunate person is left by himself*

Oneself is marked by

the approval or disapproval of society, dhioh in turn is guided
by convention *

£ Bit o' Love:
In the poignant littlo drama, A Bit o' LoveGalsworthy
discloses the results of the practice of loving and forgiving
as it is advocated in the Christian religion#

The tragic char

acter of Strangway, a clergyman, who levee his faithless wife
to the point of forgiving her anything, even her relationship
with her doctor, is torn in the agony of unrequited devotion
or adoration.

Hie suffering is augmented not only by his

wife's desertion, but also by his parishioners who feel that
they oannot retain as their pastor a man who allows hie wife to
live in sin with another man#
Strangway is introduced as he sits playing a flute before
a portrait of his wife.

Here he is interrupted by a group of

small girls who have come by appointment for a Bible lesson.
nWe have to love because we love loving" is the theme of the
simple little talk that he gives them#

Before leaving, one of

the girls produces a skylark that she has confined in a oage.
Strangway, in a sudden white heat, takes the cage to the door
and releases the struggling bird, saying,
"Hover oago any wild thing i Never 1"
From a conversation between two village gossips the reader
learns that Mrs. Strangway, supposedly visiting her mother , by

her actions is causing her ardent husband untold grief*
they leave a little girl enters.

As

Before she is able to find

what she is hunting, Mrs. Strangway appears, and the girl con
ceals herself in the folds of a curtain.

Another little girl

enters while BeatFloe is waiting for her husband, and it is
evident that her presence is not pleasing to the nervous lady.
After a moment Beatrice asks her to remain silent about the
fact that she has seen her in her husband's house, and im
mediately the girl leaves, feeling a new importance at sharing
a secret with tho pastor's wife.
Strangway enters, at first overjoyed, but at tho expres
sion on Beatrice's face, steps and looks at her.

She tells him

that she has never loved him, and has recently developed a
stronger passion for her dector than she had even before her
marriage•

At hearing his wife's words that she has sinned and

that she asks meroy from him, both for the doctor's roputation
and her own, Strangway is crushed.

After some empty pleading,

he sends her away, telling her that she may do what she will;
that he will not and cannot hurt her*
What has passed between Strangway and his wife soon be
comes village scandal, as the little girl who was hidden in
the curtain cannot hold her tongue, knowing well the sensation
that she can make for herself with such valuable information.
The scene that follows in the taproom of the village inn shows
the attitude that the men of the community hold toward the
pastor who allows his wife to live unmolested with another man.

Unseen by the men* Strangway stops for a bit of stimulating
drink before making his sermon#

The sadden realization of

his wife’s feeling has robbed him of strength and thoaght.
Standing in the doorway he overhears the words of some of the
men ooneernlng himself.

Without moving ho listens to what they

have to say against himself* but when they direct their attacks
at his wife * he jumps forward, and hurls the speaker through the
window#

Then he hastens out toward the ehuroh.

As the ehuroh sorvioe is concluded the churchyard is filled
with parishioners, who have gathered to demonstrate their dis
approval of Strangway’s behavior toward his wife and toward the
man whom he hurled through the window#
hiss and groan as ho loaves the church.

Together the people
Humbly and pathetically

he begs their forgiveness and tells them that they will never
see him again#

Strangely moved, the leaders of the group ask

for three cheers for Mr, Strangway,
"Certainly ’tes not a bit o ’ yuse goin' against
human nature • Ef yu don't stand up for yourself
there's no one else not goin' to. 'Tes yure not
’avin* done that 'as made 'em so rampageous."
This is the explanation that one shamed man gives Strangway of the event before the ehuroh.

And from another he is

told,
"This great Church of ours is baaed on the
rightful condemnation of wrong-doing# There are
times when forgiveness is a sin, Michael Strangway#
You must keep the whip hand. You must fight!"
Strangway is no longer able to remain with his people,
although they have forgiven him and asked him to continue

preaohing to them.

The last aoeno finds him In a stable at

might where a group of children have been playing and where a
little girl has fallen asleep.

Stealthily he arranges a rope

and places the noose around his neck.

Standing in a ray of

moonlight he is an ominous, white figure•

The little girl is

aroused by some noise, and opens her eyes to see what she at
first believes to be a ghost.

To quiet her, Strangway takes her

outside where together they playfully bogin wishing on the
moon.

Impressed by the sweet innooenoe and faith of the child,

Strangway slowly throws the rope beyond his reach.

From some

where above them a white dove’s feather floats down in the wind.
The child catches it, saying, that the moon bad sent her a
"bit o ’ love."

Strangway takes it from her, telling her that

he wants that "bit o ’ love."
Suddenly faint music is heard.

Straingway tolls the girl

that it is Love walking and talking in the world.
"Seel Everything coming out to listen i See
them, Tibbyl All the little things with pointed
ears, children, and birds, and flowers, and bunnies;
and the bright rooks, and *»- men i Hear their hearts
beating ’ And the wind listening 1....Beyond — They
are — they must be; I swear they are l"
Hurriedly he goes away, leaving Tibby to run home in the
moonlight. Along the road he meets a man who is grieving after
the death of his wifo.
"get on some’ow."

Together they agree to "stick it" to

Strangway lifts his hand in the gesture of

prayer.
"God, of the moon and the sun; of joy and beauty,
of loneliness and sorrow — Give me strength to go
on, till I love every living thingi*

*#&.

We see the straggle of a man who combats hie broken heart
with the effort to learn to forgive and to love everything that
lives.

In this struggle the man with one final fight puts

into practice the gospel that he has preached to his people*
As Galsworthy presents the idea in his drama, first the prin
ciple is introduced and then its application and complications.
It is the description of a supreme human struggle, full of the
pathos, the tragedy, and the fleeing moments of strange peace
that arise from this struggle.

The little Man:
'■

/

Galsworthy calls The little Han a farcical morality*

In

it he touches upon the pretentious virtues of people of differ
ent nationalities, but stresses more obviously the truth that
virtue is found usually in the quiet, modest, sincerely observ
ant person.

Its presence is not always known even to the person

himself, but it is revealed always in some unexpected place and
manner,
The first scene is the platform of an Austrian railway
station.

Grouped around a number of small tables, waiting for

the train are an American, an Englishman and his wife, a German,
a Dutchman, and a ’’Little Man."
her baby.

Sitting alone is a mother with

The talk around the table concerns human temperament,

and the American takes the lead in the conversation.

Democracy,

humility, brotherhood, and other similar subjects are discussed.
Each man is characterized by the traits common to his country,
and professes a faithfulness to them.

The "Little Man" listens

qulotly.

fhe Aawrloan declaims,
"I ’believe in heroism, I opine there’s not one
of us sottin’ around here that's not a hero -- give
him the oooasion....Take that poor woman there*
Well, now, she's a heroine, I guess. She would die
for her haby any old time....I carry it further. I
postulate we would all die for that baby if a loco
motive was to trundle up right here and try to handle
it. I guess you don't know how good you are."

While they are talking an annoanoeoent is made that the
train is coming in on another track, and leaving in one minute•
The mother cries for help.

Only the "Little Kan" stops to

help her.
The second scene occurs in the compartment of a corridor
carriage . The conversation concerning virtue of people has
been resumed.

The Gorman says,

"Chivalry is nothing — sontimentalisoh. In
modern days — no good. A man must push, he must
pull,"
—
....
To this the American replies,
"So you say. But I judge your form of chivalry
is sacrifice to the stato. We allow more freedom to
the individual soul* Where there’s something little
and weak, we feel it kind of noble to give up to
It, That way wo fool elevated."
At this point there is a commotion outside the door* and
the "Little Man" enters with the woman's baby in his arms.

In

the sourry to the train the mother had not had time to reach it
before it steamed away, and the "Little Man" found himself with
her baby and her bags. He is greeted by a gale of laughter,
after which the American again takes charge, and half-laughing
and half-serious he commends the spirit of the "Little Man."
Upon examination it is believed that the baby is the victim of
typhus, and immediately the people reooll.

Helplessly the

"Little SCan" b#*ins to sing to the wailing baby.

The American

romarks gravely,
"This is the most sublime spectacle I have ever
envisaged. There ought to be a record of this....
You are typical, sir, of the sentiments of modern
. Christianity. You illustrate the deepest feelings
in the heart of every man."
The third scene, on the arrival platform, discloses a
station official attempting to arrest the "Little Man" for
the theft of the baby.
her baby.

The mother runs to the man who holds

In a moment she bends and kisses the booted foot of

the "Little Man."

Here the American again makes an appearance,

waves his hat, and shouts a "Ha l Hal" or two.

Then he takes the

arm of the "Little Man," and ontere upon a long speech concern
ing "one of the greatest moments" he has ever experienced.
"I am inspired with a new faith in mankind. Ladies
and gentlemen, I wish to present to you a sure-enough
saint — only wants a halo to bo transfigured, fTo
the Little Man) Stand right up."
Bewildered the "Little Man" stands up, and the crowd,
displaying some uncertainty and doubt, passes by him.

The

American rushes forward and drops to his knees.
"Bold on just a minute i Cueas I*11 take a
snapshot of the miracle. This ought to look bully!"
With a bit of light ridicule Galsworthy assails the
braggadocio, particularly the ever-talking American, and his
belief in hie own virtue • When he ,is faced by the actualized
subject of his prattle, even then he does not rocagnize the
folly of his pretenses# All that he boasts of is manifested
in the retiring person of the "Little Man."

Virtue is found

where It is least mentioned.

The Foundations:
The Foundations is Galsworthy’s means of revealing and
satirically poking fan at England’s attitude toward and treat
ment of the poor classes following the Great War,

Anxious to

remedy the conditions that exist among the poor classes, the
wealthy people and the press do not realize that to expect
anything better they must b?gin at the very foundations of
society.
The problem is presented through the persons of lord
- •
William Dromondy's family and household. James, the footman,
and little Anne, lord Dromondy’s small daughter, are conversing
in the wine cellar.

James offers his view,

"Wo all bars thorn that tries to get something
out of us....Speaking generally, I bar everybody that
looks down their noses at m e . Out there in the
trenches, there'd come a shell, and orf’d go some
orfloer’s head, a n ’ I ’d think: That might h a ' been
me — w e ’re all equal in the sight o ’ the stars.
But when I got home again among the torfs, I says to
myself: Out there, ye know, you filled a hole as
well as me; but here you’ve put it on again, with
mufti."
While they talk, little Anne wanders among the shelves,
and suddenly stops as she discovers a rounded metal object.
Immediately it is thought to be a bomb, and the entire house
hold Is aroused.

A man who read the gas meter is known to be

guilty of laying the object there.

The Press loses no time

in examining the cellar and in interviewing any of the people

so*

who will tall: to him on any number of topics •

lord Droaondy,

who was an active and beloved offieer in the war, stoutly
maintains that he has the consent of the poor people deep in
his heart.

%ven after the supposed intended attack upon his

house, he says *
”1 want to show the people that we stand side
by side with thorn, as wo did in the trenches• The
whole thing's too jolly awful. I lie awake over it*...
What I mean is, I should like to get hold of those
fellows that are singing the 'Marseillaise' about
the streets — fellows that have boon in the war —
real sports they are, you know — thorough good chaps
at bottom ** and say to them; 'Have a feeling heart,
boys; put yourself in my position.' I don't believe
a bit they'd want to bomb me then.”
Anxious to have the Press take down his words, lord
Dromondy continues expounding upon his theories of brotherhood,
kindliness, generosity, ato., theories in which he seriously
thinks he believes and hopes to have published.

Suddenly

he asks the Press a question,
"Is there really going to bo a revolution, or
are you making it up, you Press?"
The answer is,
"We don't know* We never know whether we come
before the event, or it comes before us."
Again lord Dromondy asks the question,
"Would you say that a strong press movement would
help to quiet the aoantry?”
To this the Press replies,
"No newspapers for a month would do the trick."
The views of the poor classes are revealed in the rooms
of Mrs* Lemmy, a sweater who has a part in the making of
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trousers. She is talking with her son who is employed in the
gas and water works of the city, and Who left the bomb in the
home of Lord Dromondy. During the conversation Lemmy says,
"Rylties — I got nothin' to sy agynst 'om in
this country. But the Styte 'as got to 'ave its
pipes seen to. fhe 'ole show's goin' up pop..*.
I did the gas to-dy in the cellar of an 'buse
where the wine was mountains 'igh. A regiment
couldn't 'a drunk it. Marble pillars in the 'all,
butler broad as an obcorvytion balloon, an* four
conscientious khaki footmen. When the guns was
roarin' the talk was all for no more o' them glorious
weeds — style an-' luxury was orf. See wot it is
naow. You've got a bare crust in the cupboard 'ere,
I works from 'and to mouth in a glutted market — an'
there they stand abaht agyne in their britches in
the 'ousos o' the gryto. I was reg'lar overcome by
it. I left a thing in that cellar — I left a thing.
— — - It'll be a bit ork'ard for me to-morrer."
Shortly afterward, the Press comes to interview the
"Bomber.’* He jots down Lenny's words,
"No one ever looks back on prophecies, I re
members an editor — spring o' 1915 — stykin' his
reputytion tho war'd be over In the follorin* Oc
tober, Increased 'is ciroulytion abaht 'arf a mil
lion by it. 1917 — a n ' war still on — 'ad 'is
readers gone back on ' I s ?
Nao l They was increasin'
like rabbits* Prophesy wot people want to believe,
an' ye're syfe. Naow, I'll styka my reputytion on
somethin', you tyko it dahn word for word. This
country's go in ’ to the dawgs — now, 'ore's the
senaytion — unless we gets a new religion....In one
word:
'Kindness I' Daon't mistyke me, nao siokly
sentiment and nao patronisin'. Me as kind to the
millionaire as 'im to me."
Knowing well the impression that would bo made if M r s .
Lemmy and her son should appear at the dinner that was being
given by Lord Dromondy and his wife for tho purpose of coming
to decisions about aiding the poor, the Press carries the
two people off to the big house.
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Onoe again Lemmy ha® the opportunity to tell an eager
audience his theories;
"Woll, wo'va all got a weakness towards bein'
kind, somewhere abaht us. But the moment wealf
oomea in, we 'yn't wot I call single'carted. If
yer went into the foundytions of your wealf —
would yer feel like 'avin* any? It all oomos from
u w o r peoples' 'ard, unpleasant lybour....The Press
could h a 1 helped yer a lot. Shall I tell yer wot the
Press did?
'It's vital,' said the Press, 'that the
country should be united, or it will never recover.'
Tfao strikes, nao "uman nature, nao nuffink. Kepitel
an' lybour like the Siamese twins. And, furst dis
pute that oorno along, the Press orfs wiv its coat
an' goes at it bald-'eaded. An* wot abaht since?
Sioh a riot o' nymes called, in Press and Pawlyement —
Unpatriotic a n 1 outrygeous demands o' Lybour. Bloodsuekln1 tyranny o ' Kepitel; thieves a n ' dawgs an'
'owlin* Jaokybinea — gents throwin' books at each
other; all the resources of edjuoytion exhausted 1
If I'd been Prime Minister I'd 'are 'ad the Press's
gas out 'orf at the meter. Pufeot liberty of course,
nao Censorship; just sy wot yer like — an' never
be 'eard of no more."
While he is talking a mob of workers gather outside the
Dromondy home.

Only lommy oan silence them.

He does this by

telling them that Dromondy is a "Flower," and that they should
save him as an image of the former wealthy people to show to
future generations.
Pointing to his mother, he says,
"You oawn't git below 'or — Impossible i
She’s the foundytions of the country — an* rooky
'yn't the name for 'em."
It is an embarrassing blow to everyone when it is dis
covered that the little round metal object is not a bomb.
Press is crushed.

Haggardly he gnaws his nails.

The

He refuses to

accept the information, and swears that ho will keep it a "bomb."

As Lemay follows his mother through the door, he turns
suddenly and says,
"Next time yer build an •ease daon't forgot —
it‘s the foundytions as bears the wyte
The drama is a olevor, ironioal presentation of England’s
upper class hypocritical attitude of sympathy and benevolence
toward the poor classes.

Galsworthy goes straight to the root of

the problem, the foundations of the difficulty#

People of

wealth aro not so essential to society as they believe them
selves to be, their very life being dependent upon the work of
the lower classes.

What leads them to their declarations of

brotherhood, eto# is an unconscious fear of the sweater, a
fear which in turn causes the sweater to submit to the demands
of those in higher circles#

A remedy for social conditions

lies in more than prophecy and hope. A new social system is
essential.

To make those people of wealth still more ridicu

lous, Galsworthy finds the duplicate of their attitude in the
Press, a prolix but ineffectual voice of a prolix but ineffectu
al society.

The Skin Game:
The peculiar title of the trafl-cemedy. The Skin Game,
takes its rise in the bitter struggle that occurs between the
two leading oharaetere in the play.

It denotes the ferocity

that exists between two men, one who has inherited position and
fortune and another who has attained his power and fortune by

his own porsovoring efforts, both fighting for the same thing.
The first works to keep the second In his former low position.
The second works to rise to the position of the first.
The first act'takes place in the home of Hillorist, a
oonntry gentleman.

3ill,

the young daughter of the retired

old man, cannot understand the attitude of her parents, particu
larly her mother, toward the Hornblowers.

When she is told

that their "pushing" is objectionable, she answers,
"That’s only because wo are, as mother would say,
and they're not — as yet. But why not let them bo?"
After this her father tells her,
"Well, Jill, all life's a straggle between
people at different stages of development, in different
positions,with different amounts of social influenee
and property. And the only thing is to have rules of
the game and keep them. New people like the Hornblowers haven't learnt those rules; theif only rule
is to get all they can."
Mrs. Hillorist justifies her hatred toward the Hornblew
ers, sneering.
"A man without traditions, who believes in
nothing but money and push."
The philosophy of Hornblower offers a marked contrast to
the views held by Mr. and Mrs. Hillorist.
"Have a sense.of proportion, man. My works sup
ply thousands of people, and my heart's in them.
What’s more, they make my fortune. I ’ve got ambi
tions — I'm a serious man. Suppose I wore to con
sider this and that, and every little potty objection
—
where should I get to? — nowhoro i....Here ye are,
quite content on what your fathers made for ye.
Y e ’ve no ambitions; and ye want other people to have
none. How d ’ye think your fathers got your land?....

Ye want the village run your old-fashioned, way, and
I want it run mine, I fancy there’s not room
for the two of us here....How the man talks 1 Whyi
Ye'd think he owned the sky, hocause his fathers
built him a house with a pretty view, where he's
nothing to do but live• It’s sheer want of something
to do that gives ye your fine sentiments, Hillorist....
It's all hypocrisy. You county folk are fair awful
hypocrites• Ye talk about good form and all that
sort o' thing. It's just the comfortable doctrine of
the man in the saddle; sentimental varnish. Ye're
every bit as hard as I am, underneath
Before the conversation closes, Jill brings in Ohloe,
Charles, and Rolf HombIdwar, people whom she likes and admires
for their ambition.

Mrs• Hillorist refuses to speak to Ohloe, .

and asks her daughter to take her- ofct of the house.

The in

sult is one that can never be forgotten.
The first scene of the second act is devoted to an auction
during which a plot of ground, which both Hillorist and Hornblower wish to own, is sold.

Homblower is desirous of the

land because of the advantages it offers as the site of ono of
hie factories.

Hillorist is equally desirous of it because the

chimneys of the factory which his opponent plans to build would
destroy the lovely view that is to be had from the windows of
his home. Bidding is hot, oaoh man fighting to the last •

Both

overbid their purses, forgetting themselves in their intent
ness to outdo each other.

Suddenly from the rear of the crowd

an unknown voice raises the bid five hundred dollars.

Hill

orist, relieved in the belief that at least his enemy will not
have the land, oeases bidding, fooling himself very fortunate
in escaping the purchase.

Maliciously Homblower approaches

him to flaunt into his face the information that the voice whioh
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made the last bid was the votoe of his agent#
won the bid.

Hornblower has

Incensed almost beyond control, Eillorist staros,

speechless.
As Ohio# leaves the scene of the auction, a stranger ap
pears, and at sight of him she nearly collapses.

Shortly after

ward Dawker, Eillorist's agent, informs Mr. and Mrs. Eillorist
of some scandal in connection with Ghloe and the stranger.
Venomously Mrs. Eillorist takes it upon herself to use this .
information as a weapon against Hornblower unless he will agree
not to build on the land he has just bought.

Chios uses all

possible means of persuading Dawker and the stranger to have
respect for the deep and honorable love that exists between
her and her husband.

M r s . Eillorist, however, is her foil.

At the beginning of the third act Hornblower appears, accom
panied by Ghloe, at the Eillorist home in response to a summons.
He is bluntly told that before his daughter-in-law's marriage
a number of men provided her livelihood.
under the blow.

Hornblower staggers

Ghloe pleads for the sake of her love for her

husband and the ohild that she is expecting#

Sensing her re

morse and sincerity, Hornblower attempts to forgive her, and
promises that he will not toll her husband.

The price he pays

for Ohioo's safety is his pride and the plot of land at a loss
of several thousand dollars• Still torn in uncertainty, Ghloe
calls at the Eillorist hone during the evening to bog them to
keep her tragedy from her husband. She receives their promise
too late.

Her husband has wrenched the truth from Dawker.

In

a rage he enters the Hllloriet home, barely giving his wife
time to hide In another room.

From that room she hears his

heart-broken attaoks. A while later her limp body Is carried
into the Hillorist home by her husband and Hlllcrist#

She is

still breathing.
With ohild-llke simplicity coupled with the wonderment
that comes after a deep but unsatisfied questioning into human
nature, Hillorlat asks,
"What is it that gets loose when you begin a
fight, and makes you what you think you're not?
What blinding evil 1 Begin as you may, it end# in
this — skin gameJ....When wo began this fight, we
had clean hands -* are they clean now? What's gen
tility worth if it can't stand fire?"
Galsworthy shakes his head sorrowfully at that quality of
man that gives him the hateful courage to fight tooth and nail
for the object of his desire, with not the least regard for
the rights or future happiness of his opponent or anyone.
This bitter fight, based upon fear and selfishness, goes on
between all men, but Galsworthy sees it chiefly between the
upper and lower classes of society.

The victor is he who has

the most poisonous weapon and who is quickest to hit above or
below the bolt.

Such a man fights the "skin game," the heat

of which rages beyond his control and from which he emerges
materially satisfied but mentally suffering.
which brands his very soul, —
shall be defiled."

It is the game

proof that "Who touches pitch

#8'

Dofeat;
The tiny drama, Defeat, has as its subject the effect of
the war upon a young German girl.
ruination of a country.

Its effect is more than the
_

A young English officer is spending the evening with a
young girl in her rooms.

The girl's heavily powdered and rouged

oheeks and the hitter look in her eyes boldly announce to the
world the life she is leading, while the frank, innocent gaze
in the eye of the officer as clearly indicates his life and his
philosophy.

Because of the tension of the times, the girl has

posed as a Russian, but finally confesses to the sympathetic
officer that she is German.
does not like men.

Cynically she declares that she

The officer answers,

"Roll, you hardly know them at their best, do
you? You should see them in the trenches. By
George 1 They're simply splendid — officers and
men, every blessed soul. There’s never been anything
like it — just one long bit of jolly fine self-sacri
fice; it's perfectly amazing
Cut off from her country, and anticipating the death of
her brothers and the ruin of her homo, the girl can see no good
in life.
"Ho news of anybody in my country. I might not
haf a country; all that I ever knew is gone; fader,
raoder, sisters, broders* all; never any more I shall
soe them, I suppose, now. The war it breaks and
breaks, it breaks hearts... .You see the good in
people, don’t you? That is the first thing in the
world — because — there is really not much good in
people, you knew..*.How long do you think I would
live if I was not a cyneoo? I should drown myself
to-morrow. Perhaps there are good people. but, you
sec, I don't know them."
"I despise all the peoples.

Why haf they made

♦it**

the world so miserable — why haf they killed all
our lives — hundreds and thousands and millions of
lives — all for noting? They haf made a bad world
— everybody hating, and looking for the worst every
where . — Is there a God? 2?o l — Onoe I believed
all those things• How I believe noting at all —
no one who is not a fool or a liar can believe• —
But do you think I will believe in Love and Christ
and God and all that? — Hot II I think we are
animals — that's allS"
"I don't care which win. I don't oar® if my
country la beaten. I despise them all •- animals
— animals
As the girl relieves her feelings in this sudden outburst
and breathes the sympathy of the officer, she becomes calm.
"Bid you ever see the Rhine? It will be wonder
ful to-night. The moonlight will be the same there,
and in Booshia too, and France, everywhere; and the
trees will look the same as here, and people will
meet under them and make love just as hero• OhJ
isn't it stupid, the war? As if it wore not good to
be alive !"
Deep under an almost impenetrable veneer of cynicism the
glimmerings of shattered love and faith still live.

Fain and

pity have broken her spirit.
The officer tolls her,
"He don't only love ourselves; there is mure.
I oan't explain, but there's something great; there's
kindness — and — and — "
From the streets oome the cries of the British victory,
the defeat of the " 'Uns '"
■

kiss her hand.

As the officer runs out he tries to
.

■

■

■

She snatches it from his grasp, and tears in

two the notes that he has left on the table for her.

Then,

staring out through the window, she lives over a part of her
childhood in Germany.

Tears course down her oheeks.

"Defeat 1 Das Vatorland Defeat I —
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Then she raises hor head in the moonlight end with all
hor might sings, "Die Waeht am Rhein.”

Outside the streets

ring with "Rule, Britannia 1"
The war that the girl has seen has not been the glamor and
the bravery of the battlefield.

It has been the suffering that

she has aeon among the people who have stayed at home and thought
and heard of the battlefield.
for hor.

Excitement has covered nothing

Grief and pity, the realization of humanity’s animal

nature, have driven tier to a mad cynicism, and under its pro
tection she has faoed the grim reality of life.

Beneath this

assumed, sneering cynicism she has stifled patriotism and love,
and sardonically has laughed at the immoral existence she has
been following.

At tho news of the British victory, her pat

riotism is aroused by the memories of her happy childhood, and
hor song expresses the depth of her mental and spiritual
struggle,

The defeat of the Vaterland is also the defeat of

her spirit.

The First and the Last:
Galsworthy artfully yet boldly reveals man’s conceit and
selfishness in his little drama. The First and the Last.

Cover

ing his love of self and of prestige under a pretense of honor
and family loyalty, man very often aims at nothing but his own
euooess and fame.
At the beginning of the first scene Keith Darrant is sleep
ing in his study.

His brother Larry enters, wakens him, and
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pa infull y annuunoes that he has killed a man.

Immediately

Keith reallies the significance of the situation:

that it will

he disastrous to his position and his aspirations to the judgeship.

Hastily he agrees to help his brother.

Larry tells the

story of his crime.
For several weeks Larry has been visiting a young girl,
Wanda, and the two have fallen in love with eaeh other. When
Wanda was only sixteen, she and her haby were deserted by the
man who pretended to be her husband*
girl nearly starved.

The baby died, and the

Then another nan provided her with a

living until her husband returned and forced her to oome back
to her life with him.
her.

He had left her again when Larry found

Until the previous evening Larry and Wanda had been hap

pier than ever before in their lives.

But while Larry was in

Wanda's room, the husband unexpectedly appeared.

At seeing

Larry with his wife, he became a mad man, and lurched toward
him.

When Larry regained his senses, his fingers were hurled

in the throat of the man, and the man was dead.

Later in the

evening Larry carried the body into the streets and left it
in an archway.
Keith well understands that if the knowledge of his broth
er's act reaches the public, he cannot hope to win the office
of judge.

Therefore he tolls Larry that it is the privilege

of a brother to help him, and admits that he is thinking of
himself and their family.
"Ton can't indulge yourself in killing with-*
out bringing ruin."

*
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During the next scene Keith visits Wanda In her room, and
tolls her that she must break off her relations with harry*
While he is there, Larry enters with the news that a little
old vagabond who robbed the dead man's clothes is being held
as the murderer*

It is easily seen that Larry's oonsolence is

bothering him, and he constantly speaks of visions of the little
mm*

Keith conceals his anxiety, and attempts oalmly to per

suade Larry that the man who robe a dead body does a worse thing
than he has done. Before he leaves the two together, he says,
"You owe it to me — to our name — to our dead
mother — to do nothing anyway till we see what hap
pens,"
Larry promises to do as he wishes, but still the visions
of the little man appear before him.
Two months later the streets ring with news
of the murder case*

of

the verdict

The little man is sentenced to hang.

Keith,

realising Larry's condition, has oome to Wanda to persuade
her to go away with his brother.

Larry again enters.

Slow

ly he speaks,
"Still looking aftor your honour, Keith?"
In the name of their dead mother, Keith asks Larry to
•wear that he will say nothing.
Larry swears.

With a smile on hie face,

As Keith leaves, Larry says softly.
"8oo& luok, brother."

Later, alone with Wanda, he cries,
"If you had seen him, as I have, all day, being
tortured. Wanda, we shall be out of it* We shall
be free In the dark; free of their oureed inhuman!-
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ties . I hate this world — I loathe it i I hate its
God-forsaken savagery; its pride and smugness i
Zoith’s world — all righteous will-power and suc
cess. — "
Wanda arrays herself in a bridal dress, and takes the
flowers that Larry has brought her.
Three hours later Keith returns.

On a couch, their

bodies strewn with flowers, he finds Larry and Wanda• A note
Is pinned to the couch:
"I, Laurence Barrent, about to die by my ora
hand confess that I — "
Keith reads no further«
"If I leave that there — ray name — my whole
future i..# eMy God 1 It's ruin I... .All my — Wo i
Let him hang !"
, He throws the note into tho fire, and watches it writhe
and blacken.
to the window.
for air.

Suddenly he turns, locks at the bodies, and runs
He, draws the curtains, and throws the window up

Outside in the darkness rises a witch-like skeleton

tree where a dark shape seems to hang,

Keith springs back,

gasping,
"What's that?

What — i"

He closes the window and draws the curtains across it.
"Pool! nothing 1"

.

Deliberately he turns out tho light, opens the door, and
leaves,

The flames lick tho last pieces of the note, and the

flickering light oasts weird shadows over the two dead bodies.
It is a grim little.tragedy in which Galsworthy presents
this fault in human nature. Man loves himself, and has high
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hopes for his saaoese*

Whether honor he heightened or smirched,

he and his ambitions come first and last.

The Sun!
In one scene which ho calls The Sun. Galsworthy reveals
from another angle the effect of the war.

This time it is the

effect upon the young soldier’s mind and hie outlook upon the
world *
A girl and a man, wearing a silver badge, deeply in love
with each other, are awaiting the return from the war of a
soldier.

The soldier expects to marry the girl.

She is troub

led by what may appear faithlessness, but tho man says briefly,
"One n a n ’s luck’s another’s poison.”
Ho pulls out a knife and threatens to kill the soldior if
he objects to their love.
he will regret.

The girl begs him to do nothing that

He responds,

"If ’o keeps quiet, I w on’t. But I ’m not ac
countable — not always, I toll you straight — not
since I’ve been through that....It takes the lineh
pins out, I tell you....Ho fear l Shan't 'ave no
need for it like as not. All right, Little Daisy;
you can't be expected to see things like what we do.
What's life, anyway? I ’ve seen a thousand lives
taken in five minutes. I’ve seen dead men on tho
wires like flies on a flypaper. I’ve been as good
as dead meself a hundred times. I ’ve killed a dosen
men. It’s nothin'. He's safe, if 'e don't get my
blood up. If he does, nobody's safe; not 'im, nor
anybody else, not even you* I’m speakin’ sober.”
Softly the girl begs,
"Jim, you w o n ’t go fight in' in the sun, with
the birds all callin'?"
While they are talking, the strains of an old song are
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heard along tho path, and suddenly the soldier breaks through
the bushes.

He is overjoyed to see Daisy.

"like as the sun itself I used to think of you,
Daisy, when the orumps was oomln* over, and the
wind was up#"
As quiokly as possible the girl and the man tell him that
thoy love eaoh other.

The soldier raises his hand and laughs.

"Your man i Lummy I ‘Taffy was a Welshman, Taffy
was a thief l' Well, mate 1 So you’ve been through
it, too. I’m laughin’ this mornin' as luok will
'ave it. AhS I can see your knife."
The man who has half drawn his knife orders him not to
laugh at him.
"lot at you, not at you. I ’m laughin’ at things
in general....You keep ’eri I ’vo got a laugh in me
you can't put out, "black as you look! Good-bye,
little Daisy I.«. .Look 'ere, mate; shake 'ends 1 I
don’t want to see a girl ory, this day of all, with
the sun shinin’. You and m o ’ve been at tho hack of
it. We've had our whaok. Shake'*
The soldier refuses to fight the man for the hand of the
girl,

Easily he turns to Daisy and asks her whieh she will

take.

With a sob she points to tho man.

The soldier says,

"You see, mate * Put .your 'ands down. There 's
nothin' for it but a laugh. You an * me know that.
Laugh, mate!....It's no use, mate. I can't do it.
I said I ’d laugh to-day, and laugh I will. I've
oomo through that, an' all the stink of it; I've
oome through sorror. Ilevor again! Cheerio, mate !
The sun's a-shinin' !"
He goes, singing, down the road.
The man whispers,

"'S's mad."
xDaisy breathes,
"The sun has touched 'im, Jim I"
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The grlamess and the suffering of the war have stunned
the heart of the soldier and have stirred within the man a
beast-like ferocity.

Almost unoonaolonely t&ah man is suffer

ing from the injuries of a shook#* and bruised soul*

Half

mad they must continue their existence, the one fighting to the
death for what he wants, and the other only vaguely aware of
wanting something that he does not have.

The soldier lives in

the "sun," helplessly laughing at the world.

iSSSk

and Got

By means of the little comedy, Bunch and So, Galsworthy
exposes another human conceit and frailty.

It Is man’s hypo

critical love of beauty and his poworlesaness when confronted
by it*
The play is a play within a play.

At the beginning a

producer, Mr. Vane, is struggling for the lighting effects
that are necessary for the drama that ho is directing.

Every

thing is in a hubbub, people are shouting from one end of the
theater to the other, and occasional walls from somewhere in
dicate that things are not going so successfully as they should
go*
him.

When the boss enters, Vane drops everything to talk to
He tells him that he cannot expect another Po p goes

the Weasel, but that his new play, Orpheus with his lute, is
an excellent production•

The boss answers,

"ffe-ell, if it's got punch and go, that 'll be
enough for me. Lot’s get to iti"
The rehearsal is begun*
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A professor is working with some writing•

Ho read® aloud:

*Orpheus symbolised the voice of Beauty, the
dull of life, luring us mortals with his song baok
from the graves wo dig for ourselves. Probably the
analouts realised this neither more nor lets than we
moderns. Mankind has not ©hanged. The civilised
being still hides the faun and the dryad within its
broadoloth and its silk. And yet — "
•
His wife enters, singing Sullivan’s beautiful song,
.

.

Orpheus with his Lute.

She goes.to the window and looks out*

nSod J V/hat beauty I"
:

■

■

.

:

'

'

,

■

.....

.

She is an attractive young woman who has all she wants
but love.

Her husband loses himself In all but her.

Pro*.

seeding with his work he reads,
"That's what I'm trying to say here. The Or
pheus legend Symbolises to this day the call of
Beauty."
'
He lists the paintings, the business, etc*, that he believes
we owe the legend, and his wife concludea the debts with "love#
Her husband is startled by this remark, smiles dryly, and says
that he must not say that in his writing.
The stage is darken*. When the play is resumed the pro
fessor is sleeping. Prom behind a rook a faun-like'creature
playing a rustic pipe uncurls itself.

From the other side of

the stage oomes a Greek youth carrying a lute.

As he plays,

the trunk of a tree changes into a girl with the face of the
professor's wife.

Slowly the girl approaches the youth, and

they are looked in an embrace•

The professor stares, stands

up, and gives an horrified exclamation.

The stage is darkened

again^ and the Boss' "Geo !" rings through the theater.
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After the professor tells his wife about his "dream,"
she cries that it was no dream, that she was being brought to
life.
"Why don’t we live, instead of writing of it?
What do we get out of life? Money, fame, fashion,
talk, learning? Yes. And what good are they? I
want to live I....Look i Orphans with his lute, and
nobody ean see him. Beauty, beauty, beauty — we
let it go. Beauty, love, the spring. They should
be in us, and they’re all outside
Amazed at his wife, the professor believes that a "jaunt"
will calm her, and suggests that to-morrow they go to the theater to soe Chinese Chops.

His wife whispers,

"Oh, God S"
The professor takes up his paper onoe again, and as ho
does so the head of the faun emerges from behind the boulder.
The man remarks,
"Very queer the power suggestion has over the
mind. Very queer 1 There's nothing really in animism,
you know, except the curious shapes rooks, trees and
things tako in certain lights — effect they have on
our imagination. (Looking up at his wife) What’s
the matter now?"
His wife stares at the faun which is vanishing.

She watch

es at some petals from the trees, and hastens off the stage.
The curtain falls and Vane calls for the actors.

The

boss compliments them, and then frankly asks Vane for the point
of the play.

The producer, not a little surprised, replies,

"Whyi Of course it’s a little allegory. The
tragedy of civilisation — all real feeling for
Beauty and Haturo kept out, or pent up even in the
cultured."
Immediately the boss waves aside the play.

*

10

# *

"Guosa v?e can’t take liberties with our public,
M r . Van®* They want pep...•I’ve only one rule, air.
Give the rublie what it wants, and what the Public
wants is punch and go. They've got no use for Beauty,
Allegory, all that high-brow racket. I know ’em as
I know my hand....Mr. Vane, I judge I ’m not the aver*
age man. Before Louisa Loses the Public'll want a
stimulant. Pop goes the Weasel will suit us fine.
So — got right along with it. I ’ll go get some
lunch."
,
The stage hands are left alone#

Someone calls to the

curtain man,
"Put your curtain down."
Galsworthy has touched a vital spot in modern human nature,
The Public pretends an appreciation of beauty equal to that of
the ancients, but it is Pop goes the.Weasel that really appeals.
It is excitement, noise, and a laugh that the Public demands,
the "punch and go" of fast living.

Loyaltiess
In Loyalties. Galsworthy discloses tragedy that arises
from the orlss*orosslng of loyalties, the supreme criteria of
friendship, love, and devotion to an ideal,

It is loyalty so

directed and so devoted that it becomes narrowminded and self
ish, and yet it is loyalty that stops at nothing for its ideal.
It is also this loyalty that suddenly discovers Itself faced by
another equally ardent loyalty.
A wealthy Jew, Ferdinand Do Levis, while the guest of
Charles Winsor, is robbed of nearly a thousand pounds•

Im

mediately an inspector is summoned, the grounds are examined

-

and the servants questioned,
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nothing is discovered which might

lead to a solution of the mysterious robbery, until Do Levis
himself has an idea.

Highly distraught, ho does not hesitate

to aoouse Danoy, the man whom ho believes guilty.

Since Dancy,

too, is a guest of Winsor and the accuser only a Jew, tho ac
cusation is ignored as far and as long as strategy and cunning
will allow.

It is clearly to be seen that were Do Levis not a

Jew, his words, would carry more weight and win more respect•
As a Jew, however, ho is forced to fight his battle alone,
which ho does with honor to his race.
By the time of the beginning of the second act Do Levis
has started suit against Dancy.

Alone he struggles against a

group of men who do not think, or at least ignore the thought,
of their friend’s guilt.

Some of Dancy’s friends are follow

club members who cannot accept a charge against another member;
others have been comrades in the army, and for the sake of the
array do not forsake him.
ful friends,

Others are nothing more than faith

Shining over and above the faith and loyalty

of these friends is the faith and loyalty of his young wife,
Mabel, to whom he has been married only four months.

In the

heat of an argument, Danoy shouts at his opponent,
"You damned Jew I*
To this Do Lovis responds,
"Yen called mo a damned Jew. My race was old
when you were all savages. I am proud to be a Jew.
Au rerelr, in the Courts
In a discussion concerning certain friends who are "all
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for 'esprit do c o r p s ' / b u t who have boon "awfully silent,"
Mabel remarks to her friend, Margaret Oraa,
"I hate half-hearted friends.
before everything."

Loyalty oomos

Her friend answers,
"Yo - q s ; but loyalties out up against each other
sometimes, you know....Prejudices — or are they
loyalties — I don't know — criss-oross — we all
out each other's throats from the best of motives."
Lanoy pleads with his wife to leave the country with him,
to go where they oan escape the humility and the inaenvenienoe
of the trial.

But Mabel, trusting in her husband’s innooenoe

and honor, will not listen to him, and insists that he and
she atiok to the finish.

Impressed by her faith, Banoy re*

mains, and the trial continues.
In the first scene of the third act some of the notes with
which Dancy, has secretly paid a debt are located, and after
the use of many threats the holder of the notes is prevailed
upon to reveal Banoy*s name.

The debt was one that was owed

to a woman because of certain relationships that existed be
fore his marriage to Mabel.

Loyal to his wife and anxious to

spare her the sorrow of knowing his past life, he hoped to
silence the woman with a payment of. money.

Her father to whom

the money was paid promised to eonoeal Dancy's name, but in the
fas® of the law blurts out all he knows.
necessary to convict Dancy.

This is all that Is

His friends, some withholding

knowledge which they know would contribute to his being con
victed , have waited, saying little, but frowning questioningly.

ns*

Now their protective silanoe is useless,

Banciy oonfesaes his

guilt.
At this new turn of affairs, Dancy's attorneys are forced
to diecontinue their efforts•
cause of a guilty man,

They oan no longer uphold the

Twisden, the senior partner of the law

firm, explains.
"There's duty to our profession. Ours is a fine
calling, On the good faith of eolioitors a very great
deal hangs."
In trying to Interpret Danoy's intentions he adds,
"There's no end to human nature«"
The following conversation reveals the contrary and at
the same time identical theories of Twisden and Oolford, one
of Danoy's most reliable and faithful friends:
Oolford: "Guilty or not, you ought to have
stuck to him — it's not playing the game, Hr.
Twisden,"
Twisden: "You must allow me to judge whore my
duty lay. in a very hard case....When you have been
as long in your profession as I have been in mine,
Major Oolford, you will know that duty to your call
ing outweighs duty to friend or client
Oolford:

"But I servo the Oeuntry,"

Twisden: "And I serve the Law, sir."
Still loyal, Danoy's friends advise him to leave the
oeuntry and join the war in Morocco,

One man implores,

"Danoy, for the honour of the Army, avoid fur
ther scandal if you can. I've written a letter to
a friend of mine in the Spanish War Office. It will
get you a job in their war."
Unannounced and alone De Levis appears at this moment.
Bitterly and with a darting pride, he says,
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"Don11 mistake mo. I didn't come because I
feel Christian! I am a Jew. I will take no money
— not even that which was stolen. Give it to chari
ty. I ’m proved right. And now I ’m done with the
damned thing. Good morning 1"
The last scene of the drama takes place in Dancy's sit
ting-room a few minutes later.
his wife.

Danoy confesses his guilt to

To his surprise she is not so shocked as he ex

pected her to be.

Throughout the trial she has fought the

truth that has been only too apparent to her.

Her devotion

and loyalty are not shaken* however, and as the police are
knocking on the door* tells him*
"Whatever happens. I'll go on loving you. If
it's prison — I'll wait. Do you understand? I
don't oaro what you did — I don't care l I'm just
the same. I will be just the same when you come
back to me."
Unable to accept such deeply-rooted loyalty, Danoy shoots
a bullet through his heart •

The following note, addressed to

his friend Colford, is found near his body;
"Dear Colford, — This is the only decent thing
I can do. It's too damned unfair to her. It's
only another jump. A pistol keeps faith. Look
after her, Colford — my love to her, and you."
Colford reads the note aloud to Margaret who cries,
"Keeps faith i We've all done that.
not enough."

It’s

Looking down at the unconscious body of Mabel, Colford
promises,
"All right, old boyi"
With a mixture of tension, pathos and tearful smiles
Galsworthy reveals the development of the tragedy that occurs
in the conflict of loyalties.

In the oriss-orossing of loyal-
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ties to one's friend, one's mate, one's club, one's profession,
one's country, and one's race, and these in connection with
one person's dishonor., somewhere at some time there occurs the
moment when personal happiness must he forgotten and when mere
loyalty is not enough.

At some moment truth is cornered•

Here

the loyalty of friends and of one's mate is crowded into the
background and is stifled by loyalty to the more Inclusive
ideal.

It must be so for the welfare of the majority.

Yet

buffetted about and stifled, loyalty based upon friendship and
love remains undaunted.

Here loyalty must be backed by actual

proof, by personal sacrifice and sharing of misfortune,

loyal

ties suffer many trials and many rebuffs, but in the face of
defeat gleam with an inward surety, an undying confidence.

In

the struggle with conflicting loyalties one is brought faoe to
face with himself and the value that he sets upon those around
him.

He weighs the worth of life, and upon that he bases his

loyalty.

It is with increased loyalty and a recognition of

the conflict of loyalties that Oolford breathes,
"All right, old hoy!"

Windows;
The drama, Windows, is an amusing attack upon all psy
chologists, philosophers, and political reformers who believe
that they and they alone see the solution to the problems of
the world.

It is Galsworthy's means of ridiculing the ideal

ist, the materialist, the intuitivist, inotinctivists, and
those other people who do not know that they see

♦>.«

-

glaaa but very darkly.
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A defialt®* nominal philosophy Is of

little value In reaching the foundations of human nature.
Is needed Is open.eyos —

What

pure vision.

The action of the play takes place in the home of Geoffrey
March* a writer of psychological novels, a man who believes
that whatever is, Is wrong.

His wife, Joan, stresses the

presence of evil, but prides herself on seeing things as they
are, not knowing that it is the lack of broad-minded understand
ing and sympathy that stands in her way.

Johnny, his son, a

soulful youth who has fought in the war, gives vent to his
romantic ideals in poetry.

Uary; his daughter, flounders for

the answers to many questions that bother her, but has had no
experience upon which to has# her thought.

She asks at the

beginning of the play,
"What is the matter with us all, Johnny?"
Hie answer is;
"Stuck, as we were in the tranches —
china dogs.

like

Ely, the servant who washes the huge windows of the March
home, is constantly quoting Hegel, or " ’Algal" as he calls
him.

Talking to Mr. March hb says,
"There's a balance abart 'im that I like.
There's no doubt tho Christian religion went too far.
Turn the other cheek 1 What ohi An' this Anti-Christ,
Weesha, what oane in with the war — he went too far
in the other direction, neither of 'em practical
men. Youtve got to strike a balance, and foiler
it....In my opinion nature made the Individual believe
he's goin* to live after 'o's dead just to keep 'im
livin' while 'o's alive — otherwise he'd 'a died
out....But I go one better than nature. Follow
your instincts is my motto."
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More Inquisitive than thoughtful, March listens and admires
his servant, Suddenly Bly tolls,his employer that he has a
laughter. Faith, who would like to he parlor-maid in the March
household.

Thereupon he begins a long discussion about his
\

daughter and humanity in general.

Faith has served a prison

sentence because she smothered her fatherless baby, and her
ehsraoter. is suffering from an indelible blot •

Because of this

blot it is some minutes before March himself oan persuade him
self that it would be wise to employ tho girl, and it is still
longer before the entire family oan persuade M r s . March.

Final

ly, however, the girl is given the position, and put into the
hands of the Cook, who is to teseh her the duties and conduct
of a parlor maid.

Before the end of the day March notices a

meaningful glanoe from Faith toward Johnny, and immediately
becomes suspicious.
Convinced that he must speak to Bly concerning Faith,
March approaches him.

Beginning tactfully he finds himself

entangled in a philosophical discussion.

Bly remarks,

"One man's disposition is another man's indis
position. ...Policemen, priests, prisoners, Cab'not
Ministers, anyone who loads an unnatural life, see
how it twists 'em. You can't suppress a thing with
out it swellin* you up in another place... .Follow
your Instincts. You see — if I'm not keepln' you
— now that we ain't got.no faith, as we were
savin’ the other day, no Ten Commandments in blast
an1 white -- we've just got to be 'uman bein's —
raisin’ oain and havin' feelin' hearts. What's the
use of all those lofty ideas that you oan't live up
to? liberty, Fraternity, Equality, Demooraoy —
see what oomea o' flghtin' for 'eml 'Ere we are —
wipin’ out the lot. Wo thought they was fixed stare $
they was only oomets — hot air. lio; trust 'uman
nature, I say, and follow your instincts."
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Ana March leafea .without mentioning the fact that Faith
is disturbing his homsehcia*
Speaking to his daughter a few minutes later, Bly adds
another bit of philosophy:
"Moll* don’t follow your instincts too much*
that’s all i I must get on to the drewin'-room now.
There's a shower cornin'. It’s 'ardly worth while to
do these winders. You clean 'em, and they're dirty
again in no time. It’s like life. And people talk
o' progress, What a cooperstit Ion 1 Of course there
ain't progress; it's a world-without-ond affair.
Y o u ’ve got to make up your mind to it* and not he
discouraged. All this depression oomos from 'avin'
’igh 'opes.
'Avo low ’opes, and you'll he all
right."
.
, Before Faith leaves the room Johnny outers * and accident
ally the two find themselves engaged in a confidential talk
shout themselves. Johnny discovers that they are hath suffer
ing from "the feeling that you can't catch up; can’t live fast
enough to got even,"

Faith killed her baby for the same reason

that Johnny killed Germans —

to keep it from living.

For a

moment Faith speaks frankly, forgetting any difference In sex.
But soon she remembers herself, and a moment later the two are
lest in a long kiss.

Here the Cook, who has almost a quixotic

devotion for Johnny, opens the door without being seen or heard.
Frantic, she hastens to inform Mrs, March of what has just oc
curred.

The result is that Mrs. March sends for Faith and tells

her she must leave.

When Bly hears of what has happened, his

only explanation Is,
"Character's born* not made, You can clean yor
winders and clean !em, hut that don’t change the col
our of the glass. My father would have given her a
good hidin’, but I shan't,. Why not? Because my

-
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glass ain't as thick aa his. I seo through it; I
see my girl's temptations # I see what she is —
likes a hit o' life* likes a flower* an' a danse*
She's a natural morganatic....An* I thought she was
goin' to he a sues®®# here. Fact is* you can't see
anything till it 'appons* There's winders all round*
hut you can't see. Follow your instincts, — it's
the only way."
Disgusted with his mother’s attitude and truly repentant
heeauae of the kiss* Johnny embarks upon a "hunger strike" with
a few hooks, a box of ehoodlatea, and a concertina, and builds
himself a small barricade outside Faith's room, there to remain
until his mother changes her mind., late in the evening he and
Faith oome down the stairs.

It is Faith's evening out, and if

she is to bo retained in the March household, she wants her
evening.

During another heated discussion. Faith says pathetic

ally,
"You were very kind to me.
nobody sees

But you don't see;

A low whistle is heard outside the window,

shortly after

ward a police officer enters drawing with him a young man
whom he found in the yard.

It is his duty to protect girls

who have just been released from prison from men who are not
too dependable, and he is suspicious of Faith's friend, Driven
to tell the truth about him, the officer imparts to Faith and
the others the information that the young man has willingly
accepted the earnings of several women.

The youth shouts that

ho will not stand such talk for any woman in the world, and
runs through the door*
Touched by the seen# and the tears that Faith cannot re-

-
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atraln, Mrs * Maroh nods hor assent that Faith may stay In her
household.

The girl refuses quietly.

At this Johnny steps

forward and asks her if she will come to him.

To this she

laughs gently that he does not care for her and she does not
•ere for him.

As the door dieses "behind her, Johnny murmurs,

"A blue night — the aeon over the Park. And
she stops and looks at it. — What has she wanted
— the beautiful — something better than she’s
got — something that she’ll never get l”
With a little gas) the adoring Cook touches his forehead
as she passes him on hor way to the kitchen.

With a sudden

revelation, Mrs. Marsh hursts out,
"I see it all. • - Y o u can't help unless you
love I#..She wants to bo loved. It’s the way of the
world....See people as they are i Then you won’t be
disappointed. Don't have ideals! Have vision —
just simple vision!"
Bewildered and thoughtful the Cook and March stand op
posite one another.
;

She oriee,

■

-

,

"There’s too much human nature.
things in the face."

We must look

Maroh replies,
"Ah! Neither up — nor down — but straight in
the face! Quite a thought, Cook! Quite a thought!"
It is not as reformers or philosophers that we must look
at the world and guide our actions, but * as Galsworthy inter
prets the difficulty, it is as unprejudiced* open-eyed part
tioipants in a pussling life. By our vanity* our bigoted sense
of importance, and our hypocritical curiosity, we make obscure
what is clearly before as.
V

Baman nature seeks love, and this
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searoh la the on# and only exonse for many question able events.
Yet the explanation is separated from us only by a window.
This is the realization under which March, the writer who be,

.

M o v e s that by his psychological novels he can enlighten the
world, staggers*

It is the fact that those unassuming, sympa

thetic men in the humble walks of life hold deep in their hearts *

gho Family Man:
Galsworthy takes a good-natured but seriously intended tap
at the husband and father who believes it is duty to manage
not only his household* but also the minds of his wife and
ehildren.

Such a man is the ’’Family Man."

Ho is the well-

meaning but aggravating and pitiable subject of the drama,
The

Man*
John Builder* a prosperous political leader, husband

of

a quiet, retiring wife and father of two self-assertive daugh
ters, coddles himself with the idea that what he says should
go both in his public and private life*

After twenty-three

years of married life, his wife has besoms the subdued and
almost lifeless object of h i s ‘demands.

At an age when.the sig

nificance of their homo life has dawned upon them, the girls
have revolted,

.Athene has left home, and Maud is contemplat

ing entering the movies.
Shortly after the play opens, Builder is asked to run for
mayor• After a showing of considerable false modesty* he
finally aeoepts the honor.

To assure himself of public favor

Ml*

and to eseapo any ocandal, ho forgots his pride and promises,
and with his wife goes to tho rooms of Athene to ask her to
return to the Hbraily homo•

He discovers that the only thing

that is preventing hor.from marrying Guy Herringhamo is the
conceptions of married life that she has roooivod from'what
she has observed in.hor own home#

Frankly Athene tolls her

father why sho is not married, as well as why she refuses to
eenalder returning home.

He answers that he has never grudged

her any comfort or pleasure«

To this she replies,

"Except wills of our own."
In a storming rage, partly because Athene is living with
a man to Whom she is not married and partly because she rebels
against his wishes or commands, Builder draws his wife away,
saying that he has done with Athene#
The second act brings Builder further trouble * for on his
return to the house he is accosted by Maud, who tells him that
she has signed a contract to enter the movies.

A heated argu

ment ensues, during which his daughter tolls him,
"Tom don’t really love anybody but yourself.
Father, What's good for you has to be good for every
body. I've often heard you talk about independence,
but it's a limited company and you've got all the
shares«"
'
V/ith Maud, as with Athene, Builder is suddenly powerless•
Maud stolidly leaves the house.
Once more in a rage, Builder thoughtlessly suoeumbs to
the glances of his French maid, Who intentionally stumbles
against him.

As he is kissing her, his wife quietly open®
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the door, witnesses the embrace, and as quietly closes the
iqor#

Later in the day she appears in a bat and coat, stat

ing that she saw what happened between him and the maid and
that she is leaving • With one more outburst< revealing his
blgotted sense of authority, he shouts,
"New, look here, Julia, you haven’t lived with
me all this time without knowing that I'm a man of
strong passions; I've been a faithful husband to
you — yes, 1 have* And that means resisting all
sorts of temptations you know nothing of. If you
withdraw from my society I won't answer for the oonsequenoes* In fact, I can't have you withdrawing;
I'm not going to see myself going to the devil and
losing the good opinion of everybody round me* A
bargain's a bargain. And Until I've broken my side
of it* and I tell you I haven't — you've no business
to break years * That's flat. So now, put all that
out of your head."
But Mr s . Builder has oaught some of her daughters1
spirit, and very swiftly closes the deer behind her*
The first scene of the last act takes plaoe in the of
fice of the mayor* where a trial eoneerning the Builder family
is being held.

From the questions and answers one learns that

Builder pursued his wife to the rooms of Athene, Maud also
sought temporary refuge there. A heated argument resulted in
Maud's sending for the polios.

In his fury* Builder struck

his daughter and the police offloor, and upon these offenses
the trial is he lag held.

Probably with a sudden feeling of

sympathy leading to regret Maud withdraws her charges against
her father, and it is proved that the blow against the officer
was accidental.

Builder's outburst of temper is excused, and

he is released from any sentence.

The second aoene conoerns chiefly an interview between
Builder and his brother, Balph, who has persuaded Athene and
Maud and M r s . Builder W

forgive their father and husband.

Trying to oalm hie brother, Ralph sees olearly the conditions
of the ease, and advisee him,
"The enemy stands within the gate, old ©hap*..*
Let's boas our own natures before we boss those of
other people•"
During the third soene Builder is asked to withdraw from
the mayorship campaign*

In addition he is forced to hear his

name hooted by newsboys through the oity streets.

As he site

dreaming into the fire, a surprised and shattered man, hie
wife quietly enters the room, pours him his usual glass of
whisky toddy, and then aits down to sew before the fire*
The justification that Builder feels and that all men
like him feel is best expressed in Builder's own words,
"I didn't strike a woman — I struck my daugh*
ter. Hang it all, a family's a family I There must
be a head."
In answer to this, one might use the words of Ralph,
"Well, you profess the principles of liberty,
but you practice the principles of government
In many of his statements and writings Galsworthy takes
the stand of women as the tyrannised or at least dominated pos
sessions of men who believe themselves the head without which
no family can endure.

This amusing drama, its seriousness re

lieved by surprising bits of humor, reveals the "head of the
family" in the light of his own sense of importance and in the
light of the cooperation which he receives*

He, this "family

man," is as pathotio a figure as he is amusing and ridiouleue«
Quoting another character in the drama:
"Caesar's wife I"

The Forest:.

.

There is in human nature an indescribable force that drives
man onward in the pursuit of money and the abuse of power*
The Forest concerns a clever, strong, far-sighted, charitable
man whose only fault is his unquenchable thirst for more money
and power,

life to him is a ceaseless contest in money-making,

the rules of which are governed by expediency, the rules of the
forest*
Adrian Bastaple, a London financier, is the owner of Af
rican stocks, and to advance the value of his stocks is anxious
to stop slave trade and to install ooolie labor in Africa*

He

is a mysterious person, influential and prosperous, yet always
safely aloof from other people•

His eyes are distant, cool,

sale, and calculating, and beneath his quiet, matter-of-fact
manner is a startling ability to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide.

It is this latter quality that makes him at times a

terrifying man.

At a meeting which he has called at his home

an expedition into Africa is planned and financed,

The appar

ent purpose of it is to investigate the slave trade, and to
arouse an anti-slavery campaign*

Bastaple's private purpose

is to prepare the way for ooolie labor*

To divert the attention

of the public, the expedition is first to launch a quarrel
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wlth the Belgians, who also have an interest in African af
fairs,

Craftily pulling the wool over the oyea of his aocom

plices, Bastaplo takes a thread here and another thread there
until he has completely woven his plan to set up ooolie labor
in Africa and raise the value of his stocks.

Talking with

his secretary, Farrell, after the meeting, ho finds that the
people of London have many different opinions of him, some
thinking that he is a Jew, hoping to buy the Holy Land and
others believing him anything from a scoundrel to a romantic
philanthropist.

When Bastaplo asks Farrell his own opinion,

the embarrassed but frank man answers,
"I don’t take the romantic view. Ho, sir.
Croat gifts, great energy — trained in a hard school,
whatever it.was....I don't believe you have an ob
ject, sir, nor a passion. It's — it's — you
couldn't stop yourself — that's all about it..,.
Of ooune, I've always admired your coolness and re
source, and your never being turned by any little
— er —
Act two takes place in Africa,

The first scone shows

preparations boing made for the expedition,

Strood, the leader,

realises that not every purpose of the undertaking is being
announced, but is eager to stir up trouble among the Belgians.
While discussing his plans with his friend, Samway, he is in
formed that there are diamonds in the vicinity of the region
through which the expedition is to pass.

Only one person be

side Seaway knows of the diamonds, and that person is a Belgian,
Winning the race against the Belgian, and staking a discover
er's claim first is not only a way to Incense the Belgians,
but also a fine way of making a bit of money,

strood is ac-
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ettieseent#

Beeams® that part of Africa is inhabited by can

nibals , or Batetela, Samway suggests that Strood invito
Herrlok, a writer mho is anxioum to investigate a kind of chimpansee in that part of the oontlmmt* and who is the object
of adoration of Armina, a half-cast® Arab, sister of Samehda,
a powerful man among the African tribes •

Knowing that Armina

would be useful to the expedition in leading them through tho
jungles to her brother’s regions, and that her brother would
then help them, Strood prevails upon Herrick to join tho party.
From the beginning it is only too evident that Armina has taken
a,violent dislike to Strood, a fact which he tries to overlook,
realizing her Importance to his,journey#
The events of the second scene occur eight weeks later In
the wilds of the African jungle.

Many of the men have died;

ethers are ill and Injured, but still Strood goads them on*
Finding themselves in regions that were not scheduled on the
routes which they saw, the men are growing suspicious and
rebellious.

One day Armina is seen leaving Strood*s tent, and

immediately afterward the letter from Samway which is to intro
duce Strood to her brother is found to he missing from tho tent.
Defiantly Armina tolls the men that she has net taken the let
ter, and when Strood gives the order for her to be.searched,
she says that she has eaten it.
at her.

At that Strood lifts his lash

Between her teeth Armina hisses,
"I kill you —

one day."

At the mercy of the natives, Strood drives those men on-
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wara who aro ahlo to travel, and sends the others back to find
their own way homo,

drains is bound and carefully guarded,

to be used as a bribe against hor brother.

Herrick is among

those who aro loft to find tholr way home.

Forced to submit

either to their loader or to the dangers of the wild country,
tho men aro powerless.

One man, Franks, suffering from the

fever, mutters,
"Tho forest i”
Lator, in a moment of despair, he says,
"Eomamber tho carrier's dying wife in Stanley's
book:
'Tis a bad world, .Mantor, and you have lost
your way in it.' Vie h a v e .
Ho has hardly mado the remark to Horriok whan A m i n a
springs from the bushes • She has made hor escape from Strood,
and has come to load Horriok to safety.

Because "white man

stick together/* Herrick insists that A m i n a shall take him
to hor brother in order that Strood may bo found.
Baring tho first scene of tho third act tho conditions of
Strood and his men aro rovoalod.

A largo number havo either

died or have deserted him, and others aro on tho point of
mutiny.

To save as many lives as possible, Strood has goaded

hie men on through tbs forest, knowing better than they the
dangers that threaten thorn.

Frightened and exhausted, tho non

declare that they can go no .further.

At this point Horriok

and A m i n a make tholr way into the camp.
At last the party of sufferers reach Sanehda's region.
The leader of the wild natives receives thorn very cautiously,

and is. extremely slow in offering any aid.

He tells Strood,

"I born Zanzibar — I know white men — cone
from aeroee sea -- take ooantry — ivory — slave —
all that belong Arab. Belgian — English
Seman.
And all say:
'Serve Allah 1 Free slave i' All
steal from Arab.. ..IThito men make slave too — car
rier men* If run away — whip, shoot."
Bribing and finally threatening him, Strood declares
that if Samehda does not help him and he is lost or killed in
the jungle, England will take revenge on the people and coun
try of Africa.

Softly Samehda answers,
"If you die, no ono know,

forest hide all."

Because he attempts to force Samehda, Strood is unsuoeeasful in winning his assistance.

The inevitable occurs.

The men are the victims of the Baletela•

Strood himself is

the victim of Annina’s small dagger*
Bastepie's room in London is the eeene of the last act.
Before another meeting of the men who financed the expedition
Bastaple holds a short conversation with another man, Zimboeoh,
an accomplice who does not know the full significance of hie
efforts.

He tolls Bastaple,
"Well, I hope I have brought you some useful
news this tine. You remember how Rothschild won the
battle of Waterloo. And thoy put that lion up in
the sky — tho British-Belgian lion 2 What a monsteri
Curious no country has taken a.tiger for its pot
animal*."

Bastaple replies,
"le uplift about a tiger, Baron."
During the meeting the taetlee of Bastaple are discovered,
and the ambitious man finds himself in precarious olroumstanoee.
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After the last man has left. Pranks, v;ho has survived the ex
pedition, and returned to London, appears.
that Strood is lost.

He hears the news

This information adds other fears for

Baataple, hut ho carefully conceals his feelings«

He suggests

that any possible word from Strood would probably oome from the
Portuguese along the west coast.

To

this Pranks agrees, but

insists that Strood has been the victim of the natives.

fol

lowing this, Bastaple disappears for a few days, during which
Parrel receives a telegram stating that John Strood has dis
covered diamonds in the Congo Territory and signed by the Cen
tral Press Agency of Lisbon,

After tho news of the dleeovery

spreads through the city, African stocks rise rapidly.

Baa

taple returns, to bo mot by -Pranks and the war correspondent,
Tregay, who has distrusted him since tho first meeting that
he called,

Franks, realising that ho alone knew of Strood*s

objective and that Bastaple is the only person with whom he
shared the knowledge, is suspicious of him.

The two men gradu

ally see through Bastaple’s tactics, and that it was he who
sent the telegram concerning Strood.

Tregay snarls,

"Self for self and devil take the hindmost —
fine motto. Hr. Bastaple,"
Franks adds *
"You people who sit hore — if I had you in the
forest, at the tail of a caravan, covered with sores,
with shrunken stomachs, and your ribs sticking out
of youi That ’a teach you not to juggle with lives I*
As he leaves, Franks says as if to himself,
"'It*s a bad world, master, and you have lost
your way in it.* Just to make moneyi"
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Tregay makes another parting shot;
’’You won hy tooth and claw, ray boy,
law.”

Forest

The two men take their departure, and Bastaplo turns to
Farrell, who is still faithful and admiring.

Bastapis writes

him a large check, and tells him to double his charities for
the year,
Farrell whispers the answer,
. "Yes, sir, with — pleasure, of course —
Strood may have, sir, mayn’t ha?"
Baataple smiles sardonically up at him, and stretches
with a sigh of satisfaction, unconsciously spreading his fin
gers as a oat spreads her claws,
The game of money and power catches man in its whirl, and
in it he is powerless.

Itlypnotise# him, stifles him, drives

him onward never to be satisfied but always hungering for
more•

Baataple is not a heartless man, in spite of the fact

that his greed for money causes the death of several persons
in the African jungle.

Once the possessor of an added sum of

money, he immediately orders that it he given to charity.
Baataple is lost in the swirl of the money-making game ,

Eo

smiles onoe when Baton, an imperialist, says to him,
"Well, look at this country, Eastaplo. ’noth
ing so ugly in forest nature as the visible selfish
rush towards the sky, in a clearing —
the uproar
of the rush, the fierce, heartless jostling and
trampling.* The life of that forest of Stanley’s,
Bastaple, is our big city."
After having been the cause of many deaths in wild Africa,

-
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Bastaple can still smile slowly*

Ho is still eager to con

tinue the game of money and power*

Old English:
Enhancing Old English with a mixture of comedy and pathos,
Galsworthy presents the indomitable, despicable, yet delight
ful character of Sylvanus Heythorp•

The old English gentleman

is ever undertaking something new and often difficult, always
winning his point by fair means or foul, always exhibiting a
powerful, unflinching determination*

Although his body is

falling under the weight of eighty odd years, his mind is per
haps more active and accurate than it has ever been*

Added to

these striking qualities Heythorp has still the gallant.manners
of old England, and tells tales of evenings spent at the opera
in the days when opera was at the pinnacle of its glory and
of acquaintances with former excellent actors and singers.

The

pseudonym, "Old English," hy which ho is known to his friends
and business associates, well denotes the grim stubbornness and
determination* his self-confidence, him pussling achievements,
his fine literary and musical tastes, and his oharming old man
ners.
Sylvanus Heythorp is the Chairman of "The Island naviga
tion Company," a position which he has held for many years,
low that he has passed his eightieth birthday, he is beginning
to lose the confidence of some of the aspiring Board member#,
creditors, and solicitors.

This is due not to any mental weak

nesses but to bis bodily infirmities, which are deceiving to
those who do not know the youthful power of his mind#
success is due to his motto:
forward or you go back#

His

’’Hover rest on your oars; go

Toujours de 1 ’audaoe I*

With this

motto spurring him onward, he accepts what is, and makes the
most of it. With this motto embracing his philosophy, he has
admitted, but not announced, the fact that he is supporting
.the wife and children of his Illegitimate son who died recently.
Nothing stands in the way of his achieving what he desires, not
even the faot that he has to be assisted in arising from his
ohair and causes traffic jams when be crosses snail-like from
one side of the oity streets to the other.

Insistent as his

creditors plan to be in their demands for mere money, they
meekly retire when the shaking old man shuffles into the room.
Heythorp lives by his fees, without which he, eighty odd years
old, would be a pauper.

His pride cannot endure even the thought

of dependence, and he continues his struggle for eelf-euffieienoy
When Mrs. Larne, his daughter-in-law, makes one of her
usual calls for financial assistance, Heythorp gruffly tolls
her that he has nothing for her.

But because he loves her

children, hie grandchildren, he immediately undertakes means
of locating money for them.

He arranges a deal with Mr. Pil-

lin whereby the navigation company buys several ships from him
and the commission that Heythorp illegally demands is trans
ferred to Mrs. Larne and her children.

He carefully arranges

matters so that Pillin is guilty of no legal offense.

Anxious

-
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to sell his ships and also afraid to displease Heythorp, Mr.
Pillin someehat timorously agrees to the plan.

Filled with

wonderment and awe at Hoythorp’s serenity in inaugurating the
deal whioh would not please the Board were it known, M r • Pil
lin tells him that he doesn't see® to he able to take anything
seriously.

To this Heythorp replies briefly*
"Oars killed the cat.

Well?"

By the time of the beginning of the second not, Phyllise
the daughter of Mrs • Larne and a favorite of Heythorp, has won
the heart of Bob Pillin, the son of the man who is secretly
supporting her family.
home of Mrs • Larne•

The first scene takes place in the

Heythorp calls t o .inform her that she

need not worry about her finances, and meets Bob in the living
room.

Drawing Phyllis aside, he tolls her,
"Only one thing in life matters — independence.
Lose that, lose everything. Set old like me, you’ll
find that out • Keep your independence — only value
of money. — *
Soon after Heythorp leaves, Ventnor, M r s , Larne's attorney,

calls.

He also is one of Hoythorp’s solicitors, and has been

suspicious of his actions.

His suspicions are confirmed by

the unsuspecting and talkative Mrs. Larne.
During the third act the distracted Pillin hastens to
Heythorp with the information that Ventnor is preparing to
reveal the truth about the sale and purchase of the ships and
the commission paid to Mrs. Larne.

As a last resort he sug

gests that his son might marry Phyllis as an excuse for the
money payment to Mrs. Larne. Arching his back, Heythorp
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re fuse

3 to

Involve anyone in hie o m diffioulties.

Ventnor calls•

later

Unless leythorp agrees to pay him the money

he owes him, he threatens to expose the details of the deal to
the company.

As Ventnor is bodily ushered out by Holler,

Heythorp's butler, his words and actions cannot be mistaken.
He has reached the limit, and at his first opportunity will
reveal the Chairman's tactics.
Heythdrp takes dinner alone that evening.
evening clothes, and orders champagne.

He dresses in

Hegardleee of doctor's

instructions, h# next calls for port and after that, sherry.
Keller, fearful of the consequences but remembering his place,
merely suggests that the combination may not be advisable.
Heythorp waves aside his words♦

His daughter reprimands him,

but he pays as little attention to her as he does to Heller.
When he is left alono, ho makes one supreme effort, walks aoross the room, reaches for a brandy bottle and drinks,

still

holding the bottle he moves back across the room to his chair.
He sinks back Into the chair with a strange smile on his faoe,
whispering,
"To-morrow 1"
A few minutes later he is discovered dead in his chair.
The little Irish maid gasps,
"Mother o' Jesus 1 The grand old fight In'
gintleman l The great old sinner he was I"
Heyworth is "Old English" until the very end.

Y/hen Vent

nor holds his future in the palm of his greedy hand, Heyworth
still retains his assurance.

When "to-merrow" is to bring him
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dofeat, he spends the evening of an old English gentleman —
and then quietly surrenders to death, still the powerful,
Independent old English gentleman. Always true to himself and
his Ideals, Hayworth is all that he wants to he.

Confident,

calculating, active, terrifying, despicable, yet lovable, the
charming old English gentleman strives for his independence.
Haver looking backward, never listening to his conscience*
but always nourishing his pride, "Old English" concludes his
life at the proper moment, still faithful to the "old breed,"
"toujours de I'audace !*

The Show*
In The Show Galsworthy undertakes a problem which deals •
with human feeling and emotion upbraided by the curiosity of
the unthinking, prying mob •

He reveals the impossibility of a

private life and the impossibility oven of a private suicide.
7/ith no regard for the peace of others and with no compassion,
the bold stares and questions of the inquisitive public must
be answered. What is really the personal concern of one be
comes the food for gossip of many.

One has no privacy.

Before the beginning of the first act of the play, Major
Colin Moreoombe has committed, suicide, Detectives and the
Press are already active, and no c m

is spared any question

which might lead to the solution of the mysterious catastrophe.
The Major and his wife, Anne, while in the same house, have
been living separate lives for fifteen months, but they have

•
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been doing so peaeeatily.
taking his life.

There is no apparent reason for hie

It is discovered that the Major had been

keeping a mistress, Daisy odiham, who adored him, and it is
also discovered that Anne is in love with a man named Darrel.
During the interviews of the detectives and the Press, nothing
is overlooked which might have any bearing upon the case.
The private lives of those who are ever so slightly concerned
are exposed to the public, and irrelevant matters are made to
coincide in some way. with the mysterious event,

leeauee she

wishes to spare her father. Colonel Roland, unhappiness, Anne
has refused to marry Darrel, but now the truth is thrust bom
bastically upon him.

The Major's mother, lady Morecombe, has

placed her complete trust in her sen, and now his relatione
with his mistress are bluntly disclosed to her and to every
one «

The honorable efforts of two unhappy persons, one now

dead, to spare their parents sorrow and disillusionment are
boldly brought to nought, and the tragic truth la handed out
to be mangled into hash by the ravenous public*
The first scene of the second act shows lady Moreoombe
at the office of the editor of the newspaper*

Her pleas for

the memory of her dead son and the character of the young girl
who loved him are politely ignored.
tive enters,

As she leaves, the detec

His complaint concerns a paragraph about Daisy

in the morning paper which is based not upon the authority or
:

'

'

>■

discovery of an official but merely upon the observation of a
reporter.

The editor remains unyielding, and retracts nothing.

1ST

After the detective departs, the editor and the news editor
discuss the possibility of sending the girl away for a time,
in order that she may not be questioned by the law, and also
that the name of the paper may not be Injured.

The editor

says,
"The Press gets all the blame for the natural
instincts of mankind• I don't care what they say,
curiosity is the greatest thing in the world; I'm
quite keen myself to know why Morecombe committed
suicide... .Someone’s got to stand up for the man in
the street. Why shouldn’t ho know? Bows — so long
as it's true. I ’m not going to he dictated to by
those poonlo. Go ahead as if they didn't exist.
Ordinary discretion and decency, of course. W e ’ll
produce the girl if the police want her. But it
does them no harm to know that we're more spry then
they are."
The second scene takes place in the Uoreeombe study.
Odiham has brought his daughter here in order that she may
frankly tell Anne her own relation to the case.

Because of

her deep devotion to the ZJajor she refuses to say anything that
may hurt M m .

The detective appears, and resumes his biting

questions and insinuations. Colonel Roland begs,
"'Be mortals nil nisi bonum,' Sergeant."
The sergeant‘a ourt response is,
"Precisely, Colonel; I know the saying. But
it's my business to put the case up to the Coroner
with every circumstance that’ll throw light on this
death..,.You expect mo to go up with this case,
aftor two clear days, without a single fact that has
any bearing whatever on this suicide of a well-known
man* All I can say is, if I stood for that, neither
the Coroner nor the Public would... .It's his state
of mind I have to show to the best of my ability; and
these are the only facts I have knowledge of that can
have affected him."
lady Moreoombei

"And will knowing his state of

-
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mlna console me? J/hat will help mot Inspeotort is
that ns one small think lightly of my son now h e *•
dead.”
Detective:
"The custom's what it is, my lady#
There's a fooling a man shouldn't take his life
while h e ’s got his wits."
He states that he la only doing hie duty#
Colonel Roland; "Duty 1 Wantonly to make a
show of this • You see what it means to lady Moreoombe i As for me — I oan't tell you what my
daughter is to me — to watch her disgraced 1 One’s
only daughter pilloried in the papers 1 The Public
all agog i Those women who coma and gloat I I'm
told there's never a death or a divorce where there
isn’t a pack o ’ women in furs and feathers. And
this is far worse than a divorce. There was the
poor fellow lying dead — "
Lady MoreoeBbe, standing alone in the room after the
others have loft, gives vent to her grief*

She moves slowly

to the chair in which her son used to sit, and looks down as
though at someone sitting there.
ing a head between them*

Her hands go out as if tak

She bends and presses her l i p

the head that she does not hold.

to

There is the sound of a

kiss, and very low the word, "Colin!"
The third act takes place in the waiting-room at the
Coroner's Court.

Anne, the Colonel, Daisy, and Odiham are

nervously awaiting the trial.

They, the persons most oonesrned

in the trial, aro buffottod about by scurrying reporters and
nosy scandal-seekers as though they are puppets set up as a
spectacle.

When Anne and Daisy, are led into the court room,

the Colonel and Odiham remain behind upon the request of Anne#
After they have left, the Colonel says bitterly.

"I*ve seen men shot, but thoir eyas v/oro bandBged,*
At length Anno appears, her eyes staring and two fixed
rod spots on her cheek.
ing,

With an effort she controls her shiver

She has been through something that is too great for

human nerves,
Suddenly a man enters.

Ho bears a letter from tho Major

which was written just before he sent the bullet through his
body.

It contains the reason for tho tragedy, but has reached

the officials too late to spare pain.
The jury is shown Into tho room, and is left alone to
roach its decision.

Tho letter is re-read.

Major Uoreeombe

committed suicide "because he felt the third attack of Insanity
slowly creeping upon him.
again.

He could not endure the suffering

He had kept his affliction from everyone, breaking off

his relations with his wife because of the grief that it might
bring them and the children they might produce.

The jury

gives the verdict of insanity.
As the trial is brought to a close, the mob rushes out
past Lady Moreeombe who has come to make one last plea that
Daisy be left out of the newspaper reports.
granted.

Her request is

Tho crowd surges past her, and she is forced to hear:
"Wo11, the show’s over.

I've sent for the oar."

"I'd no idea it'd be so frightfully interest
ing, John,"
"There's nothing like real life, after all#
Beats the theater hollow. Only it was much too
short,"
—
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MThanks awfully, John, for bringing us down#
It was too thrilling i"
lady Moresomb® looks after them as thoy disappear into
the throng outside*

Very low, she says to herself,

Mfh® Show is over.”
'Major's secret is laid bare to the hot breath of the pub
lic.

He performed his last act in order to save those whom

he loved the grief that ho knew his illness would cause them.
It was hia life only that he meant to touch.

The curiosity of

human nature seises his secret, and with it lashes the souls
of five honorable persons, the persons whom the Major would
have wished least to harm.

The knowledge that was his alone

becomes the property of the Public♦

grinning, staring, and

thrilling, the Public listens to the questions and answers
that are made during the trial, satisfying that disgusting
quality in man which makes him a glutton to see all that thoro
is to bo seen.

Private life is made a "Show" by the Public.

When the "Show" is over, somewhere there is a life made bit■

■ '

.

■

.

ter forever,

Escape:
Escape is an episodic play in a prologue and two parts•
It concerns a young gentleman Who, because of a brief conver
sation with a girl of the streets, bocomes engaged in a strug
gle with a police officer and strikes him so that in the fall
he is killed.

After his escape from prison, he finds that he

cannot escape from his own conscience, and surrenders himself

to the polioo when his alternative is taking advantage of the
honor of a clergyman*

The young man’s escape from the law is

expedited by numerous people attracted by his charming personal
ity, but neither he nor anyone can meooetpllah his escape from
himself*
The prologue takes place in Hyde Park at night.

A young

girl is sitting alone on a park benoh, when Uatt Denant, a
soldier who enoe made an illustrious escape from Germany,
passes her.

She stops him and attempts to attract him*

A con

versation follows during whleh the girl confesses that she is
forced into the life she is leading.

There is no escape frrom

the race for money and life»

In this race is involved a con

tinuous escape from the law.

As Matt leaves, a plainelethes

man approaches the girl.

He has been watching her for three

nights, and at last has become convinced that she should bo
arrested.

Matt returns, and becomes involved in a physical

contest with the plainclothes man.

After a blow from Matt

the representative of the law topples to the ground, M s
striking an iron rail.

The man is dead immediately.

taken away by another policeman.

head,

Matt is

He briefly states that

"original sin" was the cause of the catastrophe.
By the beginning of part I, Matt has served a year in
prison.

He is working on a prison farm,

Unexpectedly the idea

of taking advantage of the heavy fog that is settling and of
making his escape occurs to him.

Almost simultaneously he is

over the fence and lost in the impenetrable grayness.
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A series of episodes follow during which Matt is shown
escaping from those who are hunting him.

He discovers that

since his trial he, a "gentlemantn has the sympathy and ad
miration of the public.

The morning following his escape he

awakens to find that he has taken refuge in a hotel in the room
of a lady.

He admits his identity, and asks for help.

At

tracted by his gentlemanly charm, she gives him her husband’s
fishing clothes, a bit of chocolate that she has in her room,
and a flask of whisky.
Fishing along the bank of a stream. Matt is next discovered
and recognised by an old man.

This man, too, wishes him good

luok in hie escape.
In the next episode Matt stops along the road to ask
some pionlokers the way to a village.

As he leaves he steps

into their Ford, and tears away in it.
Driving along the road, Matt meets a man and his wife.
He also asks them a few questions concerning the villages in
the vicinity.

He has no sooner left them, when a constable on

a bicycle approaches them, and informs them that they have Just
been speaking with the escaped convict.

Presently Matt is

back again, and before they are aware of the fact, has asked
them to ride to the village with him.

He hopes to use their

company as a blind to whoever might be looking for him.

The

wife thrills to the spirit of adventure, and a little "original
sin," but the husband refuses.
blithely speeds away.

Hot at all disappointed. Matt
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A fdxhmitor next onoountera Matt.

On first thought Matt

asks tho man to trade clothes with him, confessing frankly that
he/ is osaaping from prison.

His second thought tells him,

howeTer, that the man’s clothes would he too heavy, and he
hurries away, asking him, as "sojer to sojer," to toll anyone

j

'

w^o might ask, that ho has gone in the opposite direction.
/

'

/)

V

•

Some farm laborers discover Matt sleeping in a gravel
i

'

pit.

'
They suspeot that he is the escaped convict and send

for their employer♦ Matt has a narrow escape from the men, but
takes time to autograph the book of a little open-mouthed girl,
A few moments later he steps through the French windows of
a little house along the road, and finds himself in the presence
of two maiden ladies, one Miss Grace, an extremely religious
person, and the other, Miss Dora, with a bit of original sin
left in her.

The farmer pursues him into the house, searches

it carefully, but oannot find Matt, who slyly disappears at
the proper moment, Miss Dora suggests that he look beyond the
wall.

Matt returns and accepts a cup of tea from Miss Dora.

She suggests that it must be rather mad to escape, and to this
he replies,
"I don’t think so.
people can be."

.
It’s shown mo how decent

Matt leaves just before the farmer makes another appear
ance.

While the house is being searched Miss Dora and Mies

Grace go into a "clinch" that promisee to be a real contest#
The result is that when tho farmer asks them if they have seen
the convict, not only Miss Dora denies that she has, hut Miss

14* .

Qraoe responds with a firm "Ho*"
Matt is foreed to make his way into a small ohurob where
the parson is preparing for evening service.

He tolls him im

mediately that he is the escaped convict, and has sought sanctu
ary in the church*

The poor parson has great difficulty in

deciding what he, in his position should do, hut finally tells
him that he may take rest in the church if he desires it. Seri
ously Matt wonders aloud what Christ would have done in the
same circumstances that confront the parson.

To this the

man answers,
"That, Captain Benant, is the hardest question
in the world. Nobody ever knows. You may answer
this or that» but nobody ever knows• The more you
read those writings, the more you realize that He
was incalculable, feu see — He was a genius l It
makes it hard for us who try to follow him,"
Touching him head. Matt sighs.
"It's the strain here. If they get me and I
have to go back: Odd: I didn't feel it half as
much when I was escaping from Germany."
The parson asks him if he had a fair trial, and he replies,
"You oan't 'try' bad luck....Well, I oughtn't
to have hit him, of course; original sin, you know;
but for an ordinary knockout six weeks is about all
you'd get; and I got four years more for that Hotten
Row rail. Yos, I think I was perfectly entitled to
have a shot'."
Outside the voice of the constable is distinctly heard.
Matt hides behind a row of cassocks hanging on the wall, and
the parson opens the church door.

With sympathy for Matt

and yet a reverence for his duty as parson, he continues in
his preparation for the servioe.

But when the oonetable asks
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hlm if he 1ms seen the oonviot, he stammers.

At this point

Matt steps out from his hiding-place and surrenderee

He turns

to the parson as the eonstable seizes him, and says,
here.

"Forgive me, sirl Oughtn’t to have come in
It wasn’t playing cricket."
.

Theparson objects,
"So, Hoi
have done."

That you have done —

that you

Matt’s last words over his shoulder are,
"It’s one’s decent self one can’t escape."
In a very low voice the parson gives him his blessing
as the church bell rings*
Salsworthy, in this drama, while once again revealing
the Inefficiency of the law, touches upon a more important
quality that is found in every human being.

Each of us has at

one time or another an overpowering bit of original sin.

Re

gardless of the weight of our offense, it leaves a little sore
spot somewhere within u s . From this little sore spot,this
little us, there is no escape.

Mi-
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Summary, technical ana theoretical, of Galsworthy's
"spire of meaning*"

Having studied Galsworthy's theory of drama, his "spire
of meaning," and having.applied it to his own dramas, wo have
found that to him the writing of drama is a serious under
taking.

Drama is art, and according to him, "Art is hut the

perfected expression of self in contact with the world."3This is what Galsworthy alms to accomplish*
•

'

\

'

' 1:

,V

His dramas are

:

'

life expressed, not as people pretend it to he* not as he
himself wishes it might he, hut as he sincerely feels it.
doing this he is always consistent.
and forces us to see it.

In

He has a vision of life,

To succeed in presenting this vision

or this picture of life, he has formed a rigorous theory of
drama that is compatible with his own character, and that has
resulted in the easily distinguished "Galsworthlan" dramas.
These dramas are "visions of life," moulded into a "spire of
meaning," characterised by economy, grace, and restraint.
"Galsworthy, in a word, is the enemy of all that is false
in the theater of ‘theatricality‘....In his plays, there is
ever a conscious effort to avoid effects, 'big scenes/
ventional dialogue and situations."2

2.

con

He has proved that the

A. H. Skemp, "The Plays of Mr, John Galsworthy.rtEssays
and Studies, vol. IV, p* 151.
Barreit H.Clark, The British and American Drama of To-Day,
p • 129 #
...... ..

old time-worn formulas of drama are not essential to the making
of good drama*

True, he has drawn up a rigorous formula and

has followed it rigorously, hut this formula is based upon
naturalism.

It is rigorous because it forbids him all license,

confining him to a selfless illusion of actual life*

The

purpose of his drama is not to deceive man into believing that
he is something that he is not, and it is not to persuade him
to adopt certain theories that the dramatist himself thinks
are m a n ’s salvation, but it is to set d o m the phenomena of
life and character ’’without fear, favour * or prejudice, leaving
the public to draw sash poor moral as nature may afford."
Galsworthy's drama is never trivialj it is never merely enter
taining.

Drama is art, and its value is not momentary.

stead, it must offer something to man.

In

This something, as

Galsworthy believes, is a vision of reality,

For this reason

his dramas are not mere social, problem dramas, but they are
"tragedies in which the forces and classes and beliefs of pres
ent-day existence meet and clash,"1
First of all, we have found that Galsworthy chooses a
moral upon which he bases his drama, and having done that he
next chooses a set of characters who, by having this moral
inherent in them, best illustrate that moral.

According to

his theory, from this point he does little but guide the lives
of his characters, as they act and are acted upon by the moral.
The special note of his dramas is restraint.
Diooil, Allardyoe. The Theory of Drama. p. 116.

His vision
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is wonderfully keent clear, and sober.

Always he Is intensely

watchful not to overstep the modesty of emotions and events.
"In his plays the forces of life themselves come into conflict
and grow into crises with all the quiet impressiveness of an
operation of nature."1

As he writes his plays, he only guides

his characters, allowing- them to "suffer their own lives,"
hut at the same time he is a eelf-eensclous writer.

Relent

lessly he guards his emotions, never forgetting that ho is
presenting a phenomenon of life, never forgetting that the only
emotion which he is entitled to include in the plays is the
emotion of his characters.

His ideal in art is "methodical

observation, deliberation, serenity, and objootiveness,"2
Constantly he holds himself in check, but there is an inner
vibrancy in his dramas that reveals the fact that he deeply
feels the significance of whatever subject he may be treating*
In choosing his plot Galsworthy indulges in dramatic inci
dent, but gives most effort to the creation of character.

We

remember that it is his idea that a human being is the best
plot.

There are highly dramatic incidents in Strife and in

Justice, for example, but they are dramtic in mental and
spiritual intensity.

They are not incidents of action.

His

plots are nothing more than the development of character, "the
interplay of circumstance on temperament, and temperament cm
circumstance, within the enclosing atmosphere of an idea."
For this reason Galsworthy's plots as such are slight*

Yl
2.

They

Lowisohn. Ludwig. The Modern Drama. p» 20$*
Dickinson, T. H*, An Outline of Contemporary Drama, p. 230*

-
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merely provide incident for the gradual unfolding of oharaoter,
and yet they contain all the drama of life.

Occasionally, as

in the detective scenes in Loyalties and in the auction soenea
of The Skin Game, he allows us a bit of tense action, but here
again it is action subservient to quick dialogue,

His plots

grow slowly and naturally, lucidly bringing to light the moral
of the play.

Galsworthy

While the crises of Shaw burst upon us, those of

has

come as natural oonsequonoos of what

occurred

before. Moreover, his crises break only at the end of the
play, as the "spire of meaning" is completed.
.

•

-

.

With Galsworthy

*

'

action and material incidents have become not ends, but means
to deeper ends, namely the development of oharaoter#
low we come to "the finest triumph of his art, which lies
in the creation of character."*1- One critic has said that the
characters of the dramatist, Jones, speak with an eye upon the
audience, but those of Galsworthy are caught speaking.2
Galsworthy’s characters are true to themselves*

Always

Sven the life

less oharaeters of Joy are consistent in whatever they do and
say.

Onco Galsworthy has oonooived his characters, whether

best or poorest, he does not guide them in any but natural
paths.

Even the fantastic little Seolohen in The Little Dream

is consistently and naturally fantastic.

Galsworthy’s great

est dramas, however, give us our best examples of his ability
to create character.

2*

In Strife we see Anthony and Roberts

Lewisohn.L.. op. olt.. p. 213.
Miller, 1. B., The Living Drama, p. 316.
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aide by sido fighting for their principles and finally surren
dering, "both broken men," to the men who oould not follow them.
.At the same time we see human nature striving vainly, and at
last giving up, having gained nothing, but rather having lost
faith and oonfidenee•

Similarly in Justice we see the pay*

ohologioal breaking down of Palder*s spirit*

Old English, hot

one of Galsworthy's most powerful dramas, but one of his finest
character developments, with a mixture of burner and a mixture
of pathos appropriate for the "groat old sinner," carries us
through his anxieties, his ebuetiling fun, and at last his stub
born determination to die, still the "old English."

In his

dramas Galsworthy reveals a wide range of characters, showing
that his Interests are not centered in
all humanity.

any

one class, but In

Sis deepest sympathy, however, is easily noticed

in his pictures of the lower classes, "the underdogs."

His

characters, great as they are, are not individuals, but rather
representative of human frailties.

One critic has said.

It is now easier to understand, why, having
written five or six great plays, and being one of the
most notable playwrights of the twentieth eentury,
he has nevertheless created hardly any persons that
will always be remembered as individuals. Ho has
not added Personalities to modern drama — personal
ities like Candida, or Petor Pan, or Oyrano. The
reason is clear, I think; his persons are the embodi
ment of ideas — they are flesh and blood, they are
real, but we are more interested in what they repre
sent than in their own idiosyncrasies. Or, as the
late Hr. Calderon said of Chekhov, our interest.in
his plays is centrifugal rather than centripetal;
our attention is not primarily drawn to the fortunes
of a little group on the other side of the foot
lights, but rather to Humanity.(1)
.

T%

____________ .

W. t . fehe'ips ,'~oju~oit ♦. p. 141.

.....

-
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0»lsworthy’e characters are Intensely alive, but they so
clearly and convincingly reveal their pitiful predicaments and
humanity’s childishness, that omr thought is d r a m from them
to ourselves as members of humanity.
Another critic has said,
His plays are rather too fully expressed in
terms of the thesis which he invariably undertakes
to explain. So far from being inarticulate, his
characters are too eloquent, they state their re
spective oases with all the logic of trained advo
cates, for they are just the mouthpieces of Gals
worthy's determination to remind us, as Ashley Pukes
has said, 'with patient regularity that there are
two sides to every question I'fl)
It is granted that Galsworthy's characters state their
cases logically.

They do this, nevertheless, passionately

under the strain of strong feeling and deep thought*

Those

who speak lengthily have suffered, not intermittently, but over
a long period of time, and their grievance is a common ©no
which they recognize in many people about them.

Therefore, the

above criticism of Galsworthy, which is not now, can bo ignored.
Galsworthy's characters, some of the finest and surely the
most natural in modern drama, stand as a vivid mirror before
society.

They speak and they act logically.

They are organic.

Turning now to Galsworthy's dialogue we find the remark,
Galsworthy's dialogue is the best dramatic
dialogue in the language. Its illusion of reality
is ao®plate.(2)
His art of writing dialogue is an "austere art," and one
1.
2.

Boyd, E ♦, ’’John Galsworthy, the novelist as Dramatist,"
Theater Arts. May, 1929, p* 340.
Lewieelm, L«, op. oit.. p. 211,

•
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in which he has suppressed all jokes and epigrams "severed from
character, relying for fan and pathos on the fun and tears of
life."

He indulges in no word, play, and never resorts to an

offinance of words for dramatic convenience.

The speech of

each character is the keynote to his inner self* to his suf
fering, or to his bitter satire.

The terse, pithy words of

Anthony are as distinctly different from the long-winded, 11*
literate demands of Roberts, as are the spoiled, ludicrous
excuses of Jack Barthwiok from the bittor, hopeless complaint
of Jones.

Because he is a keen, impartial observer and a per

son of deeply felt understanding and sympathy* Galsworthy seems
to draw from his characters the very utterance of their souls.
Of him one critic has written,
Apply his own test to the plays he has written.
Apply it to Wilde, who never suppressed an epigram,
and to Shaw who.loves to loiter over a bit of comic
relief, to the rhetoric of Hr. Jones and the solilo
quies of Pinero, and you will see how far the dramatic
dialogue has progressed in the last two decades.(1)
Galsworthy's dialogue is concise, his greatest effects
. ■v
being achieved sometimes by what he leaves unsaid or by the
expression.

This again arises from the fact that he feels

deeply the life through which he guides his oharaoters•

"An

illusion of reality," his dialogue carries the audience off
to a life with the characters and to the conviction that their
difficulties must he removed•
The flavor of the dramas we have found to be boot described
1.

Miller. lil B.. op. clt.. p.

~

*.

15

by the dimness and vaguoness of the word "gray."

Since Gals

worthy secs and fools graynoss overcasting all of humanity,
and since he spends hie efforts to waken men to their little
ness and inefficiency, we arc not surprised to detect this
Galsworthian "gray" flavor in his dramas.

His gentlemanly

restraint, both natural and studied, ale© contributes sub
dued grayness.

"There is something in Galsworthy’s gentility

that keeps him from being a satirist in a vindictive sense.
It has to do with hie philosophical belief in the community
of all things, that what hurts one hurts all, and to hurt any
thing is the one real crime."3. He writes powerful drama, and
yet it never shrieks.

Easily, naturally, and therefore probably

most persuasively he brings his moral to light.

Occasionally

ho loosens the ties of his humor, and breaks into a short
lived, but delightful bit of fun.
of the oharasters♦

This fun is always the fun

It sparkles in the eyes of "Old English,"

and It darts around the two old village wives, M r s . Burleoombe
and Mrs. Bradeere, in A Bit o ’ Love.
quiet and good-natured.

His humor is always

It is the simple humor of persons who

are enjoying the moment, even though they may be laughing at
themselves.

The flavor of Galsworthy’s dramas is a blending

of the reserve and good nature of an English gentleman with
the lamentations of a humanitarian who sees the hardship, the
suffering, and tho potentialities of mankind.

The one restrains

the other as tho other makes more poignant tho one,
1.

Poliott, H. T.t Some Modern Novelists, p, 82.
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Oeleworthy adds to the flavor of his dramas oogaaionally
t>y stage direotions.

These are often psyehologioal, sometimes

descriptive, and even in themselves at times set the mood of
the drama*

His stage settings are not elaborate or bright,

but always coincide with the spirit of the drama.

The fantasy

of The Little Dream is as enhanoed in oolorful stage setting
as the power and severity of Strife is appropriately aoooa*
panted by strong but simple setting.

"But, as a rule, Gals

worthy creates his atmosphere by subtler and less obtrusive
means....Tt is created by no visible artifice.

It inheres in

the situation, the hour, and the mood*"^
Now we have cone to Galsworthy as a naturalist.

A Quota

tion from Henderson concerning naturalistic drama may well be
taken as a commentary on Galsworthy and his dramas.
Aristotle said that the drama must have a be
ginning, a middle, and an end. The tendency of the
modern drama is to have no beginning, and no middle,
and to begin where the earlier drama loft off. It is
a drama of pure culmination; the unrolling of the
scroll of ultimate human character. Sor in a certain
sense can it be said to have any end; for the curtain
often falls without finality. Wo are left with a
haunting sense of the continuity and endlessness of
human life * The contemporary drama, in its higher
forms, is an illustration of extreme artistic fore
shortening ....The age itself is introspective, selfana lytioal; we perpetually scrutinize ourselves at
arm*8 length. The popularisation and diffusion of
•eientifio theories, the widespread and over-increas
ing interest displayed in philosophy, psychology,
pathology, criminology, psychiatry, eugenics; tho
spread of humanitarian ideas, breeding a spirit of
quiescence and peace rather than of resistance of war;
increased specialization and refinement of knowledge,
imposing the obligation of dispassionate and self1.

Lewleohn, L., o p . olt.. p. 211,
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less reee&reh — these and similar foreee eo-operate
masterfully in giving tone to the era.,..The con
temporary feels interest in the amuse* not in the
details, of suicide, for example. The query is not
Howl but l7hy?U>
This is Galsworthy’s drama summarized from the point of
view of naturalism.

There is another point, however, that one

cannot overlook, and that is the fact that Galsworthy aims to
he and is so suooessful in presenting a picture of life that
his audience does not watch one of his dramas performed without
living through the experiences and emotions of the ohareeters.
The audience feels the moral because it lives it.
moved to ask Why?

Then it is

Galsworthy resorts to no artifice# to create

his artistic effects, those effects which contribute much
to the vividness of his drama.

He has many powerful scenes,

but they are the natural outcome of preceding scenes and lead
as naturally to the following scenes,

For instanoe, in Justice

we watch Raider’s mental torture as he beats upon the door of
his cell; in The Fugitive we hear the strains of the song, This
Day a Stag Must Die, after we watch Glare drink her poison;
in The Show we watch Lady Moreooabe slowly approach her son’s
empty chair and tenderly kiss the lips that are not there; in
The Forest we hear the dull beating of the drums deep in the
jungle.

These are all highly dramatic scenes, but they are

so delicately woven into the plot that they become an invalu
able part.

Another importance is that they reveal to ua Gals

worthy the artist.
T*

Galsworthy is without a rival in natural-

Henderson. A . . The Changing Drama, p. 161.
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lam, the most exacting and confining of all techniques.
During our study of Galsworthy's theory of drama and the
manifestations of this theory In M s

dramas wo have witnessed

the construction of a number of "spires of meaning."

Each of

his dramas 1b a "spire of m e a n i n g H e does not embark upon
the writing of a drama for the purpose of presenting a problem
to his audience* leading them through the development of that
problem, drawing them to an ausplelous climax, and then helping
them through the solution of the problem.

That is not Gals

worthy's conception of the duty of a dramatist and it is not
hie conception of drama.

On the contrary, he conceives of a

dramatist as a broad-minded, far-seeing, understanding sym
pathetic person, who chooses a significant moral of life, a
character or group of characters with this moral inherent in
them, and guides them without partiality and without prejudice
through a natural series of Incidents, thereby bringing the
moral "poignantly to the light of day."
as a spire Is built.

His dramas are built

They are based upon a moral, and onoe

this base or foundation is laid, all that follows serves to
make clearer and carry higher and higher the thought that is
imbedded in the moral.

Just as a spire gradually tapers to

its perfect point, and stands against the sky, a beautiful
inspiration, so does a Galsworthy's drama gradually taper to a
perfect olimax, and stand before humanity, a gray reality, some
times satiric and.sometimes wistful.

A oritio has said that

Galsworthy has not the originality or the puritanic zeal of

•IS?*

Shaw, hut he has more balance and greater artistic power.12
Balance is never wanting in Galsworthy’s dramas, and while wo
have found that in one of his finest dramas, Strife, this bal
ance is a little rigid, nevertheless, it is perfect symmetry.
In no other drama do we find his balance so rigid.

As wo read

his dramas we are conscious of artistic smoothness, ease, and
surety, until finally at the end we experience a sensation of
completion, of perfection.

By this I do not mean that the

thought of the drama is finished.
after the drama is concluded,

The thought continues even

But the completion and per

fection which we experience is comparable to our sensation
when we look up at the peak,of a spire —

that which we see

is perfect art, but its significance points to something be
yond.

Galsworthy’s "spire of meaning" seems to point to Human

ity, while an unheard voice seems to say,

.

"I take thee for what thou art."
Perhaps a quotation from Galsworthy will give us the final
keynote to the success of his drama•
Sincerity bars out no themes — it only demands
that the dramatist's moods and visions should be
Intense enough to keep him absorbed; that he should
have something to say so engrossing to himself that
he has no need to stray here and there and gather
purple plums to eke out what was Intended for an ap
ple tart* Here is the heart of the matter; You
cannot got sincere drama out of those who do not
see and feel with sufficient fervor; and you cannot
get good, sincere drama out of persons with a weak
ness for short outs* There are no short outs to the
good in art.(2)
1,

Ounllffe, J. W., oj>. clt., p. 112.

2.

Henderson, A., op. city, p. 179.
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We have oxamined Galsworthy's dramas from the standpoint
of his dramatic theory, and have found that in all of them he
accomplishes his "spire of m e a n i n g W h i l e wo cannot expect
them to be equally successful as dramas, always he achieves
the " s p i r e D i f f e r e n c e in dramatic quality is due to strength
and weakness in conception, and here Galsworthy suffers from
the occasional fault of all artists*

He is working with one of

the most difficult types of art, that of reducing fundamental
elements of humanity in a naturalistic way to the limits of
the stages

If, therefore, at times his conception falls to

attain perfection, and if he sometimes lacks deftness in hand
ling a weighty problem, wo cannot allow that fact to stand in
the way of granting him the place of ono of our greatest modern
dramatists.

Strife, Justice, and The Silver Box are his most

powerful dramas.
great,

The Pigeon is less powerful, but quite as

The Skin Game, written several years later, also ranks

as one of his greatest dramas.

The Fugitive. The Mob, and

The Show reveal fine conceptions, but lack the deftness and
clarity of the greatest.

Old English is an admirable character

sketch, but lacks polish as a drama,

loyalties is great in its

humanitarian appeal and its combination of tension, amusement,
and pathos, but is deficient in high tone.

The 31dost Son.

The Foundations, and The Family Itan lack convincing spirit.
Escape has a powerful appeal, but its episodic structure de
tracts from its naturalism and places it under the category
approximating experiment.

The Little Dream is an exquisite bit
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of poetry and fancy.

The Forest and Windows lose their sig

nificance in their olmemrity.
its lifeless characters.
ty.

Joy lacks vitality htcanse of

A Bit o/ Love approaches sentimentali

The six short plays, The First and the Last. The Little

Man. Hall-Marked. Defeat. The Sun, and Punch and Go, are
artistic little sad pictures of reality, hut lack the strength
of good drama.

The faults of these dramas, it is easy to see,

lie in the fact that Galeworthy is attempting a very difficult
problem*

He does not present the problems of an individual on

the stage, but the problems of humanity.

Were he not so ex

tremely successful in Strife. Justice. The Silver Box, and
The Pigeon. the weakness of his other dramas would not be so
noticeable•

His "spire of meaning" is always present.

Our

oritioiams are grounded in the truth that it gleams and glows
in Strife, but smoulders vaguely in The Forest, and struggles
against awkward artistry in The Show.

Galsworthy is a great

dramatist.
A dramatist must have claims to immortality other than
those of technique,

He

must present to his audience something

more than perfect form and artistry.

He must engage their at

tention by the intrinsic qualities of his dramas and by the
thought which they convey.

For this reason we may briefly con

sider the philosophy of Galsworthy’s "spire of meaning."
Galeworthy is a humanitarian.

Moral and social dilemmas

constitute the intellectual content of hie "spire of meaning
"He sees them and is able to propound them by reason of the
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central passion of his soul, which is a passion for Justice#...
Galsworthy, in his proper person, for instance, is on the side
of labour.**

He discloses the suffering of the laborer, bound

by the restrictions of capital, he sees the unfairness ex
hibited toward the poor man in the administration of Justice,
but on the other hand, he also sees the a o-called "'upperolass
man” subjected likewise to the law of his community#

Tho

modern social organisation is inadequate, but those people who
are in control are as much the suffers as the people under
them.

Finally, both upper and lower classes are victims of

tho idiosyncrasies of human nature•

In this respect Gals

worthy does not fall into sentimentalism.

He wants the best

done for man, but readily admits the limits to possibility.
Through his "spire of meaning" he attempts to bring the moral
of his drama "poignantly to the light of day" in such a way
that society will bo moved, by having this glimpse of reality,
to a new estimate of herself and a reorganisation of her in
stitutions •
(Me critic writes.
Hr. Galsworthy also handles definite problems;
those of marriage, of sox relationship, of labour
disputes, of tho administration of the law, of soli
tary confinement; but for him the individual problem
leads always to the fundamental problem of the general
relations between individuals within the social or
ganism* He faces it with deep consciousness of its
infinite complexity; he feels the evils in things as
they are, but never ascribes them to this class or
that, to this or that simple cause. He suggests
that no "practical" reform, though reforming pur
pose appears in hi® constant indication of existing

lowisohm. 1.. op. olt.» p. 215.

*"
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wrongs• His solution is not political, but athioal.
The. sours® of all evil, for him, lies in failure of
imagination and sympathy. Ho one puts himself in
- ' ■ another"s place; no one fully understands another •
;
So, though all mean well, their actions go wrong; and
*
th® evil increases when individuals are forced to
aot together — ' class: grows farther av/ay from class
'
than individual from individual, and society as a
■ whole acts with less understanding and sympathy than
the persons composing it....30 throu# all Mr. Gals
worthy's work it is in lack of sympathy and imagina
tion that he finds the springs of evil. Without
Imagination true sympathy is impossible, and pity is
a poor substitute.. Without imagination good inten
tions can bear little fruit; and so for Mr. Gals
worthy no phrase expresses and suggests so much as
"I oan’t imagine."Tl)
Galsworthy, in looking upon the graynoss of life, does
not become indurate, but maintains a gentle sympathy with the
poor man and the wealthy man, with the martyr and the criminal,
with old age and with youth.

He regards all people as victims

of their own temperament and circumstance.

With his dramas

he hopes to enlighten man to the true nature of his predicament,
to lead him to serious analysis.and:,contemplation, so that he
may be bettor able to oope with his difficulties and to understand the difficulties of others.

The hope of reform lies be

hind each of his dramas, but it is only a hope as far as Gals*
worthy's efforts are concerned.

He leaves "the public to draw

such poor moral as nature may afford.”

In some dramas this

moral and the reform that it may achieve belongs to social in
stitutions and in others it belongs to moral and spiritual in
stitutions .

Whatever the "spire of moaning," its effect is

never fugacious.

Even Galsworthy's tiniest drama, The gun,

sends us off into realms of thought, regret, and wonderment.
His "spires," moat of them clear and significant, but some of
1.

Skemp, A.R.f 0p. oit*, pp. 161-163,

them vague ant veiled by uncertain artistry, never fail to
stimulate thought.
In summarizing the oonolusions.that v/e have made in this
study of Galsworthy's "spire of meaning," we may find the fol
lowing quotation valuable.
Hr. Galsworthy's drama, true as it is to the
finest traditions of tragic art, is fundamentally
modern, expressing to this age the spirit of the twen
tieth century as Shakespeare's tragedy enshrined the
spirit of the Ronasoenoe. Our study of drama, if it
is to teach us anything, must teach us to be prepared
to welcome new:developments in that art which, above
all others, is most sensitive to the ideals of the
age in which it is born. To attempt to imitate
Shakespearian drama now, in its original form, would
be as absurd as to plead for a return to the stageeoaoh in place of the locomotive. Han wishes for
means of conveyance in all ages; the desire was the
same in ancient Egypt as it is to-day, but tho means
are different. So in tragedy the fundamental pas
sions remain unaltered from century to century, in
forming the work of Ibsen as they informed the work
of Aeschylus; only the means which Aeschylus used to
arouse those passions boar the same relation to the
means of Ibsen that a oharlot does to an aeroplane.
The one is the perfect expression of Grecian life;
the other of modern, and while we may still appreciate
the worth of the more ancient, we realize that it
will be Inadequate to cope with the changed condi
tions of a modern consciousness. The demands are
the same, but circumstances have altered tho media and
the ideals and the means of expressions.(1)
This is Galsworthy’s drama, his "spire of meaning" en
hanced by his own personal charm and conscientiousness, best
illustrated in his little prayer.
If in a Spring night I went by
And God wero standing there,
•That is the prayer that I would
To Him? This
is the
prayer:
jnijut, jLo
wi# g
fmfvr#
0 Lord of

Hako^fl]

________

To ask Thoo anything.(2)
1.
2.

Eicoll, A., British Drama, pp. 68-69.
Skemp, A. E., oj>. city, p. 171.
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